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old

building have
politics of Maine

centered much of the with a party of excursionists.The New
for more than a gener- England Mutual Accident association of
ation.
Luther Severance,
James
G.
Boston, the largest assessment accident
Blaine, John L. Stevens aud Edwin C. Bur- company, having $80,000,000 of business
JWOKN1NG BY THE
tlN 1HIKSDAY
all
felt the public pulse from in force, 13,000 members and
leigh have
doing busithe old building’s famous editorial rooms.
ness in 17
States, has been absorbed by
an
Park
Commissioners
will
ask
the
General
Accident Assurance company
....Bangor’s
for $4000 for park improvement this year,
of Perth, Scotland, and will retire from
and propose soon to enter their Forest business.
The agitation concerning as,t fhE PAPER for Maine SeafarAvenue Park for
first prize among sessment life insurance, which has extending People.”
Maine parks_One of the greatest events ed to assessment accident insurance, led to
in the
launching lino will be when the the change..It is said that claims are
ami County
,,, illation lu City
topedo boat Dahlgren goes overboard at being collected for presentation to the
Bath.
The Kenuebee naval veterans' asUnited States of French, German and
sociation will attend the launch in a body English subjects for property destroyikkms In advance, $2.00a year,
n cents tor tiiree months.
do
and
escort duty to Mrs. Dahlgren, who
ed in Cuba during the insurrection.
For one square, one inch
m
will christen the boat.Another cargo Owing to a change in the board of regents
cents, tor one week, ami 25
of
350
of the State Agricultural College of Kansas
insertion.
reached
Porte,|.;ent
molasses,
hogsheads,
land May 14th on the schooner Kit Carson the invitation to Wm. J. Bryan to deliver
from Ponce, P. l\.The candidate most
the commencement oration has been ant 1 o-l>ay*s Journal.
likely to be chosen to succeed Miss Saw- nulled.The Catholic Knights of
telle as dean of the women’s division of America have voted to endow a chair in
1 AGE 1
( olby college, seems to be Miss Grace E.
the Catholic University at Washington....
\ edits aud Boats..Judge
It is expected that the jubilee for 1900,
Miss MatWedding Bells..Roothbay Matthews of Brookline, Mass.
Periodicals. .Obituary..
thews (is a ^jster of Prof. Shailer Matdecreed by the recent papal bull, will be
idlers'
Institute.. Nature
quite generally celebrated throughout the
.ties
Memorial I)aj..Con- thews, formerly of Colby, and now of the
Her grandfather,
i<11ies
world.
Coming to Maine.. University of Chicago.
Rev. Dr. Shailer of Portland, was for
v U1E 2.
an
honored
trustee
of
the
colmany years
ivd.'e.. Belfast Free Library..
Yachts and Boats.
Miss Matthews is a graduate of
Ships and Sailors.
lege.
AGK 3.
Smith college_Secretary D. W. HaselI. W. Parker launched his knockabout
luted Paragraphs.. Sable
tiue of the Maine board of pharmacy is
uitew Bell...The Queen’s
Wave last Saturday.
■mled on Branch Hoad..City sending to the holders of certificates a
ti:♦
Aphrodite..For Amer- notification that the annual registration
The new cup defender Columbia will be
-!lict Affairs.
fee of $1 for registered apothecaries, and launched June 8th.
I’AKB 4
for
50 cents
:e < "iirt. .Concerning the Hoqualified assistants, is now
L. C. Homer has bought a 24 foot cat-rigged
t Brooks.. Transfers in Leal
due and should be paid before July 1st.
'u
Porto Rico. .Nortbport
yacht, w hich will be added to the Bucksport
This
is
in
with
notification
accordance
secof Mr and Mrs. Gilberfleet.
tion 9 of the act passed last winter by the
isbery. .The Churches.
The London Yachting World says that the
PAGE 6.
Legislature.Thomas S. Fuller, a lifeiM
News of the Granges .To long Democrat,
died at his home in dimensions of the Shamrock are: Length
.!c ('ouniy.
Thomaston, Sunday, aged 78 years. He over all, 130 feet; water line length, 89 feet;
PAGE 6.
was
a successful sea
captain and ship extreme beam, 24 feet.
m
and
News
Notes.
iterary
builder.
He is survived by a widow and
t-.ikt-r Reed. Register of Deep
O. R. Webster launched his knockabout
two children—ex-Postmaster Parker T.
.; izatiou.
last Saturday.
The slops Marjorie and
Fuller of Rockland and Mrs. Adella CurPAGE 7.
tis of Chelsea, Mass.Maine fire insurAlice B. of the local yacht fleet are still on
in
Casco
Pine
Tree
hting
Bay..
ance agents have been invited to enter an
the shore in Carter’s yard.
r-us Beer (poem).. A Wonderful
>al Afterthoughts.
association which it is proposed to organSteamer Day Dream, owned by the Point
ize at an early day for mutual benefit.
PAGE 8.
Lookout Club, has been placed in commis«
unty Correspondence..Ship The preliminary meeting of the agents in'irths
Marriages...Deaths.
terested will he held in the Falmouth sion, and in command of captain Chapin
left Camden May 14th for Isle au Haut.
Hotel, Portland, Thursday, May 25.
At the Supreme court in Auburn May 15th
The schooner yacht Frolic, with Norman
1 HE WEEK.
v w s i)\
Geo. W. Pierce was sentenced to 38 years
in state prison for attempting to murder White and a party of friends ou hoard from
^oston, which has been cruising about the
us.
E. H. Greeley, Esq., ! ex-City Marshal H. E. Teel and Judge A.
Jr., and John C. Gordon D. Cornish of the Lewiston municipal bay for the past w'eek, was here Monday
The
have consolidated their court. The seven indictments charging him night and sailed Tuesday for Boston.
■
Frolic is owned by Herbert White of Boston
cry interests and organized with criminal libel were nolle prossed.
Farm Co.
The company Pierce made a sensational speech, saying and is a frequent visitor here.
that he had been convicted by the lying
trm at Trenton formerly
xacuuonen nave oeen loosing
[or some
II. Greeley, a portion of testimony of his accusers, of whom Judge
time for the advent of the first boat of the
ex
with the Cornish, ex-Mayor McGUlicuddy,
i.urn at Pittsfield,
of line thoroughbred and
Mayor Newell, Detectives Stokes and Lark type in the harbor. This week Messrs.
He said that he forRoss G. Hall and Charles Stanwood launchabout 00 bead.
The. com- Odliu were leaders.
tie the Ellsworth creamery
gave them all and that he went to prison ed a Lark that they designed aud built
ill-will
without
towards
..
entertaining any
amery now being built at
themselves in a shop at the rear of Mr. Hall’s
1
He said that he would be
cere
will be no line of any of them.
store on Federal street.
The boat was built
94
when
the
sentence
and
that
he
the
on
expired
by
Washington
*pon honor’, not for sale but for the. builders’
i between Digby, X. fS., and should be dead long before that time.
own use anil they have taken special pains
tson, but the line will be
to lit her with everything that will tend to
Fish and Game.
The ice in Rangeley make her a model craft for
»cur for a certainty.
The
pleasure jaunts
serve to divert the most
Lake went out the 8th and 9th of May ; in the harbor. The Lark boats are not inseotian trade towards the this year and the lake is now ready for j tended for open sea work, being modelled esfor speed in fairly smooth water.
Digby is 45 fishing. The dates of the clearing of the | pecially
unty road.
After Messrs. Hall aud Stanwood launched
.Mportand is situated near lake in past years since 1882 are as follows: their boat, a number
of yachtsmen took a
lhe Annapolis valley. 1882, May 12; 1883, May 14; 1884, May 13; short
sail in her aud returned enthusiastic,
en
who
travel through 18>5. May 15; 188(5, May 3; 1887, May 10; over her
She is 1(5 feet long,
many virtues.
good times all over the ls£8, Max 21; 1889, April 30; 1890, May 9; six feet beam and draws very little water.
will
.ne feeling well, business
Slie
coine
about like a top almost in her
1891, May 10; 1892, May 4; 1893, May 20;
nee prevails, and
Uepub- 1894, May 2; 1895, May 7; 1890, May 9; length, ami a breath of air will send her kit>.s a reality that none can
1897, May 12; 1898, May 1-2; 1899, May 8- ing, while a fair sailing breeze makes a
9.Fresh mackerel are being landed at race horse out of her. She is fitted with air»ugli his attorney, J. F.
compartments and has many little
Pie ice has made a satis- New York in small lots by the uetters and tight
features intended to add to her comfort that
with the Maine Central a few seiners have also secured fish, the do not
appear in other boats of her class.
injuries sustained in most important fare being 150 bjyls., land- [Portland Express.
1
ed by scb. Ethel 13. Jacobs after being
in the winter of 'OS.
injured only two cases out only 20 hours from landing a smaller !
!.Milled and both aie in trip.Even with the usual discount for !
Judge George L. Wentworth.
•Hiy Bowman and Mrs. prevarication, the catch of brook trout in :
Among the recent appointments of Geo.
the streams about Buekspoat has been |
.aides X*»rris, the Damans
is planning to raise large so laj this season, Few towns afford
Wolcott of Massachusetts was that of Geo.
than Bucks- '< L
of
ducklings for the Boston better sport for the
as
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angler

Jle keeps four men port, says the Herald_Several good sal- i
weirs on j
i.urn all the time feeding
muu
were taken in Bucksport
me in si
Last year Mr. Xorris last imusuay mornings uue,
iekens in addition to the in some time.
Many alewives are being
!
..The Aroostook Repub- caught and smoked are in good demand...
authentic sources that Drew's lake, near New Limerick, on the
shippers began to receive line of the Bangor it Aroostook, is becomup to the 24th of April, ing famous for its fishing. On Thursday a !
bushels of potatoes were couple of men went out for a few hours,
Ai"<->took county over the aud returned with a string of 12 beauties, j
u se
potatoes over si.000,
weighing from two to four pounds_The j
the farmers of Aroostook. Fish and Game Association excursion will
lumbermen of Maine are probably he to Kangeley, this year, and ;
water power and timber the time about the middle of June. !
line of the Washington Lately the hatchery at Green lake has
j
! for the erection of a 75 sent out 1(50,000 little fry for planting in
.Reports from some sec- the various ponds in this vicinity. Of this j
diere is an appearance of number 40,000 salmon trout have been
worm on the fruit-trees
planted at Branch pond, Ellsworth, and
Maine men will have a use- (50,000 trout at Patten pond, Ellsworth.
ment part in the arrangeTank pond, where is located the sportscoming national peace men's retreat of Hon. Frank Jones, re- (
Mr.
Washington.
Chapin ceived 30,000 trout, and Hatcase pond, |
ii of one of the prominent
near Holden,
30,000 trout.The Deer
o* born in Orland, and is
Isle Messenger says: “Capt. A. R. Camp•t
ueut Washington lawyer.
bell, at the Reach, has been at work for
Iward, another prominent the past five mouths on what is probably
.■reparations, is a native of the largest lobster car in the State of
iThe
He is a partner in a lead- Maine.
It is now uearly finished.
It
lutuse of the city.
Mr. T. dimensions are (5(5 by 32 feet by 5 feet.
dent of the Board <>f Trade, is divided into 44 compartments, each (5x8
rosby S. Noyes, who is a feet. It will easily accommodate 20,000
"iston.Miss Sarah Orne lobsters. lie has used 800 pounds of nails
We challenge any
M'sented the Fogg Memorial in its construction.
itb Berwick with a handsome one to produce a larger one.”
cell’s life of Johnson in six j
Hie outlook for the ice busiWashington Whisperings. Admiral
Kennebec does not seem to Hichboru, chief of the bureau of construc•hmined essentially by the I tion, has received a report from Naval
’he trust.
A very large and Constructor Gapps, at Hong Kong, reas obtained
and already some garding the
three
captured .Spanish
The chief reason cruisers Isia de Cuba, lsla de Luzou, and
I ped away.
ipments is not on account Don Juan de Austria. Constructor Gapps
: ers for ice so
much as for states that a careful examination lias
vessels, which seem to be very shown that the vessels are in consideriin. ...The State muster of the
ably better condition than was expected.
nen s association will be held
The forecastle decks of the Cuba and
and
ex.-Chief
John
Luzon are found to be in very fair condiiiily,
Bangor lire department is tion. They are of teak wood, and will
n the plans for
entertaining not have to be renewed, recalking being
men who are expected to be
sufficient to put them in first-class condi1 over Maine.
They will tion. The hull, machinery and outfit, Mr.
!•*! two days, and Mr. Mason
Gapps reports, are also found to be in
ity government to make a good state and may not need renewal.
for entertaining The boilers and engines of all the vessels
i riation
Mary S. Snow of Bangor are in fairly good condition......The
the meeting of the New French government is making inquiries
•nation of School Superin- as to American coal with a view’ to adopti in the Boston Latin school
ing it for the use of the French navy.
Hoods have subsided aud Lieut, de Fararaoud, the naval attache of
business situation in Eastern the French embassy here, was ordered to
*•»11 y improved within the examine the coals now in use on AmeriThe scarlet fever has brok- can warships and having completed his
illage of Orono and at the inquiries, is now preparing a favorable rel lie Katahdin club aud the
Letters
port to the French admiralty.
1
se are under
quarantine. from Admiral Dewey, reciting the exstudents have left town perience of the squadron at Manila and
to their homes, and there is
giving the preference to American over
lf‘g the college.
Drs. Bayard British coals, were submitted to him.
‘ve
of
the
cases.
Lieut, de Faramond’s observations lead
charge
college
s'
hns far is running lightly.... him to the conclusion that the American
inter-class field meet of the coals make a slight percentage more
‘iversity Athletic association, smoke, but that they have less asli
was won by the class of ’99.
and oiinkers than the Cardiff coal, which
'‘••nvention of the
King’s is the standard the world over.
Maine is to be held in Port"c -'1 and 'It.Chief Justice
In Brief.
Postmaster Genera] Emory
»
*>angor is again ill—this time Smith has issued a general order that
ciudire, and it is not likley that he postmasters at presidential postolfiees are
v
', !l t'> sit at the June law term, required to give their personal attention
intended.Captain E. S. to the business of their offices, and must
1
«:
,'H raPtain and wealthy shipowner not absent themselves therefrom for a
^••as stricken with apoplexy in New longer period than one or two days with"a.v 10th, died Saturday. The out authority granted .upon written applio
taken to his home in Bangor cation to the department_Admiral Dews<m
by way of the
."’alter, who reached his ey will sail for New York
l,f’Js’cle
board the United States
State "i 1"'“'ance before he died.The Suez Canal, on in
ten days. It is expectCommissioner reports cruiser Olympia,
U,at ,|
four
Maine .* Dl,™ber of incendiary fires in ed that the voyage will occupy about
ti„)8i f '■(•creasing rapidly.One of the months_President McKinley visited the
m'lar landmarks in
Augusta, the Natural Bridge while on his way to the
/ ,j g
Saturday. He
built “to a Journal office, is to be re- Yirginia Hot theSpringB,
rock and shook hands
modern structure. In that climbed down
'■on.
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As-

Templar.
In politics he

is a Republican.
He was
married Nov 5, 1881, to Miss Annette Small,
of Belfast, Me., and has four children.

j

1

Weymouth

Justice of the Boston
Municpal
Court.
The Boston Journal gives the following sketch of his life:
George Littlefield Wentworth of Boston
and Weymouth, a member of the Suffolk
Bar, is a native of Maine, born in Ellsworth,
May 24, 1852. son of Stacy Hall and Rebecca
Littlefield (Getchell) Wentworth.
He is seventh in generation from Elder
William Wentworth, who emigrated to
America from England between 183(3 and
1838, landing in Boston. George L. Wentworth was educated in the public schools in
Brewer, Me until 1(3, then, under a private
tutor, fitting for college, hut never entering.
He studied for his profession at the Boston
University Law School, graduating in 1881
with (the degree of LL. B.
In the Law School he was President of his
class, aud was appointed by the Faculty
class orator.
He was admitted to the Bar
in September following his
graduation, aud
since that time has been in active practice
in Boston.
In Wevmouth where, he has reHided since 1885, be has been influential in
town affairs, for three years on the School
Committee, 1887 to 1889; and represented his
district m the Legislature in 1894 and 1895,
in the latter body serving on the Committees
on Judiciary and on Rules.
From 1890 to 1893 he served as Special
County Commissioner for Norfolk County,
Mr. Wentworth is connected with the order
of Odd Fellows, is now Past Grand of
Wildey Lodge of South Weymouth, and
Past High Priest of Pentalpah Royal Arch
Chapter, and has held prominent positions
in Orphan’s Hope Lodge of Free Masons in
the South Shore Commandery, Knights

sociate

Wedding

Bells.

Lunt Sylvester. The home of Mr. and
Hall at Camden was the scene of

Mrs. E. S.

very pleasant wedding Wednesday evening, May 10th, when Mrs. Hall’s sister, Clara
E. Sylvester of Camden, was united in marriage to Edgar L. Lunt of Lincolnville.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. L. D.
Evans, the pretty and impressive ring service being used.
The bride was tastefully
and becomingly attired in blue w'ith white
lace garniture. Only the immediate friends

a

were present.
After the ceremony delicious
refreshments were served. The couple are
well and most favorably known in their respective towns, the bride being one of Camden’s most estimable ladies, and the groom
one of Lincolnville’s most highly respected
citizens, and a man of sterliug qualities.
Mr
and Mrs. Lunt left immediately for
their home in Lincolnville, where they will
reside. The congratulations of their many
friends will follow them. [Rockland Daily
Star.

Coming

to

Maine.

Congressman Boutelle has sent to Col. F.
E. Bootbhy the following letter from Secretary Long:
Washington, May 8, 1899.
Sir—Referring to your letter of April 25th
in regard to a visit of the North Atlantic
squadron to Portland and Bar Harbor, I
have the pleasue of informing you that the
itinerary of the squadron for the summer
cruise will probably take it to both ports,
though it is impossible at present to make
definite promise in regard thereto or to give
you the probable date of its arrival.
Very respectfully,
John D. Long, Secretary.

Boothbay Booming.
Won’t our waters be cut up by steam
No less than twelve
crafts this season!
passenger steamers will make regular trips
to and from Boothbay Harbor, besides four
regular small fishing steamers and any
amount of yachts and launches. If this
isn’t hustling for business, we would like
to know what is, and with our six sardine
factories, summer visitors and everything
coming our way generally, why aren’t “we
the people?*’
In the immortal language, L.
T. G. W. G. O., we exclaim. [Boothbay

Register,

noble girl and by her kind acts endeared
herself to all who knew her. She was highly
esteemed wherever known for her pure and
noble life and character, as was attested by
the large concourse of people who attended
the services to pay their last tribute of respect to one they had so favorably known.
She leaves on this side to mourn their loss,
a mother, three brothers and two
sisters,
who kindly thank all of Sadie’s friends who
aided them by their presence and by other
kind acts in their sad hour of bereavement.
Let this comfort her sorrowing friends, that
with beckoning hands she ever awaits your
coming to her beautiful home over there,
where good byes are never spoken and parting words are never known.
Dearest Sadie thou hast left us

OBITUARY.
Mrs. Olive Colburn died at her home

on

Church street Saturday afternoon, May 13th,
after a short illness, at the advanced age of
84 years, 10 mouths and 28 days. She was
the last of the family of Paul and Elizabeth

Giles, and sister of Charles Giles, Mrs. Susan
Simpson, Mrs. Mary Merrill and Mrs. Hannah
Quirnby. She was married to William
T. Colburn, Dec. 20, 1835. They celebrated
their golden wedding on Saturday, Dec. 19,
1885, the anniversary falling on Sunday, the
same day ot the week as the original marriage. Two hundred guests were present,
and the
greetings on that occasion showed

the esteem in which Mr. and Mrs. Colburn
were held.
Three guests were present who
were at the marriage in 1835, including Mr.
Daniel Haraden, who acted as groomsman
on that occasion. Every guest was presented
with a piece of wedding cake made by Mrs.
Colburn, and she also made the cake for her
original marriage. Mr. Colburn died Dec.
20, 1892, just fifty-seven years after his marriage. Mrs. Colburn leaves three sons and
two
William J- and Albert T.

And

and friends, and of cheerful disposition. She w as fully prepared for the change
and often expressed herself as willing and
anxious tc depart when her days of usefulThe funeral was
ness to others were over.
held Monday afternoon at the house which

family

century has been the
home of the family. The services were conducted by Rev. J. M. Leighton of the First
than

half

a

Parish, Unitarian. The interment
family lot in Grove Cemetery.

was

in

the

Marion Verna, only daughter of Mr. and
Arthur C. Whitney, died of appendicitis, May 8th, at the home of her parents
on Belmont
avenue, aged 10 years and 5
Mrs.

months. Her funeral Thursday was largely
atteuded by her young friends, teachers and
classmates.
Rev. G. E. Edgett conducted
the service, with appropriate words of comfort to the sorrowing friends and relatives.

deeply feel,

He was intent ou doing his duty at
whatever cost. He often said if he did not
do his duty it brought darkness. In later
years his presence in a meeting was a benediction. He walked close to the Saviour.
After a number of weeks of sickness death
most.

FRIDAY

of

Literature,"

Miss

Mr.

FORENOON

W.

A.
will

Clark have left
arrive in Belfast

about June 1st.
Charlestown, Mass., was
this city Thursday on her way to Searsmont, for a visit.
Mrs. R. Bean of

in

It is

ily

of

said that Ralph C. Johnson an 1 famWashington, D. C., will not come to

Belfast

this

summer.

M. Cohe arrived Tuesday from
Chicago for a short visit and is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Keating.
Mrs.

Ira

Dr. Frank A. Kuowlton of Fairfield was
called to Belfast Tuesday by the serious illness of his father, J. W. Knowlton.
Miss Mary A. Gilmore of Freedom, who
lias spent the winter with Mrs. Calvin A.
TTu Khan *. returned home

yesterday.

William J. and Albert T. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, were in Belfast a few days the
past week to attend the. funeral of their

societies.

mother.

Monday evening.

Rev. T. B. Mower arrived in this town
Monday night from South Berwick on his
way to Cambridge, where his relatives reside.
[Dexter Gazette
Mrs. Ed. A. Richardson and daughter
Mattie returned fro n (.Jainby, Mass., Thursday, where they have iwen spending a part,
of the w inter. [D***?r Isle Messenger,
I.
T. H. Sanborn arrived Friday
San Francisco, where she spent the
winter, and has resumed her duties as Matron of the Girl’s Home.
Mrs.

new

from

Walter J. Clifford and Ornn J. Dickey attended a reception to Chaplain Coulter of
the Massachusetts Division, Sons of Yet.erran, in Portland yesterday.
.Mr. W.

city

F. Nutt of Fairfield

was

in

this

two

<

Grand Senior Warden Horace
Lovering, and ti e visitors from this city
will lie entertained by the Charles A March
Encampment, I O. O F if Searsport. The
degree staff and other guests will accomu their trip.
The work
pany the Cantons
of conferring the Patriarchal degree will be
performed by the degree staff of Canton
Pallas and a grand hall at Union will follow the degree work.
The Belfast band
have been engaged to accompany the excura ion party on the steamer Castine, which has
been chartered for the occasion. The Cantons, headed by the band, will inarch to the
boat, which leaves Lewis wharf at <; p. m.
to-day. On arrival at Searsport. there will
be a short parade, followed by an open air
coucert by the Belfast Band. Th# Belfast
Band Orchestra will furnish the dance
music.
The Belfast party will return by
«

President.

i

j

|

Institute.

SESSION.

Caroline W. Field, Belfast

Thomas H. Marshall
Memorial Day
there being but little
gram of last year. The

\V.

for

Dennett returned

r<>

Ellsworth

Dilworth,

j

v‘ilie Mail.

war

■

Miss Ella Alwiida Wentworth, accompanied by Miss Edith Stephenson, left
Thursday bv steamer City ot Bangor for
Massachusetts. Miss Stephenson |g *-sj t

Taunton, ami Miss Wentworth to Chelsea,
where she will visit relatives and friends
Thomas and wife will leave
Thursday to make Thomashome.
The doctor ;s a
reliable physician and surgeon and takes
with him the best wishes of this community
Both Dr. and Mrs
Thomas have gained
friends even during their brief residen
in
Waterville. [ Waterville Mail.
Dr.

this city will
the usual manner,
from the proon

nominated

the old New England
horse, was in the city Saturday
of
th*
Gardiner
high school nine
i in charge
He had an eagle,
of which he is the coach
eve on each one of the youngsters
vVaterE.

league

Austin

Waterville

services

is

absent from Belfast 2H years.

1

Day.

change

Geo.

W.

Post of
in

lie.

Monday after a short visit to his mother.
He is engage : in the
Mrs. Joseph Dennett.
sail making business at Ellsworth and has
been

of members of the Canton.

observe

:f

a
Mrs. Selwyn Thompson entertain*party of friends very pleasantly at her l me
Whist
street Friday afternoon
j on Grove
Mrs
was played ami die prize was won !>;.
j
John Poor.

Castine, arriving at Lewis' wharf at
o’clock, midnight. Tickets may be bad

Memorial

State

[Portland Press.

!

steamer
12

that

carry

visitation of

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Memorial

ton

on

their future

Baptist church, with
f Augusta, a
Rev. Jas S Williamson
a sermon by Rev. R. T. Capen.
The Memorial Day address will be by Rev. Ashley A- well known Congregational clergyman of
Smith of the Universalist church, and the Maine, lias been called to the pastorate of
music by the Belfast Band. The Post has the North Congregational society m Haverlatel}7 received from the Belfast Machine hill, ami it is supposed he will accept. Rev.
& Foundry .Co. 200 iron markers for soldiers’ F. A. Gilmore, formerly of Belfast, is pastor
Sunday

will be at the

<

The marker consists of an iron rod
graves.
surmounted by a small shield 'nearing the
letters and figures, “T. H. M., 42,” the initials
of the name and the number of the Post.
Each shield has on its back a socket for holding a small flag staff. The markers have been
set on the graves so far as the committee of
the Post wras able to locate them. If any
person knows of a soldier’s grave not marked the matter will be promptly attended to !
if reported to John W. Nash at Grove ceme-

of Unitarian church in Haverhill.
Rev. Dr. George B. Usley, pastor of the
Columbia Street Baptist church acoouioauied by Mrs. Ilsley, left Bangor May 10th for
California to attend the May anniversaries
of the Baptist denomination at San Francisco.
They will be gone until the middle of
July and will visit Mrs. 1 isley's brothers and
other relatives on the Pacific coast.
Gordon McKay,

a famous metropliplain Miss Treat of Frank,
tery.
was recently married to Adolf
Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., and BelLessons in Botany,
von Brueuing, a young German diplomat of
Miss Nellie E. Harvey, Castine fast Co., U. R., K. of P., have been invited
ancient lineage ami ample fortunes in hand
Am I My Pupil’s Keeper?
and have accepted invitation, to appear m
and
The marriage took place
prospect.
Supt. M. S. Snow, Bangor the parade.
some weeks ago mi
INTERMISSION.
Washington, where the
groom was stationed as a member of the
Teaching of English,
|
Concerning Local Industries.
Prin. A. F. Richardson, Castine.
German diplomatic service.
History in the Lower Grades,
Mr. Gordon of the creamery firm of Gerry
Mr. anti Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and daughMiss Bertha I. Bird, Belfast
& Co. is setting up the machinery in the ter Eleanor Frances arrived in Belfast last
Question Box,
Conducted by Hon. W. W. Stetson basement of the Dana building fur the BelThursday. Mr. Shea's troupes clossd a very
EVENING SESSION.
fast branch creamery. A portion of the ma- successful season last week, and he ami his
7.30. Music.
is in the building, and if the re- wife are taking a well earned vacation.
Hou. W. W. Stetson chinery
Address,
mainder is received promptly they will be They left here Tuesday anti sailed from BosSATURDAY FORENOON SESSION.
Miss
ton yesterday for a tour in Europe.
ready for business early next week.
9.00.
Paper by Hon. W. W. Stetson.
Preparation for High School,
The Belfast Light & Pow'er Co. is making Eleanor will remain iu Belfast with her
Mr. N. J. Henderson, Winterport
grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs. G W. Burkett.
some additions, repairs, and improvements
Primary Reading,
Will G. Burkett, Mrs. S.’s brother, who has
Miss Alberta Wadsworth, Belfast to the wiring system. Old poles are being rebeen with one of the troupes, arrived home
Business Meeting.
placed by new, new mast arms put on, the Saturday.
Adjournment.
street light hoods painted and general reRev. and Mrs. Geo. E. Leighton went to
pairs made. New7 motors have been put in Belfast May 3d, where they were the
Papers and Periodicals.
guests of Rev. Ashley A. Smith until Friat the ice cream parlors of H. VV. Healey in
Wednesday evening, Col. Leighton
day.
Last week’s issue of The Congregationa- the Mitchell block and G. E. Burgess’ job
was tendered a reception by the members of
list announced its absorption of The Chris- printing office. The residence of O. G. A. E. Clark camp, sons of Veterans, aud iu
response to the address of welcome by the
tian Mirror and contained a broadside of Critchett has been wired for electric light-

in Arithmetic,
Conducted by A. O. Hall, Winterport

I

Mrs.

days this week ;n the interest
everything correct and in proper working of the
They
Fidelity Rupture Cure C«
order. The second degree was exemplified.
have, cured and discharged igbt patients.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, 1. O.
C
Butem in, the Middle-' •r-the-r- ad
L
() F., "f this city are to make an excursion
Populist leader of Maine, writes from
to Searsport to-day.
The occasion is the ; Nebraska that *V’ldamJ Bryan an never

Music.
Teaching Exercise

j

and

Ormond, Florida, and

Charles H. Dill of Augusta, District Deputy Grand Master Workman, vi-dted Enterprise Lodge, A. O. I'. W., last Thursday
evening. He inspected the books and working of the lodge and reported that be found

1.30.

greatgrandchildren.

and Mrs. M. T. Dodge, wreath and
bouquet; Mrs. B. F. Harding, Mrs. R. B.
Hillman, Mrs. Mary Bagley, Mrs. Nellie
Parsons, Mrs. Annie Ward, Mrs. Elden
Ward, Estelle Harding and others coptributed largely. The deceased was a pure and
mon

last Friday.

District Deputy, S. A. Parker, was
installed by Past Master J. K. Wentworth.
Two candidates were raised. Refreshments
were served.
The

attended the annual field
of the University of ^aiue it Orouo

W. R. Howard
meet

number of Belfast Masons had a buckboard ride to Searsport Tuesday evening,
and attended a meeting of Mariners’ Lodge.

Business.

little before to welcome
them at the “Beautiful gate.”

of bliss forever bloom. The deceased had
been sick for some time, but all that loving
hands could do was done to win her back to
health and life. Rev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson
officiated at the funeral services and spoke
sweet words of consolation to the sorrowing
friends. The quartette rendered beautiful
selections.
The bountiful floral offerings
were a fitting tribute of respect to our departed friend. The family contributed a
large and beautiful wreath; Mrs. Etta Har-

John Moore.

in

A

10 30. Music.
Address of Welcome,
Rev. I). H. Piper, Winterport
Hugh D. McLel an, Belfast
Response,
"Some Aims and Methods in the Teaching

a

Sadie L. Ward, aged 25 years and 5
months, daughter of Benj. F. and Lydia E.
Ward, passed, at her widowed mother’s
home, April 25th, to that higher life in the
great beyond which is full of sweet reunions
with cherished ones gone before, where all
tears are wiped away and where the bowers

fast.

Cross Lodge, K. of P., is represented at the Grand Lodge in Portland by F. H.
Welch, J. K. Dennett, J. S. Burroughs and
A. C. Whitney.

will meet in

him down, but the angels stood ready to
bear him to his home on high. He was ripe,
ready for the harvest. About an hour before his departure he said to his son-in-law,
“Don’t you see the angels looking at you?’’
He will he greatly missed in his home, in
the neighborhood where he lived, aud in
the meetings on Sunday. He leaves a wife,
two sous and three daughters, a number of
two

County Teachers’

John Stevens passed through Belfast
on his way from Bangor to Chicago.

Dr.

Silver

The Waldo County Teachers’ Association
Winterport, Friday and Saturday, May 26th and 27th. The following program is announced:

j

cut

graudchilden and
He has only gone

United States Senator Taliaferro of Florida
and family, will spend the summer in Bel-

next

aged 70 years and four mouths. She leaves
three (laughters, two residing iu Unity and
one in Sacramento, four sisters, Mrs. Rachel
Abbott of Knox; Mrs. Charles E. Springer
of Newport; Mrs.E.H. Cochran of Rockland;
and Mrs. James B. Vickery of Unity; and
three brothers, N. C. Ayer and J. B. Ayer of
Bangor, and Peter W. Ayer of Freedom.
Mrs. Stevens' death was the first in a family
of eight children, the oldest of whom is 52.
Waldo

first of this

organized.
A general

Secret

brought

Jesus. Father Turner had a peculiar gift
and was not ashamed to use it. He would
frequently get up a number of times during
a service.
It made no difference if the minister was preaching. He would usually say
but few words and take his seat. Those
who understood him best loved him the

J. G. Paul was in Bjston the
week on business.

guest of

Arnold Harris and family arrived from
New York Tuesday to spend the summer.

this section from
early spring to the present time. He spoke
first of the early blossoming trees, then of
the wild flowers and then of shrubs, and incidentally of some which will bloom later.
Like the speakers who have preceded him
in other lines of natures Mr. Leighton spoke
iu common
terms, using the scientific
botanical names only so far as was necesHe
sary to make each case perfectly clear.
promises that later, when the rose family are
in bloom—which includes our commou fruit
trees, bushes and vines, as well as roses
proper—he will speak on that line. At the
close of his lecture the committee on constitution reported and the constitution presented by them was adopted. The society
is known as the Nature Club, and its objects
are to study nature in Belfast and vicinity.
A meeting will be held at the same place
to-morrow, Friday, evening, at 7 30 o’clock,
to complete the organization and a cordial
invitation is extended to all interested to
attend.

<

Mrs. Annie C. Stevens-. widow of the late
Benjamin Stevens, died recently in Unity,

a

Tuesday

which have bloomed

Capt. Thomas S. Fuller, one of the best
known and most highly esteemed residents
of this vicinity, died at his home|at Thomaston May 10th.
Capt Fuller was born at
Castine, April 19, 1821. At the age of 13
years he went to sea and continued making
When 18 years
voyages for several years.
of age he opened a store at Lincolnville and
continued in business at that place for a
couple of years. He then moved to Northwest Harbor, Deer Isle, where he built and
conducted a large store, doing a general
business.
In the meantime he had been

Christ. The voice of prayer could be heard
It
in the fields, woods, shops and barns.
was a time when
many of the quarterly
meetings were held in barns. God had the
right of way. They believed in digging
and going down to the solid Rock, Christ

Chas. Kibble of Rockport is
Milford Weed.

Monday evening and was largely atE. D. Burd of East Medfiedd, Mass., arrivtended. Rev. J. M. Leighton gave a very ened Monday to look after his property at Lit
tertaining and interesting talk on spring tie River.
flowers, which he covered with sufficient deEdward Bowles of Bucksport was in Beltail for any one to recognize the plants,
fast May 10th to attend the funeral of Capt.
nearly all the trees, shrubs and flowers

from Silver Cross Lodge,
League;
K. of P.; basket of roses and carnations
from Belfast Co. No. 2, U. R. K. P.; basket
of roses and carnations from I. O. R. M.;
basket of pink and white roses and carua- investing in shipping to a
large extent and
tions from Mr. aud Mrs. Duncan McAndless ; at one time owned as many as 15 sailing
vessels.
Mr. Fuller was, on Jan. 5, 1845,
bouquet of white roses from Mr. aud Mrs. j united in
marriage with Elizabeth R.
Austin Smith; bouquet of pink and white Lufkin of Deer Isle. He remained ao Northcarnations from Mr. and Mrs. Wallace west Harbor until 18(><>, when he sold out
his business and moved to Castine.
After
Sprague; bouquet of roses and carnations j this time lie never
again entered business
from Mr. and Mrs. John Chapman; bouquet save for his investments in
shipping. After
of pink carnations from Miss Emma Welch;
passing 10 years at Castine, Captain Fuller
moved
to
Portland
and
later to
eight,
bouquet of white carnations from Mrs. Peter Thomaston, where lie resided years
up to the rnue
Welch; bouquet of white carnations from of his death. The deceased began to fail in
December and bail been routined to his bed
Mr. aud Mrs. Francis H. Welch ; bouquet of
for about two months.
He leaves a widow
roses aud carnations from Mrs.W. F. Triggs;
and two children—Mrs. J) M
Curtis of
bouquet of white carnations from Cassius Chelsea, Mass and Parker T. Fuller, xHamilton; bouquet of pink and white roses postmaster of Rockland. Captain Fuller
was a man of alert mind and vigorous inteland carnations from Florence and Eddie lect and
was widely
known.
He was a
from
of
white
geraniums
stallmdi Democrat all his life and there were
Brown; bouquet
few
of
conventions
to
which
he
was not a
Winnie
and
party
Sanborn; bouquet
Madge
He never aspired to political
red and pink geuaniums from Mrs. Keith; delegate.
office. The deceased w as a member of the
white rosebuds from Mrs. Sprague; pink and
C ongregational church at Thomaston and
white carnations from her little brother Roy.
was a man highly respected.
The funeral
services were held Tuesday afternoon at 5
Turner Whitten was horn in Moutville, o’clock Rev. M. Booth by of the Congregational church officiating. [Rockland Star.
Me., March 6, 1814, and died April 26, 1899,
aged 85 years, 1 month and 20 days. He
J. H. Sanborn returned to Viualhaven
lived in the home where he died a little over
May 9th from Philadelphia, where he was
83 years. He was always industrious, hon- called
by tin* sudden death of his brother-inest, frugal, aud temperate in all things. He law, John Craig. Mr. Craig was out walking with a friend and when only a short dishad lived to see great changes take place in
tance from home was taken suddenly ill and
society aud upon the face of the country. was barely able to reach home
anu could
He made the forest into a beautiful farm.
only utter a few words before he was dead.
He gave his heart to the Saviour about 61 This was a severe shock to his invalid wife,
who lias been greatly sustained ami comyears ago aud three >ears after his conver- forted
by the presence of Mr. Sanborn, who
sion there was a sweeping revival in the
with the assistance of other kind relatives
did
all
he could to alleviate the sorrows of
he
lived
and
where
many
neighborhood
to his sister.
individuals were

prominent

Mrs. E. R. Conner visited friends in Unity
last week.

Phoeuix Lodge, F. and A. M., will meet

j

Miss Maggie Harrison is visiting relatives
Brooks.

interest was shown in birds and
insects. The pupils are now doing out of
door work in the various lines. At the next
meeting, which will be called soon, it is
hoped that a chapter will be permanently

officiating.

crescent

the city

in

was

room

greater part of
county, and had
lived in Belfast three years. He was unmarried, and was the last of a large family.
His age was about 90 years. The funeral
was held at St. Francis’
Catholic church
Tuesday morning, Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy

among beautiful flowers and evergreens.
The floral tributes were as follows: Pillow,
with Marion inscribed, from her parents;
wreath and bouquet of white carnations
from Central Intermediate school; basket of
yellow roses and white carnations from her
teacher, Mrs. Hall and superintendent of
schools F. S. Brick; basket of pink roses
ami white carnations from her Sunday school
teacher and class; bouquet of pink and
white roses aud carnations from the Junior

in

meeting for all interested in
nature work was held at the High school

young man. He lived the
his life in Thorndike in this

was

H. M. Bean of Camden

Tuesday.

and much

Jerry O’Leary died at the home of his
niece, Mrs. Thomas Leary, in East Belfast,
Saturday afternoon. Deceased was a native
of Ireland, but came to America when a

by members of the Junior
Epworth League. The little white casket,
home by four hoys, was carried from her
late home to the cemetery aud tenderly laid
The singing

we

——

PERSONAL.

Miss Bessie Marden spent Sunday with
logy* ornothology and astronomy, 2 each;
friends in Bangor.
mineralogy and zoology, 1 each. Those interested in chemistry reported some experiCyrus L. Tibbetts arrived Thursday from
ments in testing the purity of water; the Orrington, where he spent the winter.
botanists exhibited specimens of
Alexander Greenlaw of Rockport visited
spring flowers collected, and those interested in other
his son, B. B. Greenlaw, the past week,
sciences each reported more or less work.
Mrs. Olive Durning of Boston is spending
Some were interested in two or more studies,
a short vacation in Belfast and Jackson.

Died in Kingston, Out., April 2fi, 1899
Mrs. S. A. Eames, wife of the late J. F.
Eames of Stockton Springs. Mrs. Eames
attended St. Georges church in the morning
and was in perfect health on retiring. Her
daughter, Mrs. Routley, on entering her
room in the morning found her unconscious.
The best medical aid was ailed at once, but
nothing could be done to restore life. The
deceased was in her 81st year of age and retained her youthful looks and smart appearance up to the last.
Mrs. Eames was the
mother of eleven children, six girls and five
boys. Four daughters and two sons went
before her. The sons living are B. M. Eames
of Prospect, F. J. Eames of Stockton, and
Albert M. Eames of Lowell, Mass., and the
daughters are Mrs. J. C. Littlefield of Waldo
and Mrs. J. W. Routley of Kingston, whom
her mother was visiting. The cause of her
sudden death was paralysis, and it has
brought sorrow to her many friends and to
the bereaved family, who mourn the loss of
a dear mother.
The remains were taken to
her home in Stockton, where she intended
to come this summer, and buried in the
family lot in Swanville.

Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, Augustine Colburn, Mrs Susan Carter and Miss Charlotte
Mrs. Colburn was
W. Colburn of Belfast.
possessed of a strong character and was acShe was
tive aud energetic to the last.
domestic in her tastes, fully devoted to her

more

loss

Nature Studies.
The second preliminary meeting of the
scholars of the public schools for forming a
chapter of the Agassiz Association was held
in the Upper Grammar school room Friday
evening, May 12th. Some of the pupils who
are interested were unable to be
present on
account of other engagements, but a goodly
number reported and the outlook for forming a large and successful chapter is encouraging. The preferences of the pupils
for the various sciences were expressed as
follows: botany, 14; chemistry, 5; entomo-

But 'tis God who has bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal.

daughters,

for

thy

1

Maine news, including a half-tone of the
old Central church at Machias. The Congregationalist is one of the ablest denominational newspapers in the country—and we
J
might omit the word denominational.

Mrs.

beauty,
fort., Mair.e,

tan

once

outlined the work of the order and
that especially of the Maine division. Mrs.
Leighton was a delegate to the Maine Y. P.
C. U. which convened at Belfast and deliverMr. and Mrs. William M. Bradley of Park ! ed a paper Thursday afternoon upon “Benon
the
birth
efits derived from attending the National
street, are being congratulated
j Convention.”
of a daughter. [Portland Courier.
fSkowhegan Reporter.

ing.

Skowhegan recently adopted the

kind of street lights that Belfast

uses.

same

mayor,

THE ANGLO-SAXON
To the Editor

of

often read of tlie

shores, spread gradually westward
and, supported by constant re-enforcements from beyond the sea, aspired to the

The Journal:

We

ent, showing their improvements

as

develop,

this or

they gather

they

held

a

greater one,

breeds of men,
which I belong.

was

especially

the different

that breed to

urged upon men with wider
knowledge of h.story, and who wield a
more facile pen than myself, to write up
the breeding of the Anglo-Saxon race—a
race conceded (at least by
themselves) to
be the leading race extant—giving a short
account

of the different

that entered

races

|

of mankind

JSYiUT

iuto the formation of the

of life that eventuated in

our

pres-

race, and their characteristics at the
time of entrance.
ent

Having failed to interest others sufficiently to impel them to take up their
have,

1

pens,

with

diffidence and

full

knowledge of my short-comings, under- :
taken the task myself; and if I fall into I
errors, it will give better historians a |
chance to correct me.
In

attempting this work all that I can
.1 will be to gather the
scraps of information directly bearing
upon my purpose
u >m such histories and
encyclopedias as
1

have

access

in

doing

aiu;

thorities,

as

shall strive

to, and piece them together,
this 1 shall seldom give auit would be cumbersome, and

of

ami".onia

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

wander from my selected path.
But in going over so vast a field
‘•-; pick out an item here and
there, and
where fact and fiction so often blend in tlie
no*

Fins. manufaet ured by the
Fig Syrup Co., illustrate
*f
tlu* value
obtaining the liquid laxative principles of plants known to be
medicinally laxative and presenting
them in the form must refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to tin? system.
It
is the one perfect strengthening laxative. eleansiinr the system effectually,
dispelling voids, headaches and fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
t
overcome habitual constipation
per
mancntly. Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its actir g on the kidneys,
liver and bowels, without weakening
or irritating them, make it the ideal
laxative.
Tn the process of manufacturing figs
arc used, as they are pleasant to the
taste, but the modi- inal qualities of the
remedy art* obtained from senna and
other aromatic plants, by a method
known to the California Fig Syri/i*
Co only.
In order to get us beneficial
otTVets and to avoid imitations, please
remember f In full name of the Company
printed on tin* front of every package.
(

present Anglo-Saxon family and, so far as
known, the localities from whence they
•came, the manner of entrance into the
stream

Ail Exc-elli'iit ('oiiibinatioii.
The pleasant method and beneficial
efforts of the well known remedy,

to

SAN

LOUISVILLE.
1

IN

FRANCISCO.
KY
’•

-a

CAL

NEW YORK. N Y.
Price Fv. u*-r Kittle

,

j to their taste, they attacked the Britons
'«d tiamtious that tlie ablest historians
themselves, and from that time for nearly
iisagree, the inducements to wandei are' 01
quite one hundred and fifty years, they
almost irresistible.
and neighboring tribes of Angles, Jutes
Angb-Sa.\• n literally means the uniting and Fresiaus
waged a war of conquest and
vl the Angles and
Saxons, but J shall use extermination
against the Britons.
it in its broadest
sense, covering the Eng- j
1 lie Jutes were a teutonic tribe trom
lish-speaking people—-citizens of the Unit- ! Jutland that
appeared to have gained the
.u Mates, Great Britain and her
English first
permanent foothold by forming a
speaking 'Upecdei.; les: and to start at the 1 small
kingdom in what then, as now, was
beginning will carry us back to the earli- called Kent.
;
st known histones of the islands of (Beat
The Saxons (sword men) in 01 about A.
Britain and Ireland.
1). 477. formed settlements on the southAltk-.ugh it is said by Macauh y that the ern and southeastern coasts.
-'•st
know ledge of Britain was gained l
In A. I). 41)5, two Saxon kEaldormen,”
l'iivim i- B * Tji'ian mariners, and HerodCerdic and Cynric, founded a settlement
<
ui' ii. -r.(! ].
mentions the Tin Island on the coast of what is now
Hampshire,
[ >’
ignorance of rhem, and a which later grew into the Kingdom of
cm. ary
at ei Aiistot'.e mention.''them : vet
Wessex under < edrit.
.t was left to Julius c'.-esar to
give tlie lirst
At about the same time of the invasion
authentu written account of Britain and
the Saxons, the Angles, another Teuby
ts inhabitants.
The first invasion of that i
tonic tribe, from the neighborhood of
island by the Romans under Julius Caesar
what is now called Schleswig-Holstein,
was in :>» B. C
although it does not ap- formed numerous settlements in
Britain,
pear that a Roman colony was established
and in A. D., 547, several of these settleuntil A. I). 4b. and from that time until
ments were united, under Ida, into the
he tilth century the Romans, under vari- i
kingdom of Bernicia, and later several
ous lead ei s. continued to extend their con*
; other
Anglian settlements were united
pie>t until ail of what i> now known as
into the kingdom of Mercia.
upland. Wales, and a part of
Scotland, | Both Saxons and
Angles formed other
c;is embraced in a Roman
province.
small kingdoms throughout Britain, and
1 pou the first invasion
under Julius *
although the Angles occupied much the
< a-sar.
be found Britain inhabited
by larger portion of the conquered territory,
■> eai'
tribes, ’which he pronounced as and
gave their name to all the invading
ab.-riginais, but after investigation satis- Teutonic
tribes, as they all began to be
deii antiquarians that a race of different !
known as the Angles, English or Knglanguage and customs had previously oc- j
lishry, and from that gave the name to
pied the island.
that political division of Britain known
These Celtic tribes were divided into
as England,
yet the Saxon kingdom of
two branches, tlie
Cymric,
presented iu Wessex seemed to
gain the supremacy,
the present day by the Welsh, and the
and to be the acknowledged leader of all
C;i lie. iej'ieseuted
b) Irish and Highland the other Teutonic kingdoms in Britain.
■.

■

j

1

.,

|

■scots.
•'

;i sar s.r.

s

bis invasion.

the century and a half of struggling, one with another, lor supremacy,
and unitedly waging a war of extermiuation against the Celt, they completely

During

of those C elts at the time of
“By far the most civilized

inhabitants of Cantuim
(Kent;,
tlo y do not differ much in their customs
ii’om the Cauls.
The inhabitants of the
ox

;.!»•

if>r the most part sow e<a n, !
but live on milk arid
liish, and clothe*
•hemseh,
with skins.
Ail the Britons;
1-11

1

1not

themselves with woad, which problue color, and gives them a more
mid able appearance in battle.
They

--lain
■

1"

ur> a

obliterated every mark of language and
customs that the Homans,
or
Latins.

might have left behind them, and supplanted them with their own.
In the early part of the seventh century,
becoming converted to Christianity, their
war

of

extermination ceased,

The third

people

here referred to

ing. A novel.
Bourget, Paul. Antigone and
other portraits of women. (Voyageuses.) Translated by W.
Marcbant.

of

tale

the

New

in

great

England.
231.6

Crowninsliield,

Where the trade
1899

by

Schuyler.

Mrs.

or

tyrannized

only Christians,

but

mans were

not

213.13

far

civilized and educated

higher

than

give

some

Skinner.

people Fitchett,
the

quotations from Macauley:

“The Normans were the foremost race
in Christendom. Their valor and ferocity
had made them conspicuous among the
rovers whom Scandinavia had seut forth
*
*
*
*
to ravage western Europe.
“At length one of the feeble heirs of
Charlemagne ceded to the strangers a fertile province, watered by a noble river and
contiguous to the sea, which was their
i favorite element.
In that province they
fouuded a mighty state, which gradually
extended its influence over the neighboring principalities of Brittany and Maine.”
“Without laying aside that dauntless
valor which had been the terror of every
land from
the
j Normans the Elbe to the Pyrenees,
rapidly acquired all, and more
than all, the knowledge and refinement
which they found in the country where
they settler!. * * * *
“They embraced Christianity, and with
Christianity they le rued a great part of
*
*
*
*
what the clergy had to teach.
“They renounced that brutal intemperance tu which all the other branches of
the great German family were too much
*
*
*
*
inclined.
“The polite luxury of the Norman presented a striking contrast to the coarse
voracity and drunkenness of his Saxon
and Danish neighbors.
He loved to display his magnificence, not in huge piles of
food and hogsheads of strong drink, but
in large and stately edifices, rich armor,
gallant horses, choice falcons, well ordered tournaments, banquets,
delicate
rather than abundant, and wines remarkable rather for their exquisite llavor than
*
*
*
*
for their intoxicating power.
“The battle of Hasting., and the events
whi h followed it, not oniy placed a Duke
of Normandy on the English throne, but
gave up the whole population of England
to the tyranny of the Not man race.
The
subjugatiou of a nation has seldom, even
*
*
*
*
in Asia, been more complete.
"During the century and a half which
followed the conquest, there is, speaking
strictly, no English history. The French
kings of England rose, indeed, to an eminence which was the wonder and dread of
all neighboring nations.
They conquered
Ireland.
They received the homage of
Scotland. * * * *
“Here commences the history of the
English nation. The history of the preceding events is the history of wrongs indicted aud sustained by various tribes,
which, indeed, all dwelt on English
ground, but which regarded each other
with aversion such as has scarcely ever
existed between communities separated !
by physical barriers.
For even the animosity of countries at j
war
with each other, is languid when j
compared with the animosity of nations ;
J which, morally separated, are locally inter- j
mingled. In no country has the enmity |
\ of
race been carried farther than in
Eng- j
land. In no country has that enmity been
j
more completely effaced.
“The stages of the process by which
I
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But it is certain that,
when John became king, the distinction
between Saxons and Normans was strongly marked, and that before the end of the
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Macauley was the Normans, who invaded Darwin, George Howard. The
England in A. D. 1008. No doubt the subtides and kindred phenomena in
the solar system. 1898.
jugation was complete, and the degredation of the English people severe; but it Elson, Louis C.
Great composers
and their works.
greatly differed from the invasions by the
Saxons

FOR HEALTH

men

redators, and from that time the mutual
aversion of the races began to subside.
The
Intermarriages became frequent.
Danes learned the religion of the Saxons;
and thus one cause of deadly animosity
The Danish and Saxon
was removed.
tongues, both dialects of wide-spread
language, were blended together. But
the distinction between the two nations
was by no means effaced, when an event
took place which prostrated both, in common slavery and degradation, at the feet
of a third people.”
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evil days.
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DE CUBA.
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within him for so-called “earthly tenement” after the soul has
things. A great many negroes are left it. As may readily be imagined, Dr.
Hubbell and his assistants found dreadful
seen lounging around the railway stations,
most of them wearing the light cotton conditions in Catalina.
The remaining
uniform and turned-up-in-front straw hats handful of population has suffered so
that
distinguish the Cuban soldier. many woes and are so utterly destitute
“Othello’s occupation’s gone;’’
and he that they are like one stunned by a series
handles his beloved Remington or Mauser of blows, with neither hope nor ambition
--probably stolen from some dead Spaniard for the future. It was the children
—as if longing for another job of the same
especially whom the Red Cross came to
nature. Each station is also the residence rescue, and many helpless waifs were
of its “Jefe,” and affords glimpses of found without a living relative.
In sevfamily life to the passing traveler—rocking eral cases two or three little children
chairs and sewing machines and hemmed were huddled together in an abandoned
beds, and senoritas idling behind the win- building subsisting on wild boniaes, or
dow-bars.
Another odd thing is that the whatever scraps they could pick up, like
uere were young
shabby little depots are provided with the prownng nogs,
girls,
low, swinging doors of stained glass, set absolutely without protection and almost
in patch-work patterns, which form such without clothes, sleeping on the ground
at night and unable to wash their few
a distinctive and highly ornamental feature of Cuban casas of the better class—
filthy rags, having nothing else to put on.
Oue woman past 30 years of age, crippled
beautiful to look at, but much too frail,
out* would thiuk,for every-day hard
usage with rheumatism so that she could not
in public places.
walk, but got about in a half sitting posCatalina shows the ravages of war more ture, as some babies creep, had
nothing
plainly than the larger cities, having had, to cover her mature nakedness but part of
until now, no outside assistance.
It is a an old shawl.
All these were
speedily
typical interior town, and one of the collected by the lied Cross workers and
cleanest I ever saw.
Its low houses of given the first square meal
they can reunplaned boards, set close together in member. A bouse was at once set apart
straggling rows, are whitewashed inside by the Mayor for use as an orphanage,
and out, and each is faced by a rude and
part of his own house turned over to
veranda.
The streets, with grass and Dr. llubbell and the ladies for their resiweeds grow ing thickly among the stones, dence.
Cots, bedding, whole bolts of
have a broad, deep ditch along each side. calico and unbleached
muslin and a fewThe verandas come up even with the
ready-made garments were immediately
ditches, and each house-door is reached provided. The first thing was to give
by a large, Hat stone, or plank, which an- each orphan a thorough bathing and attend
swers to the
draw-bridge across a moat. scientifically to his, or her, itch, lice,
Streets and verandas are swept scrupulsores, etcetera; then all their vermin-inously clean, though chickens wander in and fested rags were burned and they were
out at will, and occasionally a fat, black
put to bed until garments could be had.
mother pig leads her interesting family The
poor creatures were so weak from
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their efforts in behalf of Red Cross supplies until the good work is carried to the
remotest corner of the island.

The quaint old village church, with its
stone stairs outside leading up to a dilapidated tower full of rusty bells, is in a

royal palms. long
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famine and

vaccination.

for

ultivated farms and the
■

a

so
utterly exhausted from
hardships borne, that simply to lie still,
sure of shelter, safety and food, left them
nigia. and the empty, grass-grown streets nothing to desire in all this
weary world.
somehow remind oue of down-at-heel old
1 regret to say that our supply of readyAlexandria, near Washington, 1). C. made clothing, sent by auxiliary societies
Three years ago Catalina had something in the
North, is exceedingly limited; so
over 8,000
inhabitants, and to-day has half a hundred calico dresses and cotton
barely 1,800. This calculation does not trousers and blouses, of assorted sizes,
include the reconcentrado influx, but had to be made with all
possible speed.
reckons only the
normal population.
The ladies of the village tendered their
Where are the rest, do you ask? Gone to
services, brought their sewing-machines,
glory, my friend by the slow but sure and worked with a will. As each wellroute of starvation, assisted for a time
by washed child emerged from its crysalis of
small-pox.
During the latter scourge filthy rags and appeared in decent raiment,
the authorities thought to stay its ravages with nourishing food in its
long-famished
by compulsory inoculation, with the re- stomach, the transformation was so marsults that hundreds of the poor creatures vellous that if our
good friends of the
died of it, being too feeble to endure North could see
it, they would never relax
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loosened from the head to which it had

their

belonged, but yet confined in a coil by
rusty pins. To us it seems strange indeed that our Spanish-American neigh-

man, is
vener-

the

doesn't always turn
be the flower of the family.

IIis satanic majesty doesn’t use
bait when helishes for grumblers.

any

When a man knows he is a fool he
| knows more than some people give him
; credit for.
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A

Kentucky

made counterfeit
money with which to pay his board, and
the judge decided he was entitled to board
and lodging for seven years.
[Chicago
News.
Sable

man

Island

agitated

Sinking.

The latest news received from Sable
Island states that the seajhas made such inroads during the past winter that its very
existence is in danger.
This island, 85
miles distant from Nova Scotia, is surrounded by miles of shallow, perplexing
It is the
currents, and bewildering fogs.
most notorious spiot in the world for
wrecks, and is a permanent menace to
transatlantic
commerce,
being widely
known as the ocean graveyard.
Since the beginning of this century
Sable Island has decreased in length from
40 miles to 22 miles, and in breadth from
2 1-4 miles to something less than one
mile.
In height it has diminished from
200 feet to less than 80 feet, while there
has been a variation in the west end of
not less than 25 miles.
Since 1802 a wreck register has been
carefully kept, which shows more than
150 wrecks.
The latest one recorded was
that of the German steamer Moravia,
which was lost there last winter while on
a passage from
Hamburg to Boston.

subject
as

of

and girls off the
young boys
streets at night, the officers being directed
to arrest all under a given age found
without their parents or guardians after
nine o’clock.
The good influence of such
a law must at once be recognized, yet it
may seriously be questioned wnemer it is
to be considered anything more than a
makeshift. Law does not and cannot de-

velop goodness
ger lies in

and

morality,

and the dan-

leaning upon what must alWe have here
broken reed.

ways be a
another illustration of
zens

|

bors attach so little sacredness

to

and value in every home. The subscription
price is 81 a year. We have a contract with
the publishers of The Tribune by which we
can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
The Republican Journal one year in advance.
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
$ ken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
has given satisfaction in every case. Send
in

your

names.

In a school in the Deering district, the
teacher asked a boy for the definition of
He replied readily
the word anodyne.
that it was “something to a sausage pan.”
“What?” exclaimed the teacher. “Yes,”
repeated the boy, “something to a sausage
“Where did you ever get such an
pan.”
“1
idea as that?” asked the teacher.
found it in the dictionary” was the reply.
Then a copy of Webster’s Unabridged was
The
consulted and the puzzle was solved.
dictionary said “serving to assauge pain.”
The boy bad read carelessly.

the
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RAW AS BEEF
FROM ECZEMA!

Newspaper Speaks Out.

La

Patria, one of the best edited papers
in Havana, came out May 10th with an
editorial strongly endorsing the American
administration.

Its

utterances are regarded as representing the best thought
of the thinking element of the community.
La Patria contrasts the American
method with that of the ‘obstinate Spanish’ in dealing with even the simplest reforms. On this point it says:
“Formerly there was agitation among
the people; oceans of ink and tons of
paper were used; floods of oratory were
poured out, and then everything ended at
Madrid in the froth of Spanish promises.
On the other hand, in these days of fruitful, though silent work, we learn of the
most radical reforms when they are published in the official gazette, without be-
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Id has

departed

then is

homes,

from the

influence of the home is being
A clergyman iu Somerville,

straining
aroused.

Mass., preaching against the

terrible evils

of the cigarette habit among the young,
closes with the following strong appeal,
which should ring in the
and mothers until

they

ears

come

of fathers

to realize the

obligations resting upon them,
be removed by law:

and not to

“Law cannot correct such disgraces;
authorities will never stop
them.
The trouble is with our homes
and with many of our so-called Christian
parents. In this city your boys and girls
are in danger; temptations allure them,
sin is made pleasaut and easy; a broken
Sabbath, profanity, deceiving and the
cigarette are their first temptation. You
can .save them if
you will; if you will
not, they surely will go to destruction.
Oh, for a revival of the ‘home spirit’ in
many of these houses where families live.
Given mothers who pray instead of gossip, who lead instead of drive, given
fathers who will enjoy home instead of
the club, who will go to church, go
bicycling with their children, lead their
desires, and no child will ever bring such
a home to disgrace.”
[Maine Farmer.

municipal

lead to

suffering

and torture almost unenmistake to regard
* roughness and redness of the skin as
hie
II 1110 IGQIIUI UIOCjOGi
merely a local irritation; it is but an indication of a humor in the blood—of terrible
Eczema which is more than skin-deep, and can not be reached
by local applications of ointments, salves, etc., applied to the surface. The disease
itself,
the real cause of the trouble, is in the
blood, although all suffering is produced
through the skin; the only way to reach the disease, therefore, is through
the blood.
Mr. Phil T. Jones, of Mixersville,
Ind., writes;
“I had Eczema thirty years, and after a
great deal
of treatment my leg was so raw and sore that it
gave m®
constant pain.
It finally broke into a running sore, and
to
and
began
For the past five or
spread
grow worse.
six years I have suffered untold
agony and had given up
all hope of ever being free from the disease, as I have
been treated by some of the best physicians and have
taken many blood medicines, all in vain.
With little
faith left I began to take S. S. S
and it apparently
made the Eczema worse, but I knew that this was the
way the, remedy got rid of the poison.
Continuing
S.
S., the sore healed up entirely, the skin becam#
clear and smooth, and I was cured perfectly.”
Eczema is an obstinate disease and can not be cured by a remedy which is
only a tonic. Swift’s Specific—

durable.

It is

common

a

tparfnl RiCOSCP

what
oratory and colored fire.”
and it must if it is to be permanent. The
As an illustration of its argument La
and
the
Patria
cites
the separation of church and
boys
girls,
step proposed to keep
off the street may he advisable and neces- state and draws a picture of the “wild
parliamentary scenes” that would have
sary, but only because of the neglect and occurred if such a
subject had been agitaWhen law ted in the 13th
indifference of the parents.
century.
“Yet this has been accomplished,” it
is demanded to do what fathers and mothtile Americans and through
ers fail in doing,
the influence of the says, “by
this a thousand enormities have been
home is gone. If it be accepted that pow- effaced.”
er to control and restrain children under
there positive danger for the future of our
fair State.
Let the law he invoked and
applied, but ouly as an aid, while the re-

Not much attention ia often paid to tha
first symptom* of Eczema, but it is not Ion*
before the little redness begins to itch ana

tho
1116

Itching and Burning of

order-loving citiseeking legislation to accomplish
should be controlled in the homes, ing preceded by a magnificent conglomeration of

First District Affairs.
Some of the newspaper writers have
taken it for granted that when the newr
congressional apportionment is made, and
Maine has to put up with three congressmen, that the man who shall be selected
to succeed Mr. Reed in the First district
will have to take his chance with the
others for the new field.
We do not see
how there can be any question about the
formation of the First district under the
new apportionment, if Maine loses a conThe section of the state most
gressman.
intimately connected with the First district in business and in a social and political way is Oxford county.
Three railroad lines from three different parts of
the county have their termini in Portland.
Every consideration would unite the Oxford bears with the Cumberland and York
county interests, and the counties will
doubtless be consolidated.
It would give
the First district a population of over 200,000, which would certainly be enough for
one congressman.
Captain Boutelle will
naturally keep his placo as the veteran of
the new delegation, which will leave the
contest between Congressman Burleigh
and Mr. Littlefield whose nomination at
the coming convention seems to be an assured fact.
Between these two successful
and able politicians there may be expected to be a battle royal.
[Portland
Press.

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
—is superior to other blood remedies because it cures diseases which they oan
not reach. It goes to the bottom—to the. cause of the disease—and will cure
the worst case of Eczema, no matter what other treatment has fai.od. It .•
the only blood remedy guaranteed to be free from potash, mercury or any
other mineral, and never fails to cure Eczema, Scrofula, Contagious Blood
Poison, Cancer, Tetter, Rheumatism, Open Sores, Ulcers, Boils, etc. Insist
upon S. S. S. ; nothing can take its place.
Books on these diseases will be mailed free to any address by Swift Spa-

ciric Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
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PUREMALT
Cures Sleeplessness.
Makes Ailing Women strong.
Nourishes Sickly Children.
Is a prop to the Aged.
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Increases the Appetite.
Builds up the Wasted System.
Makes perfect Digestion.
Strengthens Weak Nerves.
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KILGORE & WILSON.

BURNING MONEY.”
The

Queen’s

Yacht.

The most notable

about the

thing
attending the launching of Queen
Victoria's new yacht was the ommission
of the breaking of a bottle of champagne
or other liquor over the bow.
Instead of
which there were prayers and a simple
cere-

monies

cutting of cord that held the craft, which
then glided gracefully into the water,
under the Duchess of York’s auspices.
The new royal yacht will be, when completed, not ouly the largest, hut also the
handsomest and most expensively equipped yacht in the world. She is larger than
the Jlohenzollern, Emperor
William’s
yacht, or W. K. Vanderbilt’s Valiant,
and is of about the size of the United
States cruiser Baltimore.
This is the
third royal yacht to he christened the
There are no other
Victoria and Albert.
names under heaven so dear to the Queen.
Work

Suspended

Watervii.i.e,

Road.

Brunch

on

Me.,

May

11.

Woik

upon the Waterville and Weeks Mills
branch of the Wiscasset anil Quebec R. R.
has been

entirely suspended.

The

con-

tract of construction of this road, which
is some 17 miles in length with a 70u foot

bridge

the Kennebec river between
Waterville and Winslow, was let to the
Richmond and Potomac Construction Co.,
with headquarters at New York city.
There is a local board of officials of the
Waterville and Weeks Mills R. It. Co.,
but owing to their having put the whole
matter of building, including their franchise,into tile Richmond ami Potomac Construction Co.’s hands, they are as ignorant
about the non-carryiug out of the plans
as the public at large.
across

City Built in
The greatest town
Oklahoma has been
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vegetables, gateway and remarked that in them more
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; than six thousand of his friends and
cut many small stations
neighbors had been brought to their
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within three years.
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May 8th, the town site was

record in
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The most precious possession
earth is perfect health. It is
the ground-work of all
prosperity in life; and
few

on

For First-Class Monumental Work

people grudge

any reasonable

a

which will be
the means of
restoring it ;
but one of the I

i

disheart-1
ening things

most

in the world
is for any one
who
work s
hard for his

money to keep
paying it out
for doctors and
It
medicines that do no earthly good.
is like throwing it into the lire.
We had spent lots of money for doctor bills
and I had almost given up in despair," says Mrs.

Ella Schall. of Moosehead. Luzerne Co.. Pa., in
a sincere letter to Or. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo,
Then I told my husband I was going to
N. Y.
write to you. I am very glad I did so; You remember my case was abscess of the breast. Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery cured me in
one month, sound and well."
“Your kindness to me I can never forget,”
writes Mrs. Josie K. Clark, of Enterprise. Shelby
I cannot express half my feelings of
Co.. Mo.
gratefulness to you. I had despaired of ev-^getwell.
1
had been in bad health for twelve
ting
years. Had aches all through me. numb hands,
cold feet, and everything I ate distressed me; my
bowels were constipated. I was very nervous,
depressed and despondent. When I first wrote
to you I thought I could never be cured. 1 have
taken six bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery, and my health is now good. You
have my honest recommendation to all sufferers.
I think there is no medicine in the world as
good as Dr. Pierce's."
*'

It’s an insult to your intelligence for a
dealer to attempt to palm off upon vou a
substitute for this world-famed medicine.
It’s his busiYou know what you want.
When he urges
ness to meet that want.
substitute he’s thinking of the
some
larger profit he’ll make not of your
welfare. Shun all such dishonest dealers.
Every sick person in this laud should
possess Dr. Pierce’s grand thousandpage illustrated Common Sense Medical
Adviser, which will be sent free for the
bare cost of mailing, 21 one-cent stamps.
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prairie.

same

lines of business and professions were
started on the lines of organized society.
The town in one day became a city of 800
people, with a Mayor and full complement
of officers.
Some lots sold as high as
$900 in thirty minutes from the time the
survey was made or the stakes driven
down.

Maine Central R, R,
TIM E-TABLE.
all troubles peculiar to her
mail or from our Agent.

f'fT’Send by
$1.00 per box.
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WILLIAMS’ARNICA AND WITCH
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Trips

Increased Service to Three

WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Props., CLEVELAND. OHIO.

a

On and after Nov, 27. lMt*. tram- mni.t-oting
at Burnham and WauTviile wit n thr.-ugi: trams
lor and from Bangor. W atervil *•. !
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Boston will run as tul <.ws:
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Steamer City of Bangor
Route.
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SKIN KltlTPTIONS—like Pimples, Black
Head*, Rough Nkln, Nnnburn and Tan.
#5e per box by mall or from OCR AGENT.
William* Ml'u. Co.. Prop*., Cleveland, O.
and all

The New York Tribune has this to say
of the Bath-built Aphrodite: “When the

yacht Aphrodite, built way down
iu Maine, swings up the English channel
with her great 74-foot yards,silver-banded,
steam

barred brasses, capping tile structure 40
feet above the water, with the three masts
and the full-bosomed sails, the Aphrodite
is the most imposing yacht that America
has produced.”

The late B. F. Briggs of Auburu, who
died May 10th, was one of the founders
Tie
of the shoe business in Auburn.
learned the business practically at the
bench, and as he grew in wealth and influence became an industrial leader of
It is said that
eminence in this .State.
the other founders of the shoe industry
in Auburn had the same practical experience in which to found their successes.

As a result of a deal made several
months ago a compauy has been organized at Norway with W. Scott Robinson president, to work the mica mines in Oxford
county. The promoters claim to control
10,000 acres of land and a large part of
the mica trade of the world.
The Cienfuegos papers praise the work
there of the American authorities, saying
that the streets are kept clean, the poor
are protected and shipping and general
trade are the best in many years.
The Maine Central directors have declared the usual quarterly dividend of
$1.50 per share and made the same payable July 1.
this past winter, the snowfall was 21 feet, and at Ruby, Col., it was
43 feet 8 inches.

AtLeadville,

*

*•*«
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STKKKT, HKLF'A-iT.

SOS.

a

Handsome

original designs.

call before

elsewhere.
15KIDGK

finished work

select from at prices tl,.r will suit you. All
;
kinds oi jranite use <
nigu arid Domes

to

day it was platted and surveyed
large portion of it sold and settled
upon. The Washita river was bridged and
the town organized and officered and all
The

and

ox...

< ai.i.

expenditure

Monday,

The

uu-

of

more

Throughout

curfew bell is being

For

webbed with steel, and spreading 17,000
more securely.
feet of canvas to the breeze, the dwellers
Alcaldt, or village Mayor, who acOur Clubbing Offer. The New York on the white dill's will enjoy the sight of a
us
to
the
out
compauied
cemetery pointed
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, tilled splendid boat. With one deck rising above
two rough boxes—one long, the other
with general news and matter of interest another, and the bridge, with its three-

regulated by

proportion,
v

stuck in the earth at the

here grown and marketabsolute certainty, in-

y say that three crops in
ssihle- but surely two, in

i'

or

Vagrant breezes and passing footsteps soon disarrange this symbol of the
Christian’s hope, which some stricken
heart has placed above its beloved dead;
and though the emblem means, personally, little to me, i have hundreds of
times stooped to replace it and tie the

I>1 y

-}

top

on

head.

It is
'uresque feature.
in a commercial sense,
■*
year of corn, onions and
ore

girl

is the

budding genius

out to

liiey of Guines is one of its red soil, without a blade of grass or
urns of Cuba,
which for- green thing growing, has been rounded
kind of sweet potato) to
million dollars a year,

because the table-

A man is a bachelor until lie marries,
(,'ampo Santo,
then he is whatever his wife chooses to
It is a tiny God’s acre, with
i call him.
walls of plastered stone and a larger and I
A circus man says giraffes are worth
later annex fenced with split palm-trunks
87,000 each. No wonder they hold their
set upright in the red earth.
A row of heads up in the air.
black vultures, perched above the arched I
There is something radically wrong
gateway, gazed at us with speculative with the girl who refuses to go to the
depot to see a friend off.
eyes, but did not stir,—having

'•eir

:

I

fact.

is a lottery in which the spindoesn't take chances.

A

|

that all the cattle

•*w

■

foot,

kicks

a

He who lives by his wits alone is
pawnbroker's best customer.

come.

established.

never

but old age is

Marriage
ster

frequent, ; ruin, a ray of sunlight from the open door
few scattered-tields, illumined the infant Christ as with a halo

stn anis are

11

theory,

The homelier a
is to her mother.

.<•
«

a

cloth is soiled.

sacred

belongings but one thing is left—a
•.■lange, remind one of painting of the Virgin ami Child, placed
farms of Illinois, ami
too high upon the wall to be
easily
stones speak of thrifty
reached; and as we entered the dreary

••a

Paragraphs.

Pointed

of banana trees, too, I
stabled the
: a idt*. and rows of pink
.Spanish horses. The interior is a total
p ants,
bristling like I wreck, doors entirely gone and altars
nets.
Mere and Miere ! broken into kindling wood.
Of all its

Curfew Bell.

A

sacred

FOB SllK

[ Waterville
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steamer City ot Bangor will leave Belfast as’folj Boston
Boston,
w ,,.
4i0
lows:
For Camden, Rockland and Boston, Tuesdays, i
TO BELFAST.
Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5 00 p. m.
For Searsport, Bueksport. Winterport. HampBoston
Boston, w J,..
den ami Bangor, Tuesday s, Thursdays and S
;
days, at about 7.30 a. m
Portlai.il..

iE-D.

..

RETURNING

S. A. LITTLEFIELD

From Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays
days at 5.00 p. m.
From Rockland. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., touching at all landings.

PILES!

BOOTS,

PILES!

absorbes the tumors,
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Waldo. 12
Citynnint. ‘12
Belfast, arrive. 12

Burnham, depart.....
Unity...

PILES!

business in the Harris store (two doors
north), where he will be pleased to show

allays the itching

at once,

Dr. WilHams' Indian File Ointment is prepared only for
Files and Itching of the private parts, and noth-

acts as a

CLOTHING

poultice, gives

instant

relief.

j

ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug- j
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Flop’s, Cleveland, Ohio |
lv
or sale by R. H. Moody.

—-.1

LINE

of Boots, Shoes and Clothing at wholesale and retail, making his prices to suit
the times. Remember the place,

02 HlgHSt. 02
-Alao liia motto....

Quick Sales and Small Profits.
.We alao.

Manufacture Custom Suits
3tl8

PM

*: 25
1 3»;
:
2oo
21

'3 52
4 15
4 33
6 00
5 26
BOO

2 30
4 35

SALE STABLE.
We have opened a sale stable in the stables of
the Belfast Livery Co., rear of Belfast Opera
House, where we shall have on hand constantly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
every month direct from the farms upon which
they were raised.
Native and second hand horses Liken in exchange. Good native drivers constantly on hand.
(|gF*"Come and see us.
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Dr. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and It chin;; Files. It

SHOES..

A M
p 3o

Waterville..

CHAS E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN'. Gen'l S-ipt., Boston.
WILLI AM H. rilLL. Gei.’l Manager, Boston

Would respectfully announce to the
public that he has moved his

|jy*Give him a call to see goods
and compare prices.

..

Portland...

and Fri-

FINE

boo
s

PM
!•»

A

BV K. h. hoodf.;

REMOVAL.
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets f■ *r Boston are now'o! 1 at$5.00
from Belfast and .ill stations .m Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale hv i. W Gk«>kgs
GE<> F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
V E. Boothiiv, Gen-! Pa--, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25, 1KPM

Farm for Sale.
1 oiler for sale my faun situared,ron the hack
road Ironi Belfast to Searsport. about three miles
from the city of Belfast, containing three hundred and twenty-five a.‘res of land. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres of good woodland, and tin* remainder conveniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo W. Cottrell, 20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21. 1SPP.
12t f
M RS. AM ELI A J. COTTRELL.

LANCASTER & WEST.

$135 for 90 Days

FOR RENT.
The tenement which 1 now occupy,
with stable.
J. M. FLETCHER.
Belfast, April 20,1899.—lQtf

A few

Energetic

to Canvass.

address,
*>ml

Ladies and Gentlemen wanted

Above

guaranteed. Call or
J. H. CILLEY,
4 lain Street, Belfast, Me

salary

Journal Pub. Co.

CHARLES A.

j Businela

PILSBVRT.

Manager

The average man if he is not a bicycle
rider is a bicycle hater.
[Kennebec

Journal.

A case of weal
We

have

or woe.

but

man,

as

considered

always

Charles E. Littlefield

a

very
portrayed iu

papers he resembles
coudemned murderer.

daily

Hon.
of the

some

pirate

or

and blossom to perfection
without good soil.
Now
Nature and people are much

T. A. Elliott and E. M. Littlefield will attend the Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias
in Portland this week as representatives of
Golden Crown Lodge.

alike; the former
sunshine, latter

by

have

must have

perfect

a

bles of all sorts.

cures

It is

platform would have elected Mr. Little-

body.

field to the U. S. Senate in

January

—

The story

was

started in

fishing trip,
happy.

and is well and

Sarsaparilla

built me up and
Susie E. Brown,
of
and

troubles, dyspepsia, chronic catarrh
inflammation of the stomach, rheumatism,
etc., made me miserable. Hadjno appetite

Chicago.

presumably

such papers as the Portland
the Lewiston Sun and a few other

less influential papers expect to accomplish by attacking President McKinley in

until I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
I am thoroughly cured.”
acted like magic.
N. B. Seeley, 1874 W. 14th Av., Denver, Col.

J. W. Bushfleld and wife of Haverhill,
Mass., who have been rusticating at the
Forbes place in West Brooks for a few
weeks, returned home Monday. Mr. Bush-

was
RheumatismMy husband
obliged to give up work on account of rheumatism. No remedy helped until he used
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which permanently
cured him. It cured my daughter of ca
tarrh. I give It to the children with gooci
results.”
Mrs. J. S. McMath, Stamford, Ct,

fleld visits here every year during the hunting and fishing season and is well known in
this

country may rest assured that it will come
to naught,” says the Richmond Bee.

Hood’s

only

Ills,

Pills cure liver
cathartic to

take

n<>n-lrritating and
Hood’s Sarsapari llaT

ihe

with

moved across the railroad
track Sunday. The work was critically observed by a large committee of lay members
from the village and surrounding country.
Should as many attend church afttfr it has
been located on the spot, it will have to be
enlarged. It was finally left iu the middle
The church

3fccd6 Sa/Uapwuffg

the present crisis is not easily understood,
but whatever their motive may be the

j

of

The announcement that the New York
health authorities have begun a war of extermination on healers there should be
understood to be aimed only at fake medical healers.
The healers will continue
ro flourish undisturbed.
[Boston Herald.
As

to

the latter the

refers to heelers of the

Herald

no

Tammany

We print on the 3d page a very sensible
article from the Maine Farmer ou the agitation

the State in behalf of

throughout

curfew bell,

or

law for

a

keeping

persua-

sition taken

sion.

young

by

the Maine

Farmer,

says

further:

|

j

—

istrator’s

citadel, the largest fort in Halifax,
been condemned by the military ane".
The great citadel, constructed
tr a height of g.'.u feet above the level of
o- sea.
is practically useless as a fort and
will be utilized uereafte.
principally for
hairack purp uses.
I he citadel has long been an
object of
e

oas

rit

interest to

guardian’s inventory returned.

Searsmont;
Searsport;

j

visitors would be that this fortress is as
nui* for barracks as for a defence against

of

M

John

Estate of Stepbeu
will approved; Laura

ed executrix

modern projectiles. The officers1 quarters
are
practically underground and little better than cells.

Lane, Belfast; will

Estate of Daniel
ed executor.
Estate of Turner
I

presented.

Houston

day

Daily Ledger.

measures

Whitten, Montvilie;

will

Thomas Storer, Morrill; will
presented; John F. Vickery named execuEstate

of

“The

the status and

en-

by

principal

posed
prise

place

|

unerringly

value,

having

principal

readily
building

paper

well
the

may
up
anj paper in your State or within
sphere of its influence is equally
as

presented.
Estate of Elijah W. Cram,
and final account of executor

plain.

Concerning

Tlie authorities of New York city are
waging war upon the faith carers, and
the magazines and newspapers are devoting much attention to the Christian
Science leaders.

The New York Herald

recently published two illustrated articles
question as to who originated

in which the

this movement

was

discussed, and while

this honor has been claimed for Mrs. Ed-

dy,

the Herald writers assert that all she

acquired from Phineas ParkQuimby. The Arena for May has
two articles “exposing” Christian Science.
Both writers confess to having
been dupes and students of Mrs. Eddy. They prove beyond any reasonable
doubt that Mrs. Eddy stole her doctrine from Mr. Quimby, and that she
began as a spiritualist. This will interest
many of our readers, who well remember
Mr. Quimby and the many wonderful
knew she
burst

cures

he effected.

the

foundation

was

not

com-

1

|

i

Every part of the work is done under
Ins personal supervision, and a good deal of
the wood work by his own bauds.
They
also have on sale the cheaper Western made
carriages for those who desire them.
1ST)'.).

have finished their work
just how much each one
is expected to contribute toward the town
Below is a
expenses far the present year.
The

; and
I

|
j

j

assessors

we now

know

whose tax exceeds fifty dollars. We

list "f aii

think it is

unnecessary

to

remind

these

the various wise saws and
modern instances showing the dangerous
i
of the possession of grea* riches, or
; effect
1

j

gentlemen

to

warn

of

them not to waste their

substance

1 in riotous

living It can doubtless be taken
| for granted that they will continue to do
business on the broad guage plan of charity
j for tl.eir less fortunate fellow citizens, so
:
characteristic of the town in which they
live
Following is the list: C. L Austin,
$84 98; C. E. Bowen, $55 til; J. R. Bailey*
$85.20; W. E. Barker, $5100; 0. F. Bessey,
!
$1419;*; M. Chase, $10000; A. E. Chase,
|
$158 72; W. N Crosby, $03 59; M. J. Dow,
\ $120 41
C. D. Davis, $70 34; R. G. Edwards,
$50 21; T. A Elliott, $68 79; Joseph Ellis,
$‘.'7 80, A S. Forbes, $02 89; John Gibbs,

J

$53 30; J. R. Littlefield, $112 14; C. E. Lane,
8100.09; E. L. Prime, $02 58; 1. G. Reynolds,
$120.72; F S. Staples, $51.38.

|

Obituary.

Hannah E., wife of George
i A. Thompson, died in Brooks May 13, 1899,
; in the fifty-third year of her age.
The deceased was a daughter of the late Isaiah
Gould, for many years a prominent farmer
and

To

the

Editor

the
of

Liberty; first
presented.

hepatica.

The Journal:

In

of
week,
Flowers,” the author makes a mistake as
regards the Hepatica. It is earlier than the

your issue

this

Transfers in Real Estate.

in "Maine Wild

Arbutus, and is abundant in this section. In
"Plants of Maine,” F. Samson Scribner
"Earliest among our native spring
says:
flowers is the Hepatica.” I saw it in March
It was gathered in
this year in Baltimore.
the suburb of Roland Park, and its bright
blossoms bad all the tints of blue and rosepurple that our Hepatica of Maine has.
The words quoted by your Swanvilie
correspondent are from Whittier’s "Eternal
Goodness.”
Very Truly Yours,
P. N. Andrews.

Paris, Me., May 12,1899.
F. P. Weed has received orders to
send ten of the Columbia’s crew to report
at New Rochelle, L I
May 22. Nine of
them he has selected as follows: Wm. W.

Capt.

Scott, second mate, Charles Scott, quartermaster, Rollins Staples, Cyrus Thompson,
Alonzo Gross, Leslie Gray, Nathan Low
and Ed. Greenlaw. At the time of going to
press the tenth had not been selected. Th3
remainder of the crew will await orders.
[Deer Isle Messenger.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,

-

/ 37
FRACRANT.

DELICIOUS.

1-lb. Cans only.

Best Grocers.

Take Home

Can to

a

Try.

Colson, Swanville, to Nancy A. Curtis, do.;
Mary A. Staples, Brooks,
Jos.
to A. B. Stantial, do.; land in Brooks.
Williamson, Jr., et als., Augusta, to Hattie
E. Chick, Bangor; land iu Islesboro. Hattie
E. Chick to Elmer F. Pernber, Bangor; land
Robert A. Heal, Lineolnville,
in Islesboro.
land in Mouroe.

Jas. H. Thomas, do.; land in LincolnJames H. Thomas to Carrie W.
ville.
Hussey, Lineolnville; land in Lineolnville.
Albert J. Thomas, Lineolnville, to L. S.
Wentworth, do.; land and buildings in Linto

colnville. Johnson Knight et als., Camden,
S. Wentworth; land and buildings in
Lineolnville. Geo. E. Marks, Searsport, to
Mary E. Young, do.; land in Searsport.
Frances G. Scott, Winterport, to Frank

and

pp

I'he Churches.

NEWS.

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday at the usual hours. Topic of the
Young Peoples’ meeting, “The Heroes of Our
Faith.”

The Flood cottage is being put in readiness
for the summer.
Mrs. N. S. Rhoades of Rockland has opened the Park cottage for a few weeks.
Miss

Mary Boynton of Rockport has

ed the

Cliff cottage for the

summer

opensea-

son.

in

Winterport.

Molasses from Porto

Rico.

The schooner D. J. Sawyer has just arriv.
ed at Portland direct from Porto Rico, bringing the first cargo of molasses to arrive there
this season.

•iH

M. 0 Hill is to be postmaster at the Camp
Ground this season aud will open the office
on or about J une 1st.

Meetings will he held at the Peoples Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday evenings at 7

out

generally looking after
their premises, and getting ready for a lively
season, both at the Camp Ground and Temple Heights.
Cottage

owuers are

o’clock.

All

KIT*While it l

welcome.

are

Belfast Monday on business
F. P.
Reed of Glenridge, N. «T., who I
with his Methodist brethren.
spends his summers at Saturday Cove, will
Rev. A. D. Thibadeau officiated at. South
put his yacht Starling in commission this Deer Isle and
at Sunset Sunday.
A very
season, with Charles Elwell of Northport as
favorable ini press iou .vas made o'n his hearers.
A general class meeting is appointed
sailing master.
for Thursday evening. [L)«*er Isle M essenGeorge Elwell has erected a neat little

for

cottage in rear of his home near Little River
rented it for the coming season to the
family who occupied Miss Elwell’s farm
house last summer.

Following are the services
Church for Sunday, May 21:

E.

I

ance

ceremony

ice

1

The other day a representative of The
Journal made a visit to the shore resorts of

condition,

we came

to

a

clearing

.>

Rom

2: 1 11

Fitting

School,

the host’s son, cornet.
Sougs and
recitations followed, after which refreshments were served. On April 29, 1874, John
Gilbertson and Miss Abbie F. Perkins of

son,

married at Rockland, Me., residing at first iu South Tbomaston. For the
past 12 years they have lived in Barre. The
Belfast

were

Times of that city says: "Everybody knows
Jack Gilbertson, as he is a popular stoneHe is an Englishman by birth, but
cutter.

brought up in Scotland, coming
country in 1873. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbertson
have these seven children : W. J. Gilbertson,
Mrs. Mary E. Newman, Mrs. Annie F. Hall,
Miss Georgie E., Joseph W., David and
to this

wras

Hannah Gilbertson."
The

Alewive

Fishery.

The town of Waldoboro received from the
sale of alewives, for the year 1898, the stun
of $2,559.50; and the town of Newcastle, the
same year, received $3,508 88.
The above paragraph has been published
W aldoboTO
in nearly all the Maine papers.
is booming, and we hope the town has consum
for the
munificent
a
for
such
tracted
alewive privilege, but we think one twentifound
nearer
the
eth of $2,559.50 will be
true
[Lincoln County News.

figures.

I

V\/p|

L,UL,Ol\W.,

er

graduation

;

j

He attended

College Springs,

lie

engaged

in

mis-

I sionary work for some time, ami served ns
| spastor >ver the church in Princeton, Misuiri, two years. He afterwards entered the
Newton Theological Institution at. Newton
; Centre, Mass., graduating in 181*3, comiuem
mg his labors in the Gardiner church in
Novem >er, 181*3. Success has crowned his
labors, and the church is prosperous both

!

and fiuantial standpoint.. VI r.
Ringold was united m marriage Dec. 2fF.li, I
18'.H), w th Miss Harriet E. Robbins of Belfast, who for a number of years was a successful teacher in the Rockland schools, and
j
she is a valuable assistant in the parish
work.
She is superintendent of the Junior
Endeavor Society, in which she takes great
interest.
There have been about seventyfive additions to the church during Mr.
Pinguid's pastorate, and 385 have joined
since the church organization.
from

a s

piritual

Pastor

and

Family

The

Welcomed.

reception given at the Methodist, vestry
Wednesday evening, May 10th, to the new
pastor, Rev. G E. Edgett, and his family
The vestry
was a very pleasant occasion.
was well tilled with members of the society I
and their friends and the new comers were
given a most hearty welcome. The vestry j
was
very neatly decorated and given a
liome-like appearance, and an air of cordiality and sociability pervaded the place.
In'
Addresses of welcome were given:
behalf of the church by M. C. Hill; for the
Epwortb League by Mias Lillian Spinney

cordial nature exist among the

pastors
the various churches, and each and all extended to the new pastor a hearty welcome.
Mr. Edgett responded briefly and feelingly.
Four vocal solos

were

lows :
“Cradle Song,”

theu given

as

I

HAVE

a

hearty welcome.

Hotel Islesborough, at Islesboro, run by
Col. Frank D. Pullen of Bangor, will open
its doors for business this year about June
25.
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Carriages

Tt tit Trie:
We

are

in

a

position
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Harnesses

sell you

FOK
I

All
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FINEST

have the

shown

!

me

!

in
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State Prison ^ Western C.i
I make

speuialn

a
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Groceries

*f Oris*

to suit tin-

us

8C|f”L\e|> silury

t:n

"f

real

W

H. C. MAR DEN,

Tobaccos,

jj|

Wooden Ware,

CAPITAL S l OCk, $150,0'-

$33,00-

SURPLUS,

OViPOSI

Crackers, Etc.,
Safe

AT THE BOSTON PRICES

AND

>i:i:

S.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Mrs. W. B. Fletcher w as accompanist, and
Miss Savery at the close of her song presented Mrs. Edgett with a large basket of
baudsome and fragrant flowers.
After the music ice cream and cake were

who extend to them

a

rset-

Sti rot,

Lloyd

served and each person present wras give a
small bouquet of violets. An hour or more
was spent socially and the company separated after making the new pastor and his family feel that their lot has fallen among those

s•...

TBicYcIisTi.j

1

CALL

Lohr

:

Millinery, Fancy O

Brahms

Emery White.
“The Way of Peace,”
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
“Out of the Deep,”
Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
Flower Song,
Miss Ethel Savory.

s

We carry a complete
standard Itrands of

u*

fol-

Mr.

v< i: < oitsi
made up tr«»m extra he
durable, long and media
and splendidly finished
sold at f»0c.
Fe.r this

l‘»«

1(]

Iowa, entering William Jewell College,
Missouri, graduating iu the class of
At

A Corset Chanc
m ri

()£

oOO Sailors and Tourist* from
< hiblren's Leghorn M

j Liberty
'88.

a
we are sure wii; a
tra n

genuine good

«

the town schools and fitted for College at I 4

Amity

Also
that

Hats and Honnets Trintnrd and ready *o

cut of the

boyhood’s days.

>

Kvery particle of material used by us is tie- v r\ l<»‘st quality pable ami each ha: we show and sell i- the product .d "in a'uk
».
designed and trimmed by our own expert tni'limu
One nee
fully eonsider more titan th>‘ mere mit a> of mom s not aiwa>~
i.v
v
the
most
desirable—
when
riti.•.*!
cheapest
especially
of the best quality, quantity, style a: d finish every tr n
littery can he purchased of u< as b.w a- so called bargain* 1
our extensiv-- stock
f high -lass miilinerv bet *re put ! »-11.
This week we liave in stock KMt Tltl MMI It II V is

The paslectures on

at 10 45 ;

lie spent his

w,
F
yet pi"di:<
white silk lis

vest

# MILLINERY.

the

a

■-

\

<piarn-r

a

In this department the spring business I- now at i?s /enit h
\\.
stock sparkles with gems appropriate i.ir ••vr,r\ o*i-1•*i-*n
stock at a!! lime* a large assortment ami »• 1.• i• •»• selection f

Gardiner Independent of May 18th !
First Baptist church of that *
half-tone portrait of the pastor, i *
city and
Rev. A. T. Ringold. In an accompanying !
*
sketch the Independent says:
Mr. Ringold was born in Clarksdale, Illi- 4
nois, hut when a small child his parents removed t< Nodaway county, Missouri, where 4
has

Vests.

Hf*

as a

'*

“Patient continu-

will be

C

**

Th.e

Lombard, next below, has his garden planted aud peas and cucumbers up. He is also
assured a tine crop of Jumping Jennies.
Grading has been done about the Roberts
cottage, built last season, and the ground
cleared in the vicinity. One new cottage
was noted iu course of erection in the Camp
Ground, and Mr. Andrews is making many
improvements in the vicinity of White Rock

shore side where stands the cottage
and stable erected this season by H. J. Morrison. The buildings are nicely painted and
present a handsome exterior, while the inThis
terior is said to be no less attractive.
ended the tour of observation for the sun
had gone down aud it was time to turn our
horse’s head homeward.

Preaching
Epworth
subj r The

End.

Sunday school at 12 m.; V. P.
S. (J. E. at 0.30 p. in. and evening worship
at 7 30. Ti e following music will be given :
Morning—anthem, “Return my soul ami
sweetly rest,” Tours; response, "Grant us,
dear Lord." Noyes. Evening—chorus, "Hark
hark, my soul,” ladies’ voices ; solo, selected,

to note preparations for the coming season. The North Shore cottages are
all in hue condition. At the Dougau’s some
grading has been done on the shore side,
and a sea wall has been built in front of the
pretty cottage of Mrs. Chase, trees trimmed,
and grading done on the water front. Dr.

the

C>

doing,”

n

ecru, with or with alneck, or high hack
silk trimmed, or silk
are excellent tpiadu
give entire sati-Ln

••

subject being “Tenuyson.”

ship

Northport

excellent

at

iu well

1

4

av6 the Baptist church notices
week: Thursday evening, prayer
meeting; Fri lay evening, teachers’ meeting. This meeting is not restricted to the
teachers of the Sunday school; all are welcome, and ♦ specially any member of the
Home Department. Suuday morning wor-

served.
The many friends of the
bride aud groom wish them a long and happy
wedded life.

on

Meeting

for

were

tages we came to Shore Acres, where the F.
V. Cottrell cottage looms up, having been
greatly enlarged aud beautiried. Continuing
along the shore road, which was found in

•*

Following

mau.

cream,

E

j tor will continue his evening
j “The religious side of some great wen,” his

Following the
cake, lemonade, etc.

best

M.

Geo. S. Mi U, next Sunday morning,
will he “The Doctrine of a Strenuous Life."
Sunday school a: 12 in. The topic of the C.

!

p

<

••

Rev

groom,

was

7

at

Vests.

but

The topic of tin* weekly prayer
meeting at
the North church this, Thursday, evening
will he “Mistaking the Spirit’s Teaching.”
The subject of the sermon by the pastor,

Quite a large number of relatives and
friends assembled at the Penobscot House

Waterman

coming

at

••

••

Anatomy of an Ideal Church. Come to all
these services, an 1 invite your friends who
do not worship elsewhere.

Heights.

Bertie Jameson, sister of the
trimming.
acted as bridesmaid, while William

Tin*

League at IL.'JO; lec ture

party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Sam.
uel Strickland, Frank Cummings, Miss Etta
Colson, Mrs. Staples and Jack Staples of
Bangor, with a few friends from Belfast,
spent Sunday at Nickwa Cottage, Temple
A

Sunday eveuiug, May 14th, to witness the
marriage of Benjamin W. Jameson, son of
the proprietor, and Miss Nellie M. Durgan
of Biddeford. The ceremony was performed
by F. A. Dickey, Esq. The bride was
charmingly dressed in blue with white

10:45; subject,

at

Onp

Ll.K.H
carry nothing
represented,
TON 'S bes: goods
Tooth Powders, per bottle.10c and .»<•
Petroleum Jelly, per bottle ..»«■
tumbler..lim
.104Talcum Powder, per can.
»m
Face Powder, per box
8 for... 2.“»e
lOe
Florida Water, per bottle.
Regular 25c. size Florida Water, per bottle. ..dim
Leighton’s Ko\al Cream, petbottle.
dl
50c.
Leighton's Koval Cream, per
bottle
tgC
Toilet Water, per bottle
25>-.
die
Toilet Soap, 1 box, 8 cakes, .lie
25c.
.loc
Kose Water, per bottle.
Kose Water and r. i> «-**rine, per b>tie.M)
1 2 pint Pottle Witch Hazel.
Id 1-dc

ger.

and

extra large sizes, p
are only a tew of r1 ia though they haw

weeks yet
Reinemh.
size \est for.
Vests. Here > a
A.UL. tion in a Lam.--'
sleeves, high back a
vest is a pure white
ami is truly a hargai;

give each Hosiery
fn <>/

we

25c

Patterns sh«• r•

Vests

17r
I I

Our Toilet Articles are all new, fie-li goods, ami
every one we sell is fully guaranteed to he just as

iu

was

5c.

,,

O C

cotton

j
\

10c

,Uc

will

darning

attract;

neck and back.

rO’LET ARTICLES.

Rev. E. H. Boynton, Presiding Elder -*f
the Bangor district of the East Maine Con-

ference,

ists we

card of

|

*0 doz. plain colors, pink, id
without sleeves, high <«r ;
always been a ve»y p«-|
sold for 20c. Our price, 1 c

Hosiery is either Hernesdorf or Royal
Dye, s< that the qualitv t color is as-

customer a

;

j

|Qp

Ladies'Jersey Ribheu
sleeves, high back a

doz

bur

,,l-*,.tUow»«o.

\
!

nts:

50doz. Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed
l»mk ami blue, sleeveless,
sized.....

bright.

All our
Stainless
sured.

seasonable

are

induceui'

A full and complete assortment of Misses, Childrens and Infants' Hose. Wecairy at
all times from 2i»c.. Joe., viOo., 15c

The services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday will be as usual. Preaching tv, the
pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, at 10 45, and
Sunday school at 12 o’clock.

9lft
■

UNDERWEAR

Here

3UU. is the largest

NOKTHPORT

;n.

<

stock of extra fine Hosiery
ever shown in this comBesides all Black in plain
munity.
c.ropped stitched Jersey ribbed top and
out sizes, we are showing a Tan m a silk
finished Lisle. A dropped stitched Tan
Lisle and the finest lot of Fancy Colored
Lisles we have ever had, including all
the new stripes Polka Dots ami figures,
in fact every pattern that is new and
Hose,

BACK2!.

IN.

We have ”uSt received r. r,
Collars and 12 dozen Ladies
year we sold a big lot of t:it....
that the styles and prices
we start the season hy make
best quality Ladies' Linen
>izes 12
2 to ic,
Best quality Ladies’ |
Linen Cuffs.pe

We are showing many different
patterns in Black and Tan, Cotton and
Lisle, and all new patterns in fancy colorings and stripes, both plain and dropped stitched.

crt.

to L.

Hardy, do.; land

1

■

GRETCHEN

Hose.

QQp
3sJ\j

SHAPLEICH COFFEE CO., BOSTON.

2>i

FRONT

Jl< sortment contains every hlea of merit
yet brought out in the manufacture of a
good stocking—Black,Tan and Fancy Colors, both Cotton and Lisle, with or without white feet, out-sizes, Jersey ribbed
tops nr dropped stitched.
Hose. We show you a fine Black Hose
3 I C. that cannot be duplicated in this city tor
less than 60.

for the week ending May 17, 1899: Globe
V\ edding of
Mr. and Mrs.
Realty Association, Chelsea, Massachusetts, Silver
Gilbertson.
to Wealthy Ann Poole, Everett, Mass.; land
in Northport. Hannah J. Cain, Palermo, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Gilbertson celebrated
Merton G. Norton, Belfast; laud and build- the
twenty fifth anniversary of their marings in Palermo. Mary E Pullen, Palermo, | riage at their home in Barre, Vt.. April 29th.
and for the Junior League by Miss Florence
to Cbas. E. Knox, do.;
laud in Palermo, j
They invited a few friends, but others preFrank Hardy, Winterport, to Lillian M. pared a surprise party for them, and more Hill.
A piano solo, the reverie “Song >>f the
WTiarff, Danforth; land iu Winterport, Mar- than a hundred guests were present. The
Carl Bohn, was played by
garet Kappmann, Quincy, Mass., to Albert host and hostess were presented with an Swallow,” by
Miss Cleora Haney.
M. Cain, Searsport; land in Searsport.
Lilelegant silver tea set of five pieces, with a
The various city clergymen, Rev. G. G.
lian M. Wliarff, Danforth, to Frank Handy,
salver, by Mr. Gilbertson’s fellow workmen
Winterport; land in Winterport. Clara J. iu the stone sheds. They also received Winslow, retiring pastor of the Methodist
Ryder, Islesboro. to Herbert E. Ryder, do.; from other friends an elegant couch, a sew- church; Revs. J M. Leighton, Unitarian; A.
A. Smith, Universalist; Geo. s. Mills, Conland and buildings in Islesboro. Herbert.
ing basket, silver dishes, chairs, etc. The
E. Ryder to John W. Pendletou, Islesboro;
gregationalist; and R. T. Capen, Baptist,'
iu
a few dances, to music
indulged
company
were present.
land and buildings in Islesboro. Henry W.
They showed both by word
by Albert L. Mudgett, 1st violin; George
ami act that fraternal relations of the most
Marriner, Newton Highlands, Mass., to
William
J.
Gilbertand
2d
violin;
Angus,
of
James L. Marriner, Belmont; laud in Sears
Elia L. Hall, Belfast, to Elleu A.
mont.
Flagg, Belfast; land iu Belfast. Wilson

-i

1

|

u

ONCE USED ALWAYS WANTED.

respected citizen of tiie town. Retiring
disposition and domestic in her tastes, j
she was ardently devoted to lmr family and
friends and was most loved and respected
by those who knew her most intimately.
She was a member of Brooks Lodge of Good
Cottage. A new kitchen is to be built aud a
'{ Templars ami attended the lodge meeting large tract of ground has been prepared for
hut two week3 before her death. Though in i cultivation.
This is a very comfortable,
poor health for some time, suffering from a
home-like place, aud is well patronized in
! complication of troubles, her filial sickness
the season. The greatest improvement of
was short.
She is survived by her busbaud the year, however, is the erection
f the
J and
son, who have the general sympathy of
Cube cottage on the South Shore, and when
! the community in their great bereavement. completed it will be the finest summer home
The funeral services were conducted by iu Northport. The exterior is about finish;
Bev. D. Brackett and were attended by ed, the roof painted, and the second story
|
Brooks Lodge in a body. The floral tributes ! lathed.
The surroundings have been imwere very fine.
Among the principal ones proved by the removal of the building oppoi
were a crescent of
white pinks from em- site, occupied as a fruit store, aud the Ocean
I
ployes of Gordon & Jones; Easter lilies, House lawn will be extended down to the
J Mrs. M. J. Lane; bouquet of cut flowers, road. Passing the other South Shore cotin

and
nam-

tor.
Estate of Sarah Myrick, Unity; will presented; Reuel M. Berry named executor.
Estate of Stephen P. Haskell, Liberty;
the ap- petition presented for
terprise of every city and town
appointment of Angepearance of its new "papers. The columns la P. Haskell administratrix.
Estate of Henry Dockham, Prospect.; peof tbe
paper in any city are sup- tition presented for appointment of Daniel
M. Dockham administrator
to r< llect the business and enter,
Estate of Margaret. A. Stowers, Stockton
as
of the
as the
Springs; petition presented for appointment
mirror reflects the human i ice. The
of Robert F. DuntoJi administrator.
Estate of Dexter W. Bennett, Montvilie;
therefore, of
every line of business first and final account of administrator
preand every enterprise represented in the sented.
Estate of Samuel Chase, Monroe; first acpaper is
apparent. count of executor presuted.
The importance of
up
Estate of ( lias. F. Robinson, Winterport ;
your
second and final account of administratrix
home
so that it
show
as

in the Tacoma

as

pleted.

Babbidge, Isiesboro;
M. Babbidge appoint-

codicil presented; Nathan F

‘The way to advertise a town or city is
to build up the local press,” says a writworld to

the street,

Ames, Stockton
Springs; surviving partner’s inventory preSented.
(Firm of John M. Ames & Son )
j
Estate of Mary W. Crosby, Swanvilie; ; Mr. ami Mrs. M. J. Lane, calla and Easter
final account of administrator allowed.
lilies, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Gordon; wreath
Estate of Arlette Edmonds, Winterport;
and cross, Brooks Lodge, I. O. of G. T.;
first account of administrator allowed.
cross of pansies, Mrs. T. I. Huxford; pillow
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe; final account of distribution allowed.
ami wreath from the family.
The interment
Estate of Milliceut Folsom, minor, Lib- was in the Friends
burying
ground.
final
of
a!
owed.
account
erty;
guardian
Estate

''.any of the members of the Maine Press
Association wiil he found in the visitors1
book, and we think the verdict of all the

#

returned.

Estate of George
Morrill,
executor's inventory returned.
Estate of Ella Louise Skinner,

tourists and the views from its

ramparts are richly worth the climb reThe names of
paired ti» reach them.

inventory

Estate of Joel T. Collier, Brooks; executor's inventory returned.
Estate of Jennie E. Skinner, Searsport;
administrator’s inventory returned.

j
j
j

PURE.

was

I. S. Staples & Son have made this year
more than the usual stock of carriages, con\ sisting of opeu wagons, top b ggies and
The Staples hand-made
grocery wagous.
carriages are known all over Eastern Maine
and are unexcelled for style and durability.
The firm frequently has orders from other
States. Mr. L. S. Staples, the senior member
j
1 of the firm, has made carriages here since

a

The law in question is a resort to utediIf by the acts of men living among us •
jeval conditions and therefore a step
in peace and uudei the protection of our
backward; it is a confession that neither
<. vernment this war is prolonged, so that
the parents nor the police will do their
plain duty. It is the duty of the former
my !m.v, lighting in the front rank with
to look
after their children and keep
L iw’v.n. is killed,they have murdered him. !
them under due control, and of the latter
ike
M
those who spoke at the anti-im- to repress disorder, whether of children
“A
*
1 tl:stic meeting at Central Music Ilall 1 or of children of a larger growth.
law i> theoretically bad because it
sii bid be held, responsible for he death } curfew
interferes by special authority in a mat>
of
iy soldier who falls there by reason ter which, is
largely personal and should
i
heir euc uragement, and every man be attended t<> under general rules, and
who thus encourages an enemy in time of because it forbids a thing which is in itself harmless and proper, the presence of
wai is a traitor.*'
[Gen. John M-Xulta \ children on the street
after a certain hour,
at Oakland. 111.
solely because some of them have abused
tlie right and have not been restrained by
> ews was received in Bangor, Thurstheir natural guardians or the civil anday*
by parties interested, that the thorities.” “When law is demanded to
G *od
scu-Minei
Templar, a Pembroke d>» what fathers and mothers fail in dovessel, had been seized in Boston, by ing,” says the Farmer, “the influence of
Deputy Inspector Bunn, who has been the home is gone.” There is a good deal
doing some woik around Passamaquoddy in that. And it may be added that the
bay in cornier ri on with the smuggling more responsibility is shifted the greater
operations which it was suspected, or will be tendency to shift it.
known, were being carried »>n in that seetion.
The Good Templar was seized on
Probate Court.
.hat lc of having taken a cargo of smugis
Following an abstract of the business of
gled herring from Grand Manan.
the Probate Court for Waldo County, May
I-his is no doubt the same vessel which
term, 1699:
Maine customs officials were -otified to j
Estate "f Philena Warren, Isiesboro; will
look out for about a year ago as intend- approved; William E. Hatch appointed administrator wi h will annexed.
ing to smuggle a cargo of liquor into this
Estate of Azel E. Houghton, Brooks;
Tilton
A Elliott appointed administrator.
prohibition State. In both cases it appears
Estate of John Milliken. Montvilie; Noel
to be an erring Good Templar.
R Milliken appointed administrator in place
of Setii L Milliken, deceased.
Estate or Edward L. liowell, Montvilie;
i he Democrats of thei'nd Co* gressional
Maria J. Rowell appointed administratrix,
district have nominated John Scott of
Estate of J-din G. Pendleton, Searsport;
Bath. The resolutions adapted are point- Ben j F. Pendleton appointed administrator.
Estate <»f Charlotte A. Williams, Isieseel and picturesque. They reindorse the last boro,
adjudged to be a person of imsonnd
national and State platforms and set forth m.ndjCliis E Williams appoint**.! guardtau.
Estate ot Margaret A. Heal, Se trsnioiit;
•’ o\v those principles were
triumphed adjudged to be a person of unsound mind;
•o
r
by “Boodlism, Haunaism and Me- j Alton I H«*al appointed guardian.
Estate of Arthur J. and
A. EdKirdeyism, which has given the country mond**, mirw-rs; Winterport;Henry
Arthur Ed.‘•ratal political bossism, relentless and monds, app anted guardian.
Estate of Horace L. Bragdon, Waldo;
blatant
tiustis.rn,
grasping
Eganism, license to s. il real estate issued.
criminal Algorism and rotten beolism—in
Estate of Jacob L. Cain, Montvilie; license
sail real estate issued.
a w ud.
’inad;liberated, unreasonable and t" Estate
of Lucinda K Moore, Belfast, ad<:*•* -stabb
modern republicanism and 1 ministrator’s
inventory returned.
Estate
of
Harriet Cates, Monroe; adminb mi
and
un-American imperialism.'1 \
istratur’s inventory returned.
There now !
Estate of Julia E Penny, Brooks; admin-

er

|
j
\

boys and girls off the streets at night.
The Portland Argus, in endorsing the po-

doubt

vicinity.

Cutf^

]

Black and Tan, two patterns
IIUC.
fir* Hose, both
of each, all spliced heels and toes and
guaranteed stainless.)
jc. Hose—four patterns in Black. 1 dropped
IOC. stitched and 2 in Tan and two in Fancy
Colors, all spliced heels and toes, and
warranted stainless.
Fast Black out-sizes, Jersey ribbed top,
I3C. extra fine quality.
All other 15c. Hose we sell 2 pairs for pCf
«
which of itself is quite an inducement,
when the quality of the hose is considered,
nr
Hose. We have 10 styles, and the as-

VICTOR COFFEE

friends in Monroe.

Charles Rich of Jackson 1 eft Tuesday for
the Klondike. He joins a company at Port1 and who intend to go by the way of Seattle,
St. Michaels and steamer up the Yukon. He
leaves behind a wife and five children, the
youngest an infant only seven days old.

Dyspepsia, etc. —"A complication

“Whit

Argus,

Hood's

made me strong and well.”
16 Astor Hill. Lynn, Mass.

Mr. Cleveland, with a party of friends, is j
at Middle Bass Island, Lake Erie, on a S

our

—

were not

A false report of the death of ex-President Cleveland created a sensation May
14th.

to

The doctor said there
Blood
seven drops of good blood in my

Poor

last.

is expected that the members of the order
will be out in force. A special notice Is sent

disappoints.

never

TRADE-MARK.

supper and special entertainment at their
hall, next Tuesday evening, May 23d, and it
a

system what sunshine is to Nature
the destroyer of disease germs.
It

and

detailed enumeration;

Golden Crown Lodge. K. of P., is to have

blood trou-

adopted by the Second
District Congressional convention endorsed the administration’s policy on Porto
Rico, Cuba aud the Philippines. That
The resolutions

in the selection of our Spring and
Summer Hosiery, and the modest pocket-book
has wide range of usefulness here. We quote but
few this week as lack of space forbids a more

recitations and readings iu the afternoon, and then adjourned to the woods for a
flower hunt.

the human

to

Collars
■

anticipated,

songs,

health.
Sarsaparilla

Hood's

Ladies’ Linen
1

We have in stock double the amount of Hosiery
Every want has been
ever carried by us before.

The Elwell school celebrated Arbor Day
appropriate exercises, consisting of

pure blood in order to have

good looking
a

And not even Nature would
allow the flowers to grow

fen

WELLS

HOSIERY.

an

Mrs. Charles Reynolds has been very sick
for some days. Maranda Roberts has been
taking care of her.

must

WELLS & CO.

on a

Mrs. Horato Elwell is suffering from
attack of neuralgia.

To Paint the Laughing Soil.”

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Brooks.

C. E. Lane is in Aroostook county
short business trip.

The Flowers

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1899.

Republican

The News of

“Spring Unlocks

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

deposit boxes for rent
*8

Our

vault is

new

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary

the

t

unequal.*!

and

in

at

ear.

a

1

unium

Those

renting: boxes
rivile^e of taking their

m

boxes

vaults.

FOR SALE
I lie Pendleton

port

avenue.

house at

Apply

N

to

Jilts. U. V. I’KMII
Belfast, April t>, 18 9b 14

We are closing fishing
tackle goods at
COST.

MASON & HALL.

DR. W. L.

WEST.

^Veterinary I Surge*'11
Graduate and Medalist

Veterinary College
Pharmacy at Belfast Liver>

Ontario
Office and

evidence and
Office

1

Hospital IT t’ongresH st^,,,'l

Telephone 8-2.

Residence Telei

;'thE 'nEW5

J. F. Noyes will carry the mail this season
between Belfast and North port Campground.

I Consumption ij

SCHOOL and at home.
t tbiuk I read

i„esu

...

I„„,Mab«-ell.

MTinK, “Wbat was that
ami makes me spell
» .«ooe it after her,
si'■an be.
little care”—
,mr take a

"&>.rrt-

“"’

•M

BELFAST.

of

*

A

V

is robbed of its terrors

J [ the fact

place

to

and look

-»lt

read;

sirMi. jiist as pleased !
frimu his face.
id a great, long word,
W hy, little Grace,

teach

our

and hear this child.”

me

grandpa
v

says,

!

Health organized yesterday
A O Stoddard, chairman; E.
retarv ; H. M. Prentiss.

|

appointed Charles E.
lulican, ami Jefferson F.
at, as members of the Board

has

t

will meet with Mrs.

this.

street

•aid

Topic

'dcloek.

fj

S. G.

discus-

i Arbitration.

Co., corporation, is reorname of The Belfast Fuel
i the following officers and

:te

i!

Directors, C. B. Hazeltine, F. G White; President,

|
|

W

soc.
iV liOWNK.

SCOTT

m

all druggists.
hemists. New York,

White,

Guilford, u. S. Deputy

of

s

1

ri,a

;

Revenue,

in Bel-

was

investigating

;.

in

regard to

In some secstamps
cigars has been sold
uuterfeit stamps, but
Mr.
.*-•
has found none in this

rime

Patents have been granted Edward Cornforth of Thorndike for a milk-pail holder,

is

“and there is

-n

no new

hand writing is
•dern “vertical” style,
alThe

nearly threescore

and ten

ift > years after this docu1, (i *->rge I) McCrillis was
--ensus

»•>

enumerator

territory,

or

one

f«»r

a

half of

Samuel Hogdkinson «-f
him ou his return
•ceiitly a number of relics,
1 :ch are of unusual interest
the family.
One is a clock
with

>-i

impression was given by a mis
figure iu the comparative table
of city appropriations n our issue of May
4th.
The appropriation for general school
purposes in 1898 was §5,350 instead of §4,350 as printed.

W
A

been

.V.-

the

m

Hogdkinson

hundred years. It
g my case, 8 feet and two inches
ks ire of brass and show very litar.
The clock was made in
•-.shire, for Mr. Hodgkinson
grandfather. and has deseendm.;;. through the oldest son.
which is valued still more
two

:;.an

•rtui.

given

ate

to

Mr.

Hodg-

by the corporators of the
Industrial Society, a corporawas

e

secretary eleven years.

engrossed and neatly
tribute to tlte
ays a high
eiicy and fidelity.
v

Marden received a new
from rinmiiston last
E Bradman lately lia-1 the

C.

tg-s
rt

d the Belfast tire of 1H(jc

makes

It
ture

vivid picture

a

made

was

en-

by Timothy

CiiH’ord has made some
A. Kimball's kno< kmgh & Sells <-ircus will be
>':i
Wm. Ii. Hill, of BosSb amship Co., has bought a
J hay horses from Chas. R.
f Pein-bsi ot county.... The
this week their annual hunt
iter

W

1
:

dogs-The New England
lclegraph Co., are stringing
"••■ling the poles to connect

with their circuit....
Swift & Paul received
wagons for their stores Tuesberty

i and

Libl.y,
work

besides

having good
sails, is making sail

on

a

Mary Farrow.
E.

H, Colby and

Milton
on a fishing trip in schooner
hours later were again in port
unds of fresh fish, caught off
Mr. Colby bought the Clara
takes this method of passing a
Journal is indebted to him
A young

1

irsday

son

man was seen on

good string of
stance were supposed to be
k on closer inspection proved
Is.

with

a

.Chas. R. Coombs and two
Fred Hollins and Archie F.
May lOtli from a fishing trip

ake,

Meddybemps. They
• pounds of
trout, ranging
pounds, besides catching all
while

lake_Al■i lgbt 5
good sized trout in
b.-low Swan Lake last Thursat

1

near

ackerel
11,c

first

al

wore

lot

id for 40 cents

the

in the market

averaged 2 1-2
apiece.

steamer Peuobtrips from Boston as
ibis week to relieve the conr.
She left Boston Tuesday
ng here Wednesday morning
the afternoon. She will
night, Thursday, and will
vv.
On Saturday, May 20th,
Iks

The

xtra

Sunday,

last

with

piaju w}jite. The upper decks
aft, making an outside covered
fewseating nearly a hundred
ill W'ju 7’ ^ew guards have been put on
Uti< and many minor improvements

called at 1.30 p.

The forenoon was
cleared about noon. 1 he sea was unusually
smooth and nobody was seasick. The fishing was around the Western Head of Isie an
Haut, around Saddleback light, and outside
the White Islands, ami the total catch was
about 500 pounds. Excellent chowder, and
baked beans and brown bread were served on board.

Children’s Drawers, worth 15e. and 17c.. lie
Ladies’ Drawers, a good value at 30c_21c
Ladies’ Drawers, worth 39c a pair.24c

BLACK CREPON.
We have marked all
at

The County Commissioners have received
plans from the architect for the proposed
changes in the court house. Two sets of
floor plans are submitted. One is to provide
lire-proof rooms within the present building,
substantially as described in The Journal a

lines

in the present, basement, with the fireproof rooms on the iirst and second floors.
No elevation plan or estimate of cost has yet
been received.

street

j

Swanville.

j

a

not

ire

marble, while the largest
than twice that size. They

common
more

product of a lien that is half Brahma
half Plymouth Rock, and Mr. Webb
assign no reason for her producing

the

are

and
can

these freak eggs.
he

KUrs,

is a

summary
of the reports from Waldo county to the
State Board of Agriculture:
Conditions of grass fields, very good; a
v.

roiiowing

or

low ground.
winter-killing reported
Clover has generally wintered well Season
a little later than in 1898 in most sections.
Acreage of grain. 97 per cent. Condition
of fruit tret-s. 100 per ceut.
Condition of
plum trees ami other small fruit, 110 per
little

on

cent.
Local market prices: hay, 1898, $7.75,
1899, SO 25; potatoes, 1898, 47 cents, 1899,06
cents; cream, 1898,19 cents, 1899, 20 cents;
aoples, 1898, 95 cents, 1899, $1.25; poultry,
1898,11 cents, 1899,11 cents; eggs, 1898, il
cents, 1899, 12 cents; butter, 1898, 17 cents,
1899, 17 cents; cows, 1898, $33, 1899, $37;
sheep, 1898, $3.25, 1899, $3.50: wool, 1898, 19
cents, 1899, 17 cents; oxen, 1898, $100, 1899,
$120.

“Little Miss

Nobody.”

The 3-act

com-

edy drama entitled Little Miss Nobody was
presented in the Belfast Opera House Friday
» veuing
by thejThalia Club of Camden under
the auspices of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans. There was a large audience, and
tlie performance was highly successful both
from a histrionic and financial point of view.
Little Miss Nobody was an ideal heroine and
the parts were all well taken.
Following is
the cast:
Lari

Hauisey, alias Jack Mayburn,

Mr. E. S. Stearns

Hill
Gee

Digger, alias Clint Ford, Mr. G. F. Wentworth
Mr. Alfred Beverage
Ho, a Chinaman,
Mr. Edward Wells
Barney Dooley,
Otto Snitzpounderkooker,
Mr. V. D. Wellman
Mr. Boh Crockett
Perriwinkle,
Berry

KteSli,}
Uucle Dave,

a man

«ilbert

At mystery,

Mr. M. T. Crawford
Joe Moore, a miner,
Mr. Charles Lee
Sain Daggett,'|
Will Mero
Mike Hogan. loaw Mill Onarrette Arthur Shaw
M 1 Quartette»
Jack Sheldon,
Fred Porter
Hank
Lewis Bramhall
Widow Skerritt,
Miss Jennie Fitzsimmons
Little Miss Nobody,
Mrs. Gilbert Patten

to

$30 50

The troupe c&rne from Camden

special trip of steamer Castine and
by
were
accompanied by a large number of
excursionists, who had seen the play in
Camden, Rockland or Thomaston, and wanta

ed

more.

on

account

last

of

true

ROBES.

Ladies’
(£*

ORGANDIES.

«>

are as

1872.

of

a

big

WRAPPER REDUCTION.

Hip Pads and Bustles,
at

25c, 39c

PRICES THA T TEMPT.

and 50c.

have on sale 80c. Wrappers mad*)
from the best quality prints, waist lined and
a good full skirt, in a good assortment of
light and dark colors, at
We shall

HO DOZEN

Ladies’ Seamless Fast Color Hose,
plain

DOZEN

50

goods and shall make

ON.

ire have in stock a lull line

Night Robes.39
Night Robes, SI 50 quality_$1.15
Night Robes, 1 39 quality_ 1 05
Night Robes, 1.25 quality.98
Night Robes, 1 79 quality_ 1.19
Night Robes, 1 00 quality.79
Night Robes, 75c & 89e quality ,66

in these

entirely closed out.

or

drop stitch,

67c.

Also

at 5c.

GOOD PERCALE WRAPPER,
trimmed yoke, collar and cuffs, and a
20 inch flounce, actually worth $1 50 at

Braid

FANCY 8KJRT5.

Jersey Ribbed Yests,

IN GREEN, BLUE, BROWN, BLACK and

$1.19.

WHITE, stripe effects, good values at

wwfl

6V square neck, fancy
rib, short sleeves, at 5c.

a-

good values at $1 25, $1.37,
$1.42, $1.50, $1.62 and $1.75.

Equally

81 ">0. while they last, $1.25.

as

FREDA. JOHNSON, FRED A.
JOHNSON, FRED A, JOHNSON. FRED A. JOHNSON,
Masonic

Temple, High

St.

Masonic

Tempb, High

——---

the annual meeting of the Trustees of
Cemeteries the following superintendents
At

were

appointed: Grove Cemetery, James
F. Fernald; South
Belfast, Elijah Phillips;
South West Belfast, Thomas
Frisbee; East
Belfast, Emery O. Peuilleton; City Point,
F. M.
Bailey; Head of the Tide, Albert
Lane. A lot was set aside for single burials.
At

meeting of the stockholders of the
Dalton Sarsaparilla Co.
Tuesday all the
directors resigned except F. A. Greer, and
their resignations were
accepted. The number of the directors having been reduced

the

a

from

year’s item

eleven to three

elected; F.

J

A.

the

Greer, D.

following

1

St.

Masonic

Temple, High

Masonic

St,

Temple, High

St,

Monroe. A W. C. '1'. I
was organized
the church last Monday with 1J members,
j
We trust more will soon come in. Miss E.
M. Kail and Miss Elbe Littlefield of Winter-

at

|

the organizers... .The poles are
all set from here to Brooks for the new telej
phone line-Mrs. Emery has gone to Bos* 1

port

j

were

ton to visit her son, Will Emery, and her
brother, George Flanders.... Miss Augusta
Neal ley has been visiting friends in Bangor.

j
1

....Mrs. Hilaries Mitchell is very sick.

were

Greer, Jr., and
Geo. A. Greer. The directors
subsequent^ elected F. A. Greer president and
manager and adjourned to next Monday, to
complete the reorganization.
A.

•

as

She lias

A

l

f

Boys’ Washable Suits and Waists

^
?

LITTLE IN ADVANCE OF THE SEASON.

.V Blue Serge

Coat,

White Duck Pants, held up by

of

one

<>iii.

£

1

The

than

which

greatly overstocked

READ

when she was launched
News of the Uranges.
chartered to load lumber
at $2.50 at Bangor for New York, ami was
Northern Light Grange of Winterport has
towed up-river Tuesday-The last frame ! been invited to meet with South Brauch
of the new schooner building in Carter’s
Grange of Prospect May 27th.
yard was placed in position Friday afterEquity Grange closed its literary contest
noon.
Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley arrived that
last Saturday evening.
Mrs. Wight won
by
day from Brunswick with the hard pine and five points. The judges were J. H. CunI
was hauled into the dock Saturday, but did
ningham and
from
in

weeks ago. The other is to build an addition 30 feet long to the north-east end of
the building, with au entrance on High

eggs
They vary somewhat in
size, and the smallest are but little larger

names

they

are

$1.15 quality..92c

98c. per yard.

WHITE, RED, BLUES, PINK anil FIGURecl at the lowest prices, also a full line of

Shipping Items. Sch. Flora Condon was
launched from the marine railway last
week and when painted looked like a new
vessel.
She is sound as a dollar, and her

few

mentioned

mention

prices

We find ourselves

until

Ladies’ White Skirts.

SI 25 Black Crepons

our

PIQUES.

plants in the boles in the sides of tbe barrels
and keep tbe plants watered by filling the
pipe. Plants set from tbe 15th to 20th of
May bore good crops in July the same yearThe item showed another point—the value
of advertising. The experimenter asks us
not to

in

NIGHT

Ladies’
worth 42c and 45c a
i Ladies’
pair.29c Ladies’
Ladies’
worth 50c and 02c a
pair.43c Ladie’s
Corset Covers, 12 l-2c quality, 3 for.2oc Ladies’
Ladies’

m

correspondence
brought.

UKTDBRWEAR....

please

Journal reported last year an experiment by a local gardener of raising straw berries in a barrel.
Tbe plau is to bore holes
in the staves of a barrel a few inches apart
each way, place a length of drain tile in the
centre of the barrel aid fill tbe space between tbe tile and staves with earth. Set

party of 20 on board.
foggy, but the weather

“The proof of the puddiog is n
the eating”—or, rather, “seeing is believing-—" and last Friday Mr. Webb brought to
our office a box containing 34 of the before

ac-

obligations
see exactly

_

Tbe

a

regular trips between jBosgor, leaving Boston on Tuesdays
’•s. anti returning, leave Bangor
fHa"
Ricker,J
"1 Fridays, at 12 o’clock.
We
have five trips per week, the
If we had uot known the performers were
mg from Boston the mornings
amateurs, and our neighbors, we should uot
"VL Wednesday, Thursday, Satur■'inday, and leaving Belfast for have discovered it in the performance. No
;
les-lay, Thursday and Saturday at one would have suspected that the amusing
Chiuaman knew what were the duties of
at. i ,,n
Monday and Friday at 3
•'
steamer Penobscot arrived yes- foreman of the Camden Herald; but he
and the
niing from Boston on her first does. The specialities were fine,
excellent. The net proceeds were
n,,lr‘' she was hauled off for
repairs dancing
59. The Camp offered a ring as a prize
noticable changes have been $63
to the young lady who should sell the
works.
The
ornamenta
npper
number of tickets, and it was won by
,|H
paddle-boxes, including the fa- largest
Miss Alberta Dickey, whose sales amounted
*!an, lias been taken off, and the
uer

..

__cut

large party of friends and schoolmates.
The home team won hv a score of lij to 14,
h it owing to difference in the reports of the
the individual work
scores, which show
very differently, we do not give the detailed
score....The game n*-xt Saturday will be
with tbe Bucksport Seminary nine. Game

The str. Silver Star
the fishing grounds

Eggstraordinary. Mention was made in
Journal of May 4th of some small eggs
laid by a hen owned by A. T. Webb of

new

Come in and

a

...MUSLIKT

>

Excursion.

meet old ones.

YOUR PROFIT IS GREATER THAN OURS.

a

excursion to

I

one

List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office for the
weekending May 13th: Ladies—Mrs. J. I).
Braley; Mrs. Arno Brown. Gentlemen—
Mr. Wm. Bucklin,
Esq., Mr. R. B. Condon,
Mr. George McCoy. Mr. Max Solomon.

The Lewiston Journal learns in a very
pleasant manner of the growing popularity
of the new Second Regiment “K. of 1*.
March,” recently composed by Mr. R 1*.
Chase of Belfast. Mr. Chase has already
won a considerable success as a composer,
notably through his march "The Maine Capitol.” The new march from his pen has a
vocal part with words for the use of the K.
f P’s. only
Mr. Chase is a musical disciple
of that well-known theorist, Mr. John W.
Tufts, to whom he gives credit for early instruction m the art of composition. [Lewiston Journal.

an

DOWN.

cent’s worth unless you
what you want at the price you want to
pay.

At the

Fishing

MARKED

A wrong

take of

Horse Talk.
P. S. Staples lias sold his
sorrel horse to Reuben Herrick. Mr. Staples
has used this horse in his market delivery
team 5 years.... Lancaster & West sold 15
horses last week, and will receive another
car-load soon. They have a number of good
oues on hand.

made

buy

to

George N. Holland of Hampden for a
cultivator, and VV. K. Kennard of Hampden
for a chainless bicycle.
to

well presen tod

Morrill. The writing on
another verification of

d

v ii

to make

look around, and don’t feel under

meeting of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
By an error in last weeks' Journal in the of Veterans, Tuesday evening, resolutions
!
item relating to the High school graduating were
adopted extending thanks to Mayor
exercises
the valedictory and salutatory
Poor for courtesies extended in connection
'id our business men using
were
parts
transposed. They were correct- with the reception to the State Commander,
.<•
,aw calls for, and iu some
ly given in a {previous issue: Valedictory, and to The Journal for local and other no! ices
ave beeu"used where, accordMiss Helen Bird, salutatory, Miss Edith
prior to the presentation ot.“Little Miss X >s:
ns, they are not needed.
Dun ton.
body.”
mknt.
Geo. D. McCrillis
The O. Q. Scamwon Co.'s comedy Side
Base Ball. The game of base ball on
among some old papers a
Tracked was given in Belfast Opera House the Congress street
grounds Saturelay after"d to^his father, James Me*
Inst Thursday evening) before a good sized noon between the Belfast and Rockland
and authoriziiiglhim to take audience. The
play was aptly described by High school teams was interesting and
enumeration of the district
one who wit nessed it as a variety show with
drew a large attendance <•[ spectators. The
wns of Belfast, Waldo and
just enough plot to hold it together. The visitors came by a special excursion trip of
then included what is now
specialties, however, were good and were steamer Castine, and were accompanied by
rt, and Belmont included

■

always rfad

are

quaintances and

Orrin J. Dickey is canvassing among the
and their friends for Col. E K.
Gould’s “Life of Col. Hiram G. Berry,” of
the Fourth Maine Infantry.

ade of

"

We

veterans

h

'Treasurer, Ben Hazeltine;

WRAPPERS

everlasting

meet

will heal the inflammation of the %
i tli; oat and lungs and nourish and V
i strengthen the body so that it can ?
throw off the disease.
ss
g
We have thousands of testi- A
£
A monials where people claim
they a
a have been
permanently cured of a
• this malady.
•

Thursday,
for

SGGTT'S
EMULSION

receive my

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliauce will
with Mrs. E. H. Couant Friday afternoon, May 19th, at 4 o’clock. A large attendance is desired.

^

properly observed,

J

d, in St. Nicholas.

u

i•

marked down.

If the party who borrowed my lawn roller
last summer will return the same to George
W. Burkett, he will
gratitude.

Temple,

High Street.

Muslin Underwear

The best catches at Swan Lake the past
week have been by still-tishing on the east
side. Otherwise the fishermen have had
poor luck.

You know there are all sorts of «
a secret nostrums advertised to cure g
4} consumption. Some rn.- kc absurd
^ claims. We only say that if taken p
y in time ard toe laws of health are 0

deestrict school

Masonic

Street.

High

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Freeman Colson, Orland, $6 to $8;
Henry L. Payson, Camden, $12 to $14.

Si

bright days!

,-s.-

Pearl street.

ALL.

hook,

■use a

j

31

“johnsonT

Masonic Temple,

TO

graudpa’s house,

my
at a

()

that the best med- a
*
ical authorities state that it f
fis a curable disease; and ^
one of the
happy things $
5
®
about it is, that its victims £
6
| rarely ever lose hope.

teacher says.
v

JOHNSON,

the smallest regular
Want some

Helping Hand Circle will meet Monday
evening. May 22d, with Mrs. Goldie Curtis,

<i

she says to me—
r, ,1V 'fraid you’ll find,
liese bright days,
nd the Primer class.”

...

by

The Sea Breeze is

weekly paper in the world.
printing? Call.

!

not

get into

Tuesday

..

position to discharge until
Fred Jackson discharged a
phosphate here from New York,
a

ami

.Sch.

Percy Edgecomb
Equity,
Cunningham of Seaside Grange.
very interesting contest and much

M.

|f

LAUNDRY.

port was painted white. She
towed out Saturday by steamer Castine
and sailed for St. John, N. B., to load f r
New York-Sch. M. K

Hawley sailed FriVictor Grange, Searsmont, has adopted
Swan’s Island to load stone for New I the
following resolutions of respect;
;
York.Sell. Hattie S. Collins is in Simp- j!
Whereas God in His wisdom, and
we
S'-n’s dry dock. Boston, to be calked and doubt not but in His goodness, has permiti painted-Sch. ft. F. Pettigrew is at Leigh- ted death to remove from our luidst our beloved friend and brother, Merrick E. Poor,
ton’s yard, Boston, calking housetops,
and
of our Grange, therefore,
other
repairs.. ...Sch, Herbert E.,
receiving
Resolved, That we, members of said
Capt. Elden Shute, is loading stone at Grange and warm friends of the departed,
while we sincerely regret his death, would
Frankfort for New York.
testify to the truth that his life was replete
New Advertisements. Johnson, Mason- | with usefulness, invaluable to his friends
and beneficial to society.
ic Temple, High street, lias an announce- J
Resolved, That we are mindful of his
meut this week that ought to interest all
j membership in our Grange and appreciate
who want good goods at low prices.
An in- his interest and labors for the cause of the
which with the many other virtues
spection is invited. See prices quoted in Grange,
he practiced fully characterized his manly
the various liues-The Hand Laundry 58 life and that he he ever held by us in
grateChurch street, Stevens Bros’, proprietors, is ful remembrance.
That
we
tender
our
sympathy
tilling a long felt want and receiving a lib- to Resolved,
his bereaved father, mother and sister,
eral patronage. F. E. Whitcomb is their who in his death suffer a great and
irreparSearsport agent... Poor & Sou, druggists, able loss.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
enumerate some of the summer needs, such
be sent to the bereaved family, and also be
as fresh cold cream, new odors and soaps,
published in the Maine Farmer and Repubsponges, etc. Their soda water, with choice lican Journal aud spread upon the records
of
Victor Grange.
special flavors, is the truest possible summer j
A. G. Caswell,
j> Committee
beverage, and they have everything in drugs j
J. W. Fakkak,
on
and medicines... .Mason & Hall have hose
A. L. Maddocks, ) Resolutions, i
that will not kink, and a complete line of
lo the teachers of Waldo
wheels. They are closing out their fishing
County.
tackle at cost.Wells & Co. hail good reLear Friends. The spring convention of
sults from their advertisement last week,
the Waldo County Teachers’ Association ocand sold out many of the bargains offered. curs
Friday and Saturday, May 20th and
what
have
to
this
Read
they
sty
week. 27th, at
Winterport. We want every teachTheir prices and goods are just as advertis- 1 er in Waldo
county to he present both days
1
ed_Two cottage houses on Main street, 8 An
unusually good program is to be carried
rooms each, arc offered for rent by Geo. W. i
out, ami we only need your presence to make
Burkett_Swift & Paul, Masonic Temple, 1 this
the best meeting the Waldo County
have a pedlar’s cart for sale-Ralph D. I
Teachers’ Association has ever had.
for
offers
sale a farm of 50
Shute, Belfast,
In order to facilitate the travel and miniacres, with 20 rods shore front, on Searsport ; mize the
expenses it is planned to charter a
avenue, 2 1-2 miles from the city.
Nice ! steamboat for both
days. This boat will be
buildings, good orchard, and a very sightly j under the control of a committee m
Belfast
location.... Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Whitney ! and will
leave Lewis’ wharf, Belfast, Friof
a
card
thanks-Mr.
R.
C.
Ran-I day
publish
morning at 8 30 and will land the party
kin will open a class in dancing in Memorial in
about 10. The steamer will
Winterport
Hall, Saturday, May 20th. For further par- leave
Winterport early Saturday afternoou
ticulars enquire at the hall. Mr. Rankin is
arriving at Belfast about 5 The fare will
well known here and needs no commendabe no more than §1.25 and may be less than
teacher....
a
as
wanted.
tion
Housekeeper
$1, according to the number going. Will
Enquire of L. T. Shales, t>4 Main street..... you
kiudly reply at once to the committee,
The city clerk advertises for sealed proposwhether you will go by boat or not.
statiug
als for collecting taxes for the year 1899.
Entertainment will be free both days at
Some snappy bargains at the Dins more shoe
Winterport.
store this
week-Harry W Clark, My
H. E. Ellis, / Committee on
Main
calls
»;?
attention
street,
Clother,
F. S. Brick, \ Transportation.
this week to his white duck pants, crash
Belfast, May 12,1899.
suits, blue serge coats, and boys washable
Nearby Resorts.
suits and vests.A. A. Howes & Co. are
prepared to sell to the trade, at Boston
H. E. Calderwood of North Haven has the
j prices, all drugs and patent medicines, groc- contracts for building quite a colony of sumeries, tobaccos, wooden ware, crockery, etc. mer cottages on each side of the Thoroughfare.
Give them a call.F. T. Chase, 25 Main
W. A. Walker, manager of the Acadian
street, offers a $100 bicycle in fine condition
for $25.T. S. Harriman offers for sale at House, predicts that the coming season will
be the best Castiue has ever known as a
a bargain the homestead of the late H. N.
summer resort. The various cottages will
Lancaster, corner of Cedar and Bradbury all be occupied, others will be built, while
rooms
streets, and the homestead of the late Mar- the Acadian has many
engaged
shall Davis on)Primrose street.
ahead. The hotel will be opeu June 28.
day

#

It was a
I All Hand Work, no bleach, acid, or chemicals at m
interest was manifested on both sides. Mr.
j^
THE HAND
Wentworth’s side will furnish the supper
next Saturday evening. This
I. II. STEVENS.
Grange is C. A. SI EVEN'S.
58 Church St.. Belfast, Me.
initiating members at nearly every meeting.
*

cargo of
and while in
was

|

E

F. K.

WHITCOMB..

such

as we

a

|

Nobby Negligee Shirt

carry, makes an ideal rig for outiug

wear.

^

^•

ire already laying in a supply of our wash suds f r the
MOTIIKIs
little fellows, ages .'1 to 10.
Two of our
1 J> oont vva.sli suits will last
an average buy a season, and are very natty looking.

J

MY CLOTHlGRi
83 Main St., Belfast,

0

The

Searsport Agent.

for

|

Leather Belts and

jt Fancy

place where

A

von

0

2
jj|

(fc
^

bought

those #1,1)8 Pants.

$100 Bicycle,

******* ******** ****** *** * *•

With extras--spring seat pest,

bell, cyclometer,
fine condition.

etc.

An

All in

Will be sold at

that

for

once

the

to

J

restless

+

and perturbed spirit, can be
sung to the exquisite and melodious
notes of a carpenter organ,

J

with

25 Main Street, Belfast.

Tiro cottage houses,

eight

Situated

on

richer fullness and more har

^“Come in and
organs that
ductive 1prices.
cent

FOR RENT.
in each house.

a

monious and soothing influence than
on any instrument made.

FRED T. CHASE,

street.

balm

nerves

25 Dollars.
lwliO*

Evening Hymn

like

is

the magniii-

see

we are

selling

at

se-

Main

Music Store, Belfast, Tie.

Proposals for Collecting Taxes.

WHEELS!
A

complete line

now

Belfast,

recent

affliction in the

Dancing Lessons.
Mr. R. C. RANKIN
N\

ill open

a

Hass in

dancing in

SATURDAY,
For further

n AY

20th.

particulars impure at the Hall.

HARDWARE.

ter

daughter.

FOR SALE.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Whitney.
May 16, 1890.

A

FOR SALE.

PEDDLER’S

CART.

-APPLY TO....

The estate of the late M Ylt->H \LL D VVIS’
House of 10 rooms, stable, and large lot of
lanp
on Primrose Hill.
For particulars, address
4tl8*

♦

MKVIOIU VL HALL.

in stock.

MASON & HALL,

We wish, thus publicly, to acknowledge our ap
preciation of the heartfelt offers of help and
words of sympathy from our many" friends during

Sincerely,

*

ot

Card of Thanks.

the dark hours of our
rible loss of our little

I
*

BARGAIN

The homestead of the late H. N. Lancaster, at
the corner of Cedar and Bradbury streets, and the
homestead of the late Marshall Davis on Primrose
Street.
.). S. HARRIMAN.
Belfast, May 18, 1890.—20tf

*

J

***** ** * * * * * * *************** 9

Real Estate for Sale WHEELS
A

J

♦

*
*

E. S. PITCHER,

Enquire of
GEO. W.BUEKETT.

...AT

*

♦

rooms

Sealed > roposals for collecting the State, County
and City taxes of the city of Belfast for the year
1800 will he received at the Ci v Cler
office
until .June 5, 1899, at 5 o’clock t\ .m. The City
Council reserves; the right to accept any one of
The pioposals or to reject all.
E. H. MUIICH, City Clerk.
Belfast, May 12, 1899 3w20

*
*

SWIFI & PAUL.
Belfast, May 18, 1899.—*2w20*

Situated in Belfast. 2 1-2 miles from eitv, on
Scat sport avenue, fifty acres of land with
twenty
rods shoie front. Well watered and a fine wood
lot.
Buildings consist of a two story French
roofed house of twelve rooms, ell,
carriage house
and barn, all connected.
Good orchard of sixtyfive trees, mostly winter fruit. Phis is one of the
finest locate# and most sightlv places on the
bay.
For particulars, address or call on
3w20*tf
RALPH D. SHUTE, Belfast.

MRS. D. H. EVERETT,
546 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Hass.

WANTED.
HOUSEKEEPER,

A

INQUIRE

L. T.
Belfast,

OF

SHALES, 64 Main

May 18,1899.—3w20

Two story house, ell an<l stable, city
water, 5 acres of land; 30 apple trees,
4 pear trees and plenty of small fruit.

Enquire
St.

on

the

premises,

2will*
A. KNIGHT,
195 Upper High 8t., Belfast, Me.

•

For sale at a bargain, one and a half acres of
land under good state of cultivation, with a frontage of over 6 rods on Belmont avenue. For further
tfl9
particulars enquire of
ANNIE M. PAUL, No. 3 Belmont Ave.
Or E. H. HANEY, No. 25 Cedar 9t.

HEALTHY MATEHNITY.

THE FLOWER KINGDOM.
iiY LOUISA M.

CIVILIZATION.

ALCOTT.

For years the kiugs of the meadow had
been chosen from the Goldenrod family,
because they were tall and strong, and
loved to rule. Some of them did well,
others were tyrannical or careless, and
all were fond of money and power, as
their name showed; but the flowers never
dared to propose having any one else, because this had been the custom so loug.
Now there were a great many Asters of
every kind ami color, from the little
white stais low in the grass to the stately sprays waving their purple plumes
over
the mossy wall that enclosed the
meadow.
Those growing along the roadside saw and heard what went on in the
world, and were w ise, energetic creatures,
anxious to get things right everywhere,
bo they began to say to their neighbors,
one autumn, as the time for the election
drew near:
“We have had kings long enough; let
us try a queen now, and leform certain
very important matters which are always
neglected by the Goldenrods, who care
only tor feasting and lighting and having
their >>wu way.
Let us vote for our
Violet, who grows over there in the
and
would make a wise, good
palace,
queen.
At this proposal the aristocratic Cardinal flowers were shocked, and grew red
with shame; the Fringed Gentians shut
their blue eyes and nearly fainted at the
bold idea, and Clematis hid her face in
the grass that she might not see the unfcimnine creatures who dared to suggest
such a thing.
But the late Clovers and

Buttercups, being honest, simple-hearted
Bowers, cried, “Yes, yes, let us do it,
and give the Asters a turn as is only fair.”
And the Forefathers' Cup, which grew
all over the lield, added:

We have seen

nation.
local

institutions,

Two Grateful Women Tell of the Help They Have Received From

No. 3.

national.

Mrs. Pinkham.

We have noticed the infancy, growth
and maturity of feudalism and the Church

ment and

The climax of life force in woman is capable motherhood.
The first requisite for a pood mother is pood health.
Health of body means health of the generative organs.
Read what Mrs. G. A. NomTAMAKER,
Bluffton, Ohio, says about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and how well
it prepared her for maternity:
I
“UkarMrs. Pinkham:—I must say a word
in praise of your Vegetable Compound. I
used three bottles of it when I was pregnant, and labor was not nearly as long
as it was with my other babies; and
my baby is so healthy to what the
others were. I think every woman
should use your Compound when pregnant, it will save them so much suffering and misery. I cannot say enough
in praise of it. If ever I need medicine
again, I shall use your Compound.’*
The most successful tonic known to
medicine for women approaching maternity is Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound. It is a safeguard
for every woman who uses it, and
the fullest benefit comes from its
k
use
with Mrs. Pinkham’s advice
\ freely offered to all woman. Her
\ address is Lynn, Mass.
J Here is a convincing statement,
bearing directly on this subject,
from Mrs. E. Bishop, of 1S48 Pacific
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.:
“Dear Mr*. Pinkham:—I am a
great believer in your Compound. I was almost despairing of ever again being
well, as 1 was a great sufferer, and liad been for years. I suffered from womb
trouble, and had terrible blind fits. After writing to you I tried your Compound. The result was astonishing. ] have used it and advocated it ever since.
Jn childbirth it is a perfect boon. 1 have often said that I should like to have its
merits thrown on the sky with a search-light, so that all women would read, and

influences from the fifth to
the twelfth centuries.
Free cities in
their infancy were neither in a state of

|
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j
{

j

j

■

_,ylhe
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transports

to the depredations aud violence
strong. They possessed a relic of
Koman institutions, and we hear of the

period

consideration.

They were not in a condition of servitude, for they were ac

hy magistrates.

neighbors

All

esting

period

The

ity.

love of

life

roving

I

which produced
modern civilization.
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druse Seed

.Since that time civilisafrom those
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Worm Seed
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in different de-

maturing

re-

Stomach,Diarriidca,
Worms,Convulsions,Feverish- I

rebellion.

The

known attempts are usually lost and many
noble hearts fall into despair before the
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watch
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stories, the upper
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successful every treaty of peace
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a
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vet
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Perfection,

If
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see

to

a

ancient

a Probate Court held at
tor the Countv of Waldo,
day of May, A. I). 1899.

At
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or

charters or treaties

development

Crusades carried

Even the

formed

in

on

centuries.

thirteenth

sometimes vio-

were

the

of

an

our-

In the

of modern

event

the twelfth and

They have

exhaustless

the |

was

subject

of the historian.
The
by both parties. Kings were some- contemplation
!
crusades were universal.
were the
They
times requested to interfere, sometimes j
j
of
liist
event
were
Europe. They
great
by the cities, sometimes by their lord.
tl e great national event of every European
Though all government remained for the
nation.
They tended to unify all Europe.
most part local, yet by calling on the
rl his was the heroic age of the nations. Lr
their
and
to
settle
king
quarrels, king
was the spontaneous act of their youth. j
people came into closer relations.
The citizen or burgess of the twelfth The first crusades were the movements of
lie common people.
This little fruitless
century was either a proprietor of houses
or lands.
It was three centuries later wave was followed by larger waves of the
when lawyers, physicians,
magistrates aristocratic, and finally kings were drawn
lated

1

and

of lettets

men

has

The word citizen

class.

different

meaning

at

an

period

one

entirely
of

our

history than it does at another, owing to
the changes in society, which are going
Xu

Asia,
conquered another,

continually.

011

has

into the general movement. The Crusades
were a returning wave ot conllict between

added to this

were

where

one

class

the

system of
caste has become established and society
But in Europe,
has become immobile.

!

Mohammedanism and
Mohammedans had

footing

in

Europe,

but

were

driven back

people who
roving life but few
generations before, still possessed the
roving instinct, which was easily aroused.

had

abandoned

a

no

class could

certain instrument, purporting t.. be :im last
Will and testament o! TURNER WHITTEN',
ol
Montville. in said c.-uniy .d Wald.-, deceased, having been pre-ented for prob.ite.
< irdered, That nonce be given to all
us interested by causing a copy ol this ordci to b< pub
li lied three weeks sueeessivelv in Tla- Rcpuh.i. tin
Journal, published at Relfast,'that they appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Pella>t. within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday d J :.e
next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and sh< vv
cause, if any they have, why the same si .add n<d
be proved, approved ai d allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge,
A true copy. Attest
tTtas. p. Hazki.tim:. Register.

SS -In (
A l.D»
art
\Y
n
Iasi. mu 11 it- *.'•
cay
F. THnMl’SON, o; ,ii;
DEX IEK \Y
BEN NFI I
said
_■
iiintv. •le«-i
i.
and final account <4 aummi-t:
lor allowance.
Ordered, that not i«-e
rh.
weeks siiccosive!y. i:
I:
la
a newspaper published ii
that all person* mrciv-a
bate (' »urt. to be he'd a‘ lad
of .1 nne next, and ,-h *w
tn-e
whv the said aeeoiu
-hOKn. i: .1
A true copy.
Arie-o
Cm as. 1.11 \/1
1

Probate* Court held at Belf ast. within and w
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
May. A. It. 181M.

1ITAL1><> ss
1:
nr
Vt
fast
nT;.*
I*
OH A SF. 1 \t Mb
ment of SA Mb FI. t II A-I
< a unity, deuea-ed, h.avjnc
count "I administration

4

empire

was a

coalition of

Roman

municipalities

rights

of sovereignty were transferThe municipal
red to the Roman world.
whose

system became

a

mode of administration.

After the dark age of chaos, cities re-assuined sovereignty for the sake of secur-

ity.
nor

Neither respect for political theory
feeling of dignity influenced them.

were governed by magistrates chosby the communal assembly which was
composed of all who dwelt within the
walls.
Legally constituted trading companies soon grew up, thus cities became
divided into an upper class of burgesses

uA Easy

to

ve

Cook,

oM? Easy to Eat,
Jft* Easy to Digest.

Quaker
At all grocers
k
Oats

'•in

2~lb.

A true copy.

Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin ami for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day ot May,
A. D. 1899.

Cities

FIELD, GARDEN and FLOWER
Mixed Sweet Peas,
Sweet Peas in Solid Colors.

the inferior
population.
among
Among the superior burgesses we lind a

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Such were the conditions at this
time in the great heart of modern civilizaThe present national developments
tion.
are scarcely recognized in their infancy.
We have noticed the domestic life and
feeling of independence as principles of

feudalism, the religious principles of the

society and govWe have seen persecution and

Church and its relation to
ernment.

heard cries for liberty.

humility

and energy as
characteristic of certain classes of people.
In the sixteenth century we find municiWe have noticed

pal government, kings, aristocracy, clergy,
citizens, husbandmen, civil and religious
authorities, all the elements of government; but there was no government, no

he held at Belfast, within and lot said
the 13th| day of June. A. 1>. 1899.
at ten of the clock be lore noon and show raise,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petit i- n
er should not be granted.
GEO. i; JOHNSON Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. p. Ha/.kltink, Register.
Court,

All carefully selected from the
best Seed Growers.

ulation.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspapei published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to

County,

power. From the twelfth to the sixteenth
century, we find a furious spirit of democ-

spirit of timidity or humility constantly
striving to settle with king, baron or pop-

m. dockham, father of henry
DOCK 11 AM, late of Prospect, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.

Daniel

J

The upper
and the ignorant workmen.
class found themselves between two diffi-

racy

Attest:
Cnas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

At a

pkgs. only

en

culties,governing the turbulent population
and withstanding the ancient master Of
the borough who sought to regain former

n.

published three weeks successively
the Republican Journal,a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to beheld at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 13thday of June, A. I). 1800. at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
GEO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.

WORMS

In Children or Adults. The safest and most
effectual remedy made is

TRUE’S
PIN
WORM ELIXIR
In
35c. Ask
47
for it.

use
years.
Dr. J. F. TRUK 4b

your Druggist
CO., Auburn, Me.

TTTALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the 9th day of May, 1899. GEORGE
W. CRAM, Executor of the last will and testament of E. W. CRAM, late of Liberty, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

on

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the 9th dav id Ma\.
A. 1). 1899.
UA.Ml EL KREM H, brother ot MARGARET A
O STOWERS, late of Stockton Springs, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Robert K. Dunton may be
appointed administrator of the estate of said deAt a

ceased?
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the 13th day of June, A.
D. 1899, at ten of the clock before noon, ami
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol
said petitioner should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A

true

copy.

Attest:
Chas. 1‘.

Hazfxtine, Register.

NOTICE.

The subscriber

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apof
administratrix of the

pointed

estate

WILLIAM F.

WHITE, late of Montville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the Taw directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ANN S. WHITE.
immediately.
Montville, May 9, 1899.
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certain instrument, purport ing to l,._- a c.;py >f
The last will and testament ••!
THo \ \ A-■
( unity
sloKKR. late of .Morrill, in said
Waldo, deceased, having been presc.de.i t..; pr.
bate.
ordered. That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this nrdci to be
published three weeks successively in tin- Republican Journal, published at Belfast that they may
appear at a Probate Court to he belli at lb Hast,
within and l'or said County, on the second T o >day of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause it any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and al low-(-d
GE< >. E. J« IHNSI »N, Ju n:>
I
A true copy. Attest:
(.'has. P. 11AZ1-;li ink, Register.

has rendered
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At a Probate Court licM.it Pel::;-u u i: Mi and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the s*-o..ml Tuesdav of
May A. I)' 18(J‘.i

subjugate another, The human mind aspired to know somesociety, thing of the outside world. At the end I At Probate C(*urt held at Belfast, within and for
struggle
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
progressive. Variety and dis- of the thirteenth century, there were the
May, A. 1>. 18bl).
cord have blended to form a splendid same reasons for crusades that had existcertain instrument, purporting to be the last
\
will and testament of SARAH MYR1CK. late
ed
in
The
their
most
national unity. The citizen of the twelfth
popular days.
of Unity, in said County if Waldo, deceased, hav
century was very modest, very different Christian kingdom founded at .Jerusalem ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
from the haughty lord whom he has been had been conquered and there were fewer ! terested
be pub
copy of this order
j lished by causing
three week? successively in The Re]niblb
compelled to subdue on account of his op- obstacles to overcome than at the time of I Journal,
puhli.-hed al Belfast, that they may ap
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
pression. Here we have the elements of the first crusade, but nothing could revive pear at
j within and lor said County, on the second Tueshuman character; humility, energy, ambi- the former spirit of enthusiasm.
day of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Geo. M. Cole.
tion and love of justice.
Though the
same should not be proved, appn ved ami allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
neighborly baron had been conquered by Hosmer, Edmunds Co., IS. Dakota.
A true copy. Attest
physical force, the citizen still felt his
( has p Hazfi.xink, Register.
“Is Tommie any relation of yours?”
The citizen
own intellectual inferiority.
“He has At a Probate ( ourr lieM at Belfast, within and Mr
asked a gentleman of Bobbie.
or burgess knew nothing of that haughtithe County of Waldo, on the nth dav of Mav,
the same name as yours.”
A. I). 18i)i*.
which
animated
the
ness
proprieter of a
“Yes,” said Bobbie. “His papa mar- A NGELIA P. HASKELL, widow of STEPHEN
fief.
A P. HASKELL, late of Liberty in said C unty
Municipalities were sometimes es- ried my mamma.” [Harper’s Bazar.
of Waldo, deceased, having presented
petr;
teemed, consulted and respected, but rarerix
praying that site mav lie app unted admlmst
on the estate of said deceased.
Hood
ly feared. The struggle at this time detice to
Ordered, That the sain petiti ner
all persons interested by causing a copy of the
veloped patience, perseverance, boldness
to
order
in
where

th.is very
active and

j
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Christianity. The |
attempted to gain a

and followed into Asia. The

?

Ordered, That the said per,
all persons interested b\
ordet to he published tlirt«the Republican .1 >u na! a
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ever

for
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of transition from

period

modern civilization.

Belfast, within and
on

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto of
1* V N1KL LA N K, late of Belfast, in said County of
Wald--, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order r<> be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast that lie> mar
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast,
within ami for >aid County, on the second Tues
day id June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Citas. P. Hazkltixk, Register.
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elements the first great
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At a Probate Court hem
for the Countv of Wabm.
May. A. 1>. 1899.
ISAAC DERRY <.l i
1 Cumberland, having
iug that lie and Turner I r-\
Mary A. Davis, Susan <
the heirs (Jiving in differei
SON DERRY, late of Paiern
Waldo, deceased and pray;,
thorized to sell certain real
ed, particularly described n
ate sale and distribute the
expenses, among said hei
speetive rights therein.
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THE CENTAUR

wealth, is usually the work
cities were unsuccessful of course they of generations, though occi.oonally an
individual accomplishes
more
than is
were subjected to still greater oppression
But when they usual1 y accomplished by several generaafter an insurrection.
Hanked with

9

^

i.

within his reach for the perfection of his
physical, mental and spiritual nature.

These houses

tower.

forces that

same

permitted

not

things,

of

doubtless

one

by the

n:t may be the same
birth mentioned in the Bible.

declared by the people against their
The houses in which our anceslords.
dwelt at this time

and

that

war

were

Sleep.

KEVV YORK.

work every day.
Though God breathed
life into man and he became a living soul,

The entriumph of auy good cause.
franchisement of towns was tlie result of

tors

of

j

Ding

three

and Loss

Tac Simile Signature of

feudal system con- means more than twenty-four hours. The
for the construction
of
the
the
power aDd energy j material
stantly displayed
The enfranchise- | Universe may have been brought into
of the individual will.
ineut of the cities is placed at the begin- j position and the formation may have been
of the eleventh century.
Many uu- accomplished according to the same laws
in

J

perfect Remedy forConstipa-

A

tiess

they often went far from
and nobler forms.
home to pillage.
Though man may
As wealth increased, the need of pro- have been created from the dust of the
tection increased.
Proprietors doubled earth, there may have been various detheir rental at the close of the tenth cen- grees of vegetable and animal life iu the
tury. At first insecurity increased with intervening steps.
Though the creative processes may
industry. Nobles attempted to increase
their wealth at the expense of the sur- have taken place in the same order
rounding country, till the cities broke out named in the Bible, a day sometimes
mained and

j

I

Har

tion. Sour

I

grees of beauty, magnificence and power.
A little later these same forms moulder
and decay to be remoulded into
higher

|

J
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j

I

I

JYpptmunt

developed

we

visible forms

as

pillage still

and

excursion

our

been
and

the

but

a

but

i

ness and

elements,
presume its maturity is
far iu tlie future.
In all nature we find

for

abandoned

was

established,

became

has

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulRcst.Contains neither
I Opium.Morptiine nor Mineral.
j jioi Narcotic.
;

being sown

being developed.

others from motives of sociabil-

feudalism

were

was

theories,

-;
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From the fall of the Roman

From the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries these elements of civilization were
tion

i

1

of

knowledge,
may discover
design in the slow and hidden

the elements of

refuge in the Church. Refugees of this
sort, taking their property and lleeing
from their enemies, introduced much

,

intensely
light

we

the seeds

Even before the towns had built fortifications, many unfortunate fugitives took

security,

AVege table Preparation for AssimilatingthcFoodandRegulaling tlic Stomachs and Bowels of

by chance without

of dissolution of false
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of events.

Empire till the twelfth century

arose, new wants were
Commerce and wealth increased.

came

move

cause

When viewed in the

movements.

conditions

Some

to

us.

of

unity

fief and were under the control of
some lord.
At the very time when the
cities seemed absorbed in the country,

wealth into the cities.

to

modern

somo

felt.

seemed

uo

It is only when viewpurpose or result.
ed at the seed-time of modern civilization
that this period becomes
inter-

for

As feudalism
the defense of their rights.
advanced the cities became of less importance, because they were included in

new

There seemed to he uo

sults from agitation,

ana
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from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries would be too monotonous to invite

convocation of the senate, and many civil
transactions were arranged in the curiol

with their

j or imams

from the mediaeval ages to modern times.
Were it not for its results, the

of the

“W e shall vote for Violet.
It is time
the dreadful iutemperauee of the bees
among the w ild grapes should be stopped,
that snakes should no longer be allowed
to charm and kill our innocent birds, that
be convinced that there is a remedy for their sufferings.
the battles of the ants should eml, and
more peace, order and economy be introA Million Women have been Benefited by Mrs. Pinkham s Advice and Medicine
l'he Asters
duced into our public affairs,
dusted Into the stockings will relieve aching, smarting,
i TI
l|
are descended from the stars, and so very
I OnllOlX
O ▼▼ CMC3l tender feet; also excessive perspiration of the feet.
^
For proof of this, ask Lieut. \V F Gunn, of Hartford
wise: tlie> are also just and gentle, and
police force. Over SO of his men also verify the claim. It soothes and heals all skin trouble.
we all love them
Let us try a queen, and
i
see if we cannot make the meadow
what
it should be.*'
The Forefathers' Cups were much re- began to climb up the Maple Tree and enRegister of Deep Water Vessels,
spected by all the plants, because they joy the light and air, instead of hiding
and
when asked about this
came over in the Mayflower,
and were in the grass;
SHIPS.
very hospitable, with their green and rus- sudden start, she said braveiy:
Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
the
‘T
couldn't
live
so
near
and
set pitchers always full, and outlived the
queen
Feb. 7 for Manila ami New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
frost, like a tine old family as they were. not long to be stronger and nobler than 1
see
what
a
I
was.
Now
when
bo
large, lovely Liverpool April 14 for New York; spoken
they spoke up for the Asters,
world it is. and I mean to go on climbing April 17, lat 49 Ion 1(5.
no one dared to say much,
the
though
A ,J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from HonoGoldenrods raged among themselves, and till, like the Maple, my head is near the
lulu April 22 for Hilo.
at
such
nonsense.
There sky, though my roots are in the earth.”
openly laughed
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
“Well, ii she gives in, we must,” said
was great excitement, and all the flowers
folk Dec. 20 for Honolulu.
nodded and rustled as if a gale was blow- the Gentians, who always followed the
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
ing. as they talked the mattei over and de- fashion, no matter what it was.
Samaraug Jan 12 for Delaware Breakwater.
The aristocratic Cardinals still held out,
t ided how they would vote. The haughty
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 17 for New York.
Cardinals declined to vote at all; so did but not for long, for soon something hapEmily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
the (remains; the delicate Clematis de- pened which made it impossible for them
from
New York March (5 for Honolulu;
to
refuse
to
to
court.
that
she
clared
go
only wanted something to
One moonlight night, as Prince Golden- spoken March 29. lat 10 N, Ion 27 W.
cling to and obey, and never would conEmily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at New
rod was romantically serenading Violet
sent to a queen.
York March 9 from Singapore.
But the Clovers and Buttercups, the on a wind-harp, lie heard her sigh, and
Gov Robie, B F Coicord, sailed from New
Pitcher Plant, and all the Asters, voted : hastily pulling away the screen of ferns,
York May 4 for H« ng Kong; spoken May 7,
bravely for Violet; and the Maple Tree, j lie begged to know if he could help her in lat .59 22, ion 70 41
Henry B Hyde, T P Coicord, sailed from
that stood in the middle of the field, i any way.
“Be my friend and help me with ad- Hilo April 21 for New York.
diopped little red leaf with a A' on it as
Josephus, 1* R Giikej. sailed from New
in
art.*
for
some
wiser
the wind went about collecting votes, vice,
things you
York April 25 for IB ng K mg.
“The
which surpn>ed the llowers very much, as ; than I,” answered Violet softly.
Mary L Cushing. F 1 Pendleton, arrived
such a thing had never happened before, Maple lifts my heart
up when it is
at Nevs York March "0 from Hong Kong.
and all regarded the beaulitut tree as their | heavy, but he lives s<; far above us I canMay Flint, sailed from New York April 2ti
for Hong Kuug.
court poet, it made such lovely music not trouble him with the cares of our
| small world. The Kock
me courgives
above
them.
Even
the
fid
Ligh
green j
luck’at the io"t of the Maple gave a bit of ! age and support, but be is very old, and j
R D Rice, Carver, arrived at London April
its litchen for A'iolet, to the great wrath of the shoit life of a flower is a Trifle to him. !
9 f mi San Francisco.
the (ti ajfvine, who kept a drinking saloon 1 My own sturdy sisters, who have borne i
Reaper, hi C Young, arrived at Sydney,
UK* sun ana mut
season alter season, are
for dissipated bees on its sunny side.
N s \V, March 10 from San Francisco.
Of course tile Goldenrods all voted for veiy In-1}tiui. but I seem t<> need some |
s DCarhton, Amsbury, arrived at Honotl:< .1 handsonu* telative, a line tall plant I nearer friend who knows the trials of this | lulu Aprii * from Hong Kong.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New York
W1
happened to glow near the Purple high place, and can sympathize with the j
May from New Orleans.
As’ci undei the Maple Tree, which was splendid loneliness of a throne.”
s- Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Eureka
“li need not be lonely, sweet neighbor,
called the palace But the other side won,
April 10 from San 1- lancisco.
will
if
v as
let
me share it w i111
and A'iv-let
you
you,'
with
proclaimed queen
state of
Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at j
1 is face shining with >
great n j ’icing by all her friends and! cried the Prince,
New Yolk April 12 from Boston.
T:i!ie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
neiglibois. (o the great dismay of the fool- I love and joy, as lie leaned yet nearer over
*T have learned much
from Hiio Marcii 4 lor New York.
ish flow ei s who waited the world to the green wall
\\ m H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
from you, and never again can be the
stand still.
Oct
27 from San F»anci.sco.
1
that
1
know
was.
“What aie you coming to?” groaned! selfish tyrant
your
VVm 11 Conuer, J 1' Erskine, sailed from
the Caidinals. red with rage.
trials, and long to lighten them. Let me New
York Mat 7 far Flung Kong.
“Utter destruction!”
croaked
the j try, not as king but consort, and together
W J Roteh, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
Crows, liapping away to carry the bad : we can mak out people happy, 1 am ; fr-m Rio Janeiro April 15 fur Pensacola.
sure.”
news elsewhere.
BARKS
As lie spoke, Violet’s half-folded leaves
“We w ill never visit her,” declared tlie |
Gentians, sha ing their fringes as if the 1 began to open till he saw the golden heart
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at j
mere thought soiled them.
below, and read there more than her lips Brunswick April 29 from New York.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu April I
1
**Coaise, unfeminine creature, to dare 1 told.
to rule alone!
it makes me faint to look
“No, be king; there is room for both 26 for San Francisco.
C
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Norfolk
at her,” sighed Clematis,
peeping up all upon the throne, and when love and
1 from Baltimore.
the same, full of curiosity to see how power go hand in hand, all will be well May
Ethel, Dodge, sailed fr.un Montevideo
handsome Goldenrod took his downfall,
June 7 lor Puerto Burgle.
j with the world.”
What the Prince answered only the
He tossed his yellow head in scornful ;
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
silence, and never once looked over the Moon heard, and she never told; but New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blan&iard, arrived
tuft of ferns that grew between him and J when the day dawned there was great
at Rosario March 8 from Boston.
wonder anil rejoicing in the meadow,
the new queen.
lolani, McClure, arrived at New York
It won't last long; she can’t reign alone, j for the fern screen was down, the gold
May 8 from Carteret.
and will soon be ready to give it up. and purple flowers stood side by side,
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
These silly things will learn a good lesson while the Maple scattered rosy leaves Buenos
Ayres April 2 trom Portland.
and will be glad to get me back,
bo I'll over them as he sang a wedding hymn,
Matanzas, arrived at New York April 2G
and
the old Rock said, as the sunshine
from Havana.
preserve my dignity and bide my time,”
Ulive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
he said to his friends; for he was a tine fell upon his gray front:
work
“It
is
Philadelphia April 10 fur Ponce.
so.
he
did not know yet what
fellow, only
Only believe,
always
Peuobscot, E G Parker, sailed from BosAsters could do
hen they had the power, and wait, and in the fullness of time
ton April 29 for Buenos Ayres.
anti it was he who learned the lesson, as right wins, and justice, truth and love
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
shall reign.”
we shall see.
Philadelphia Feb 23 for Port Elizabeth;
Everyone thought that the queen’s head
spoken March 13. lat 30 31 N, Ion 39 41 W.
would be turned
with
Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
this
sudden
and
Notes.
News
Literary
Philadelphia April 7 for St Pierre.
change, and that great festivities would
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, arrived at Shangbe held in honoi of it, so the Cardinals and
hai March 22 from New York via Hong Kong.
Gentians half regretted their resolution
Rudyard Kipling has been offered and
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithu, sailed
not to visit the palace, since
they would has agreed to accept the degree of LL. D., from Boston April 8 for Rosario.
lose all chance of sharing in the splendor from McGill university, Montreal.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
and showing their lovely robes.
at Boston April 2G from Turk’s Island.
The publishing house of David C. Cook
But Violet lived very quiety behiud the
SCHOONERS.
tall ferns, and was so very busy attending Co. of Chicago have recently added to
New Sunday Library the Young
to the affairs of her kingdom that she their
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
had no time for banquets,
bhe asked Ditch Rider by Rev. John H. Whitson of Boston May G from Humaneoa, P. R.
advice of the Maple Tree and the wise old Bucktield, Me.
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from Brunswick May 8 for Philadelphia.
Kock, and soon began the much-needed
The Century will issue three special
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
reforms.
The snakes were banished, and
numbers: June, “Out-of-doorsNumber
Philadelpia March 23 for Ponce.
the birds were safe.
The tipsy bees were
John
C Smith.
Kneeland, sailed from
“The Story-tellers’ Number;” and
ordered to go to the Pitcher Plant and July,
Brunswick, Ga. May 10 for New York.
and
Num“Midsummer
Travel
August,
drink freshwater, for the Grapevine Hotel
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
ber.”
An article by Henry Van Dyke
was shut up.
Orleans May 4 for New York; returned to
The quarrels of the ants
on
“Fisherman’s Luck,” and a dozen N. O. 8th for repairs.
were settled without bloodshed, and the
pictures of Niagara Falls by the
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Fernangossiping crows were forbidden to sit on 1 striking
artist Castaigne, are two of the features dina May 3 for Boston.
the fence, telling evil stories of every one.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Newof
the
J
ime issue.
The poor were cared for. and the finest 1
port News May 1 for Boston.
feast at the palace was for certain imR W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Messrs. Benj. H. Sanborn & Co., Bosprovident butterflies who had neglected • ton, will publish June 1 “Mary Cameron;” Philadelphia May 3 for Cartagena.
to make their cocoons before the cold
Sallie i’On, W H West, arrived at CarraA
Romance of Fisherman’s Island. belle
weather came.
These poor gentlefolk
April 13 from St Pierre.
this book United States Senator
Regarding
A S Wilson, arrived at Boston from
Tofa,
to
a
were
sent
new
home under tlie Hale
writes the author as follows:
“I Baltimore April 4.
mullein leaves, and passed a comfortable
shall look with interest for your novel,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
winter with other insects in like case.
both for myself and for friends who think Brunswick, Ga, May 9 for New York.
Many quiet cnariues went on, and slow- : a
great deal of Maine and its skies, its
!
the
flowers
were
forced
to
confess
that
ly
its people and its writers.”
For Over Fifty Years.
the new plan was not a failure, for the shores,
world still stood, though a queen ruled.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Never had the meadow been so beautiful,
“(iunton’s” on Speaker Reed.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
orderly, and prosperous; even the Carditheir
children while teething, with perfect
nals could not deny that, though they
He is a
Mr. Reed is not a politician.
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
still turned their backs on Violet, and 1
He is a student of political
statesman
gums, allays all pain, cures wiud colic, and
visited the Golden rods more than ever.
a
with
and
man
is
the
best
deep
principles,
remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasThe Asters, of course, were in great ! history
convictions and practical views of public ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
and
some
of
them
feather,
put on airs; ;
He has never been pre-eminent part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botbut most of them rejoiced quietly, and policy.
Be sure and
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
as an organizer, but he is a strong personask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
did their best to help Her Majesty rule |
In Congress he soon became a
ality.
wisely and justly, sure that in time pre- j conspicuous figure in national affairs, not 1 take no other kind.
judices would die away, and all agree that j by the power of “machine politics,” either
the new plan was a good one.
state or national,
but by strength of
“Now I propose—” began Mr. Dinkey.
rnnee
tiolclenrod, as they called the
force of ideas and political
He was interrupted at this point by his
defeated flower, still lived in the palace i character,
affairs.
in
relation
to
public
Miss Beacon of Boston, who
and watched for Violet to fail, that he sagacity
auditor,
in
his
influence
these
Through
qualities
might win back his own place. But when Congress and in the nation, and his repu- spoke substantially as follows:
all went well, he began to think his chance
tation as a parliamentarian and states“Mr. Dinkey, accuracy of language de•was lost,
and to consider what he had man
throughout the world, has steadily mands an explanation at this point. Do
best do about it.
He could not live so
increased, until to-day he is admittedly you use the word ‘propose’ as a synonym
near his lovely neighbor and not admire
the greatest man and strongest character of ‘purpose,’ or in its matrimonial sense?’
her dignity, sweetness and wisdom; and
in American public life.
Later developments showed that Mr.
[From Gunton’s
soon he began to love
her, and wish he Magazine for May.
Dinkey used the word in its matrimonial
could share the honor and affection most
sense.
[Harper’s Bazar.
of her subjects felt for her.
He told his
oastohia.
friendB to come to court and be cordial;
Kind
You
Hate
Always Bought
Bean the
$100.
and being worldly wise, they obeyed him.
This left the Cardinals and their party
Dr. K. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
out in the cold, and made them very
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
angry. They could not bear to own that
The New York Weekly Tribune SI, The have a child who soils bedding from inconthey had been in the wrong, yet felt that
tendence of water during sleep. Cures old
it must come, and tried to conquer their Republican Journal 82 a year. The Tribune and
young alike. It arrests the trouble at
prejudices, but found it very hard work. sent free to all subscribers, new or old, who once. $1. Bold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Clematis gave in first, for suddenly she pay for The Journal one year in advance.
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
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history.

subject

join

govern-

appearances,

These two great powers overshadow all the
forces that we have been
considering. This
change of circumstances
us

freedom nor servitude.
They were not
free in the modern sense, for they were

customed to

But about this time
make their

people

and the narrative of their contests and
alliances forms the material for

civilizing

as

forces, facts and
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in the County ol Waldo dccra-c
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hereby gius
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ed administrator of the

JOHN <i. PENDLETON. 1
in the County ol Wahl". I
bonds as the law directs. Ad pcmauds against the estate
desired to present the sanuall indebted thereto are request
ment immediately
‘BEN T \ M1N
Searsport, May 9, 1 8'*9
1
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pointed administrator, with
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PHI LENA \\ ARREN.
in the < ounty of Waldo, d.
\
bonds as the law dine
mauds against the estate --f sain
sited to present the same bn
indebted thereto are request.
Mil l I'M
immediately.
Islesboro, May 9, IS9‘>.
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beret > gives notice that
appointed administrator of C
AZEL E. HOl'OHTON
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a

the County of Waldo, decease:
the law directs. All person- I
against the estate of said dec.-apresent the same for settlemru:
thereto are requested to make p
Til.TON
atelv.
Brooks, May 9, 1X99.
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as
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DMINISTRATRIX'S NOTH \
notice that yin*
pointed administratrix of the estate
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A hereby gives

EDWARD L.

■>

ROWELL, late

f M

in the County of Waldo, deoeayen
All persbonds as the law directs.
mauds against the estate ol sain deeea>«
sired to pfesent the same for settlernc
indebted thereto are requested to nub''
MARIA I
immediately.
Montville, May 9, 1899.
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One of the Charms

BOWKER, BELFAST.

which makes Ivorine so universally popular with housekeepers is this Toilet Soap,
\\iiich keeps the hands
white,
soft, and smooth.

offered prizes
,h rt stories, and the second
by Mrs. Bowker with the
,st

recently

which is her first

Do not nut off the duty that ought to be
done to-day. If your bicod is out of order
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla at once.
Iu describing her visit to one of the mission
schools of Africa, Charles Kingsley’s daughter tells of a negro girl of twelve to whom
Wbat are you
she addressed the question:

literary

studying?”
‘‘Ebervt’ing,” replied the child.
“What do you know?” asked t^e

Editorial Afterthoughts.

k is not at home,”

Eberyt'iug”

said

wait,” replied the

.v;':

“You

[lvorinelJ
L

the door.

a

with the easy
and intimate friend.
\et seen this handsome
but ibis manner was
duly, sir," she said,
;i:11 Ernest King found
i.caning back iu his
he began to draw off
:.g around the apartment

parlor

j

young !

You will find this splendid cake of
White Glycerine Toilet Soap in every
package of Ivorine Washing Powder.

T' Lie
cosey and cool.
w.-re of white and gold,
an grass fell over the
i'h lough the interstices
n the veranda, and he
w.known voice say : ‘‘Oh,
•: i> seem like the dear old
ng thus side by side
igii: you were never com-

quickly yieljla

to

Both soap
and washing
powder are the best
that the skill and
experience of
half a century can

produce.

;

''

'-Gams Go., Glastnnbuiv, Ct
" "‘lams’
iamuus Shaving Soans.

Price 50 cents

specific.

Early Yachting

in

very uncomfortable, just before the boat
sank live of the
young ladies had gone
At tbe recent celebration of the 30th into the cabin to shield
themselves. One
anniversary of the Portland Yacht Club, young lady and three young men were
and
they clung to the boat until
Mr. William Allen, Jr., read an interest- outside,
again.”
one of the
young m u unloosed the small
ing paper on early days in tbe history of boat attached and rescued those
■,ve been true to me, notclinging
e been apart so long,”
yachting in Casco Bay. We quote from a to the sides. For those in the cabin,
there
mnish voice.
was no
as
the
boat
report in the Portland Press as follows:
relief;
capsized she
No one will take my
and
was
entirely
tilled,
hurried
in a
they
Gentlemen of the Portland Yacht Club:
moment from time to
place iu my heart.”
eternity. The
I have been requested to give you a few
v. with a puzzled look
names of those that
untimely perished
includwere two
peering through a nar- reminiscences of boyhood days,
sisters, Elizabeth and Caroline
the woven grasses, he ing personal experiences in Casco Bay. Ilsley. 11 and Id
years old, daughters of
These will of course be necessarily discon- Mi.
\e a rustic scat, with
Nathan Ilsley, Frances E. Ingraham,
Oue w as Neva Boss, nected, as I shall j-»t them down here as Julia Plummer and Adelia
Thurston, 17
I may happen to think of them, and if I
w ho was spending the
Those saved were Miss Erneyears old.
1
Mrs. succeed in carrying any *f my hearers line Richards and the three
with his aunt,
young men.
>
seaside cottage, and back to the days when they were boys, One of them was
young Ilsley. a brother
from the hot, dusty and bring fond recollections to view, or of the two drowned. Geo. Carter and
the way what a very even bring a smile t-» their faces as they Charles
Pettingill. Assistance
He recall some of the got-d old days now past arrived, one of them a boat with speedily
iie would give her.
a gunden hair, and thought and gone, then my efforts will not have ning party on
board, and among them was
It was somewhere in the one of the
sd au arm about her been in vain.
leading physicians Mf the city.
til isculiue-shaped
head, forties that Diamond < ove first broke I'lie Banner was quickly hauled in to the
On a blight summer’s
b:ark hair, was very forth on my view.
the
bodies recovered in half an
shore,
day, being then a young boy, 1 was in- hour after the disaster, and
:: i as he gazed her head
every atvited
who
at
that
Hon.
James
Deering.
by
itelj on hei companion's
tempt made to resusciate the bodies, but
time owned Deering's Oaks and in fact a
without avail.
The funeral took nlace
of yours could look iu large portion of the western part of the j ti-oiii uie 1 Is
ley house, situate 1 corner of
•hiiik it was no us..* to city, to take a trip d wn » aseo Bay in his Middle and Iudia streets, and over 150
good old schooner “•Nameless.’’ She was young
ii’u t
y mr affections,
couples followed the procession to
n
h
end the matter by undei the c targe of old Harry Homer, the Eastern
Cemetery.
^ *
Harry
•:
there !" And wii was sailing master and crew.
The tiist record that came under my
1 s
merrily it made Iloiiui l well rccoibet as a very genial, i observation of steamers to the islands was
pleasant, whole-souled man, large, broad in 1M5, when the Gen. Warren
i
murderous.
pm whirl),
shouldered. long thick whiskers extend.wav. hr spied a note
by the way, 1 was launched) and the
addressed t<> Miss ing under his chin and from eai to ear, ! Com. Preble, advertised to commence on
mau-ei war stylo.
Mr. Deering:
>trauge haiidwiiting. and regular
July 7th to run to Diamond Cove ou
thought a great deal of >ki: per Homer,
at 10.b0 a. m. and returning
previi.ii>. and as his
and f >r years they passed many happy Thursdays
with
this
igreed upon
at-1.bop. in. Farr 25 cents. On Saturhours together in Casco Bay.
At that
|
is
the
that
;
perhaps
days at 2 p. m.. for the accommodation
it.
It time, Mr Deering owned the whole of of schools and parents with their
■:: vileged to read
chihhen,
Little and Big llog Islands, as they were
at 5 o'clock.
Fare 12 1-2 cents
i'hat sann time my father returning
'tiri— After numerous dis- then ea It ;.
without regard to age.
was
in business on Exchange street, a
ist 1 have a chance to
In 1S52 the yachting iv or got so strong
tenant
f Mr. Deering’s and it did not
*ue-1ime sweetheart,
:• s\
a hold on me that,
by invitation of ('apt.
a
to
work
the
take
me
while
into
great
used to call
u-r h■ w you
Win. Adie, father .-f Wm. and the late
of
Mr.
and
be
of
asgraces
govd
Deering,
i1 mean to have you
Capt. J. B. Adie, who was at that time
>
e:i ail the r»*st of your sistance to him, by carrying bundles and first mate, 1 t<*.»k a
trip to Havana with
down to the “NamDess" and
packages
(i
with
lots
of
him in the good old bark Americuu.
>d-bye,
We
making myself useful while >n board. sailed from Portland at noon on the las:
"i
From v >ur «»wn.
Many and many a trip have 1 had with day oi
Vi. VNK.”
September, ls52. Had a delightciil: hardly believe his him, through the blue waters of Casco ful passage, a short one tor those times, 12
1 Day; and light here let me say, that in days, had a fair wind
impudent jiekauapes!
every moment of
the whole course of my life. 1 have never
h.- the as.-uranee out of
the way. a beautiful moon all the time
w ith
met
a
more pleasant, c- nsiderate,
“Her ‘best
1 savagely.
and the ocean was so smooth that tlie
A perfect old school genwould never believe agreeable rua
1
trip might have been safely made in the
tleman.
Bear
mind
now
in
that
1
am
f playing such a double
smallest sailboat afloat in Portland Harbor
of
the
richest
man in the city at
speaking
! have flattered myself
last summer.
Time weeks were pased
l
time and really the father «*f yaehrthat 1 was the first and that
in Havana.
We then went t- Cardenas to
:
A tender hearted, fine
bhe has never iug in Casco Bay.
ei loved!
load, and w hile there I had the pleasure
if her acquaintance with looking old gentleman, he was ever ready
of being invited to go on shore ami make
to respond to all calls in trouble and disw !'
myself at home w hile the barque remained
ild nor meet Neva now i tress: his hand and pocket were always in port,
at the home of oue whom
to
the
He
had
a
open
needy.
smooth, you all know and revere, and hold in
mger, so he left the cotsaint-like
dressed
in
the
face, always
pink sweet remembrance, long a Commodore
an d strode angrily down j
of perfection, white stocks, summer and
of the Portland Yacht Club in after
taking the note with him
a
white
in
warm
vest
winter,
always
a second time as he went
It is no doubt needless for me to
weather.
I well recollect one incident of years.
tell you that prefer to the first commoMr.
which
1
know
the
Deering,
recording
friend
while
her
■in
after,
dore of the fleet, the father of the PortThere
above passed to his credit.
■■'•••I. Neva walked slowly angels
laud Yacht club, lion. JamesM. Churchill,
and Ernest, looking up, was in the forties a tenant of his on Ex- God bless his good old soul.
change street, named Buxton. I think
>;o:i iif youthful loveliness
Duty compels me to give an account of
with a silken sash j that he had beeu captain of a vessel, and another terrible disaster in which I was
;ivss.
uder waist, and her blonde while holding that position, a rope had deeply interested.
lu October, 1801, the
caught in some manner and injured him boat Otraska. with a party of seven young
save for a shell comb that
so badly that both legs were taken off at
A single
mi her temples.
men on board, started for
pleasure exclu;f
tichu of iace over her the kiees; it was a very unusual sight iu sion to Diamond Cove.
Between two and
to
a
round
those
see
man
days
walking
was looking at the sea, ;
three o'clock, r. m., they started on their
t-twn on bis knees, attending to business,
: her name called in a voice
return; when just outside the Cove, the
a small s iluon in a little 1 ID
lie
kept
lover
as
her
at once
s,
boat cupsized and all but one were drown'ither ears, story farm building, situated on the spot ed. Edmond G •odliue alone succeeded in
was new to
where the Oiiemal Powder Mills office is
•v ii
: him .vi« h outstretched
reaching the shore. The otliei six, John
He was familiarly called
>mile. but lie lifted his now located.
W. Ford. ('has. L. Hyde, Rufus W. Hyde
“Daddie Buxton,’’ by young and old. At
Neva
and
stopped
mious'y,
(brothers.) ( has. Buzzed. Stephen Morse
the
time
I
refer
to
Mr.
above,
Dueling and ('has. Allen,
he stern look on his
my brother, were all
was
in my father's store, and “Daddie
All the rowboats and sailing
drowned.
ten
Buxton"
came
a
in
and
asked
to
have
o- heie
I would like you
crafts >i. the eit\ were called ui.oii the
My father gave him in x: •lay t-> assist in finding the bodies,
Then be related the inci- dollai bib changed.
went
the
and
““Daddie
Buxton"
change,
: [erm mn.
One body, that of Rufus W. Hyde, was
out, when upon looking at the Bank found at 4 o’clock a. m.. the next morni the letter mechanically,
it was found to be a counterfeit.
Detector
and
her
Men up at
lover,
ing at l->w tide. No trace of the others
“Oil," said my father, “that is too bad, could be found, although hundreds were
mtrollable laughter.
What some one iias passed mat mu ou old uadin amazement.
in tlu-ir power.
In the
die Buxton, the pour old cripple.”
“Let doiug eveiythiug
meantime, I had called upon the Collect-he began, raisiug her clear me look at it a minute, Mr. Allen,” said or of the Port, who ordered the Revenue
Mr. Deering.
Mr. Deering took the bill
Cutter “Caleb Cushing;” down to the
you had come out where
in his hands anil looked carefully at it
■moon it would have saved
cove, where heavy guns were tired over the
and
at the Bank Detector, and said, “Yes
Hut
where the boat lay.
ry unliappy meeting.
In the course
it is a counterfeit,” and then tore it in a spot
of an hour, the bodies began to rise so
my friend you see comhundred
ou the floor,
threw
them
pieces,
around. Ernest saw aj»that all live were secured b\ 5 o’clock i\
and handed out a clean ten dollar bill to
ui
a
m. The bodies were tenderly cared for and
pretty young lady,
v
black hair and a pair of my father with the remark, “Don't you placed in oue of the Cutter’s boats, and
say a word to Daddie Buxton about this.” with them I came
Mined looking eyes.
up to Railroad Wharf
That was one of his characteristics.
her by the hand and said ;
at the foot of .State street, where the
1
1 wonder how many of the gentlemen
is Frank.
bodies were removed to their desolate
xclaimed Ernest with a look present can recall the two headquarters homes.
Ford, Chas. L. Hyde, Buzzell
for letting row and sailboats in the foru prise.
and Morse were married.
ties?
In
mind's
I
can
see
vividly
my
eye
introduce you more conMr. Allen concluded with a vivid word
"Mr. King, before me the old shop of John Fenno, ou picture of a moonlight sail among the
said Neva.
the
corner of Fore and Union streets, and
Frances Allingham, my old
islands of Casco Bay.
the store of Lazarus Ualrow, afterward
Imate, called for convenhis son Edward’s, who still resides on
“Well, upon my word,”
Pine Tree Chips.
Congress street, in this city, which was
: nest, I thought—”
ou the opposite corner.
At either place
-he was a man, of course,”
claims the largest barn in
Plymouth
an
Neva.
“I see—you got you could hire a row boat for 0 cents
hour, or a sailboat—no yachts in those Maine. It is 200x40 feet, and is on a
•ctei she wrote, full of oldto 15 farm to correspond.
aud drew your own con 1 days—which would carry from G
or 20 persons, for 12 1-2 cents an hour, <»r
1 ft
It is said that tire acreage of wheat
me tell you—”
t
tell me anything, only $1.50 for the day of 24 hours, w ith dinner planted in Aroostook county, this yesr,
cod
salt
clam
lines,
lines,
bait,
pan,
fry
will exceed that of 1898 by more than 100
“What
■Xclaimed Ernest.
! chowder pot and coffee pot thrown in;
•e been!”
per cent.
The
and
old
times
too.
were,
good
they
are,” remarked Frank, (
The W. C. T. U. is circulating a pledge,
Hut no doubt, she’ll be yachts you have now, may cost a great
of which are that no signer
i deal more money, but 1 hardly thiuk you the conditions
in give you.”
shall wear birds on the hat, and is said to
1 pardon so humbly that have such jolly times as we did in those
:
{Steamboats to the Islands were un- have'secured many signers in Maine.
t resist him, and Frank days.
known at this time, and a sail to Dia•r
the wedding; then deThe annual Farmers’ Field Day at the
mond Cove, was thought as much of as a
wars later came on to
University of Maine, Orono, comes this
to
Boston
in
the
cars
is
nowadays.
to
on
biing a christening trip
May :11st. Arrangements have
The sailing boats in use about this time year
been made for one fair rates for the round
iny namesake, Frank.
as 1 recollect them, were the sell. Laurel,
trip over all railroads.
; sloop Favorite, aud sloop Helen Maria,
! owned by Harlow.
The Helen Maria was
•
The University of Maine, Bowdoin and
K OK Clt AKG K.
named in honor of a lady friend of mine, Colby freshmen have decided to hold a
and i had the pleasure of presenting a field meet, date and place not yet fixed,
-nng from a -old settled on
• r.tis, throat or lung troubles
set of Hags, and a stuffed st rn cushion, a though it is said upon good authority
w;'! i-ii! at Poor's &
•v'a
I also that the gathering will be with Colby,
great extravagance in those days.
A B. Sparrow’s Freedom,
had the honor of inviting as large a party early in June.
i with a sample bottle «•!
as she wouid carry, and sailing her down
'■
niiitn Syrup free of charge,
it was a
the harbor on her first trip.
given to oue person, and |
New York contains more triangles than
west
without orders from par- lovely, bright, clear day, with a fine
other modern city, this being due to
| wind, and 1 suppose I thought at that any
the peculiar intersection of so many streets
ing remedy ever had such a time, that I wTas a bigger man than Gen.
The most valuable
acute angle.
Aide’s German Syrup in all
1 managed to bring at an
Grant.
However.
down town is the intersection of
r/.-d world. Twenty years
the party back all alive, and many times triangle
street and Park Row, and is now
-f bottles were given away
Then there was Nassau
after that occasion, also.
the New York Times, while
iggists will tell you its success
the sell. Mechanic, sell. Banner, which occupied b}7
It, is really the only Throat
the most valuable one up-town is the ina
met
with
such
terrible
sloop
disaster,
meuv generally endorsed by
tersection of Broadway and Fifth avenue,
One 75 cent bottle will cure or Go Ahead, owned by Pettingill, and the
better known as the “Eno triangle,”
ie.
Sold by all druggists in sloop Odd Fellow, owned by John Fenno.
brought $b!.>0,000 at auci The sloop American, owned and run by which has just
being at the rate of $101 the square
Harry McLellan was quite a favorite for tion,
Eno bought
foot or $7,000,000 the acre.
practise.
imp Clark, the famous Mis- j
it in 1857 for $32,000, and this sale yields
the seh. Lan
I
On
1840,
8,
September
some
name
Ainau whose first
of the largest advance ever made in America
'-At. on spelling with a “u’
in- ; ner with a party on board consisting
whose area is not more than
on a plot
nine young persons, three lads and six
''
other
remarked
the
i,”
of an acre.
day
down the harbor to one-tenth
* i
been unable to see any of the J young ladies, started
which had been in the
1 ki
1 of prosperity.
After Baby’s Bath
The Louis- visit the U. S. fleet,
It wras a beauti‘der Journal thus addresses him: ; harbor for several days.
be rapidly, yet gently dried ;
should
skin
schooner
The
the
as
and
slowly
ful
afternoon,
,lItJ some
people who never shut sailed down the harbor the fleet got under then dust with Comfort Powder; this pre!Q iths
makes the skin firm and
and
j
vents
i,>ng enough to open their
chafing
way and sailed out by Portland Light,
healthy. M. J. Rutan, Matron Crittenton
and the boat ran down to Little HogJIsHome, Wilmington, Del.
land and stopped there for a few minutes.
and
cASTORIA.
the
shore,
They then started ofE from
“You’re started
house-cleaning
your
1 *U
»The Kind You Haw Always Bought before they got fairly under way a flaw of early.” “Yes; we had to, or wait until fire
and
over
keeled
she
and
with
our
her
wind struck
families got through
step-ladder.’
and instantly filled. The sun’s rays being [Chicago Record.

not heard; nervousness pets no
foothold; trifles do not annoy; har-

mony prevails. Is this picture rare?
Unfortunately it is. Excited nerves
destroy good dispositions. They
all kinds of ill health in the
Nervous mothers make nervthe
ous children; nervous husbands make
whole family nervous.
“i
Wherever there is nervousness there is
catarrh; each breeds the other. Overcoming
nervousness ami catarrh cannot be accomplished by force of will: nature must be

brmif

Bead the following letter from oirs. r nuaenng, nornwan, cai.
I am fifty-eight years old and have eight children. I can truly say that
Pe-ru-na is the right thing to take for catarrh and nervousness: I intend to use
it this spring also for a spring tonic. I went to a doctor six times for medicine
for the nerves and to regulate the urine, but I did not feel any better; so I
concluded to take Pe-ru-na and I found out that it would do the work.”
assisted.

Statesman.

One of the professors in the
Chicago
University is roaming the prairies of
Illinois with a new stereopticon lecture ont
“Foot Ball iu the Philippines.”

out; heals the wound;
Dr. Thomas' Ecleetric Oil,
the pain.
household remedy.

By Proxy. Aunt Ethel. Well, Beatrice,
you very brave at the dentist’s?”
Beatrice. Yes, auntie, I was. Aunt Ethel.
Theu there’s the half crown I promised you.
Anil now tell me what he did to you
Beatrice.
He pulled out two of Willie’s teeth !”
man

meal,

Svrup

Pine

asthma

consumption.

You

fails.

The Obvious Reply. ‘‘What would you
asked the fair theosophist, ‘‘if I should
tell you that I was born in Egypt 3,000 years
ago?" “Why,” said the party addressed,
“I should certainly say you don't look it.”
[Brooklyn Life.

say,"
!

wild hornet

by mail.

For several years I

Don’t
other

it.

was

troubled with

Inflammation of the mucous membrane is catarrh, whether in the pelvic
organs, stomach, lungs or head. Elizabi :h Grau, New Athens, 111., says:
For two years I had catarrh of the nose very bad. I doctored v itli two
physicians but they did not help me. Gn Ur. Hartman's advice I began to take
Pe-ru-na, and am now completely cured.”

[NEARLY

no

1

complaints.
Relief

I
1

The work of civilization in this
country j
is greatly hindered by the ha barons conduct of tlu* American colleges.
It is time
for every true lover of his
country to withdraw his subscription.

The Price of Peace. The Bride. I don't
want to have any trouble with you, Bridget.
The Cook. Then, bedad, ma'am, let me

hear

in

[Life.
Six

Hours.

D.stressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Cheat South

Years

Fifty eight
-

Interest Versus Beer.

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

Two brothers w*-nt forth into life together;
Each lielil a farm with a mortgage there-

Genuine

discovered."

!

[Detroit Journal.

human cured in :'.i> minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. 1 lowes
Co., Druggists,
Itch

on

Belfast, Me.*

lvlT

to

market—his

j

their homes

gone.

;

questioned his brother:

"Now, hew do
you turn it
To pay on your principal every
year,
While I with hard .vork have not managed
to learn it
In e’en paying inf rest ; isn't it queer?”
Said John “If-ar Emanuel, 1 will relieve me
Of this treasured secret; no, it is not
queer;

;

!

1 earls
One

discovered,
lager costs
year.”
[Will Templer.

j

A

j
I

I
|

now
one

weeding

one

will you believe me,
dollar’s inf rest a

Wonderful

reliable, this

one

Must Bear

Signature

To have so changed the law of the
State that a criminal could testify in his
own behalf is considered by lion. A. W.
Paine, Bangor, the greatest and most
far-reaching legislation secured during
his busy and eventful life. ‘‘In the tifties
a man accused of crime in Maine or
anywhere for that matter,” says Mr. Paine,
was tried without being given a chance
to tell his story.
Nowadays we would
deem that a very unjust method.
1 was
a man for a murder
at
the
of
trial
present
an<l there were serious doubts as to his
guilt. I saw him hung, and from that
day the injustice of such criminal legal
proceedings impressed me so forcibly that
I
determined, if possible, to secure a law
by which such injustice should be in future avoided, and ceased my efforts only
when the law was finally signed.”

Nearly all the sardine canneries of
j Continental
Packing company and
Standard Sardine company, the

munity
stantly

which he lives

in

two

half

over

lived

tuo

a

•entury.
its merits, and on the
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eiu
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F0RHEADACHE-

MOST NAVI

Representing Over Twenty Vlillion

Me.

Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, ELATE (ILA.SS, TORNADO INSl RANCH.
Z &*** i

SyiNATUNC.

I Purely

*5 C«its

Wintsrport,

,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

FOR DIZZINESS,
biliousness.
FOR TORPID LIVER,
FOR CONSTIPATION.
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
IFOR THE COMPLEXION

GKSVISK

—

FRED ATWOOD

!

easy

{for

n ITTLE

IKHI.PR INSl’R VN'CP

*

\NI» INSPPC TIOV

Administrators and Trustees.

or’*

’securitv lion

/j|

Correspondence solicited.

Real

CHAIN

1

Is

it

Cashurs, Contract-

est.,te

and

sold.

v:v; vcu aj^uss fiwct

A Great Clubbing Offer!
Tils Betiiffl Jiril

!

ANI)

V’UU —r
fidelity

DR. E. €■- WEST’S

duties.

ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,

Is sold under

positive IVritten Guarantee.
RXauthorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory,
Dizziness, Wakefulness, Fits, Hysteria, Quickness, Night Losses, Evil Dreams, Lack of Confidence. Nervousness, Lassitude, all Drains, Youthful Errors, or Excessive U^-e of Tobacco,
Opium,
or
Liquor, which leads to Misery. Consumption,
Insanity and Death. At s'.oro or by mail, $1 a
box; six for $5; with written guarantee to
cure or refund
money. Sample package, containing fire dm s* treatment, with full
instructions, 2a cents. (Vo sample only so1
each person.

At storo

o-

bv

m

We guarantee
THE BEST HARM AND FA.HLY PAPER IN THE
UNITED

STALES, BOTH ONE YEAR

in every
•no

Believing that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that pract ical and instructive journal,

|
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Farm

For Impotonoy, 1 ss
Power, Loet M; .ahootJ,
Htorility or Barrc'irio.'-c.:

Home, In connection with our own
The RKruuLit v.n Jo. unal, both a

and

in

publication,

"jConslutation

description of the conof Farm and Home, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may be mentioned the Farm

guarantee^

tents

Reports, Fruit t'ullure, Plans
Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the (llobe, Livestock and Dairy, The Poulry Vard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Fvrm and Home is published semi-monthly
thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over .Mill pages, teeming
and harden. Market
Inventions, The

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS, M.

and

LIVERITA
THE UP-TO-DATE

LITTLE LIVER PILL
CURES

Biliousness,
Constipation,
Dyspepsia,

with all the latest and most reliable information
No better
that experience and seieiioe can supply

proof of its popularity

Sick-Head
ache and Liver

Bold

Djr

all

;s

,'S

a

Address all orders to

4iu4f>

~
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BKLFAST, MAINK.

«g

£g
I

25c.

5

\\ ILL C.IVE YOU THK

Old Reliable Yankee Blade
year as a monthly. Established in 1.841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and lias do!
lighted thousands of homes. Send 2f»c. to the
otie

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
FREEDOM, MAINE.

.5

r«'ur

selection
to every Rtibceuts a year.

iiw

'1.

sY•/*V»'rVV »V iV»V££

Only 5u

|
^

Yankee Blade, Brooks, Maine.

FREEDONTNOTICE.
notify all persons that I have this day
my son, ROBERT R. CURTIS, his time
majority, and shall claim none of Ills
earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting
after this date.
Frankfort, May d, 1899.
M. M. CURTIS.
3wi9*
This is

given

jp

A rrm
bran'.I'd colored plate*; latest 3;
s
i"
fashions i!
v J*
kinj; r. ■ ■>,. imr. t.i
»v;
k bou .■ 11
1 lunt s Ik .• n, etc Sal) ■»
I", latest copy
scribe
i>, •), send y
■<;
(or
waited.
Send
term*
Lady agents
3~

Stylish. Reliable, Simnle, Up-tr>-g-

date.

he.

hi.

niical and

Absolutely^

ig Perfect.-Fitting Paj>er Patterns.

^

I MS CALL/rah
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Do not delay or fail to ta-Ue advan age «d Ibis
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pects for different crops, the prices in h >me mirkets, an
which should be found in every wale-awake, progressive family.
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so<?ar.

syndi-

Needs assistance it may he best to render it
promptly, hut one should remember to use
even the most
perfect remedies only when
needed.
The best and most simple and j
gentle remedy is the Syrup of Figs, maim*
facured by the California Fig Syrup Co.

an

See Fac-Simile W rapper Below.
small and

the
the

which control the industry in Eastport, Lubec and other points in eastern
Maine began operations May 10th. There
was a fair
supply of fish on hand, about
200 hogsheads having been taken yesterday forenoon. Competition has forced
the price of fish up from $4.20 to $12 per
hogshead. Several new steamers have
been added to the fieet and preparations
are
being made to take fish from Nova
Scotia where the supply is unlimited.
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The cat that made this history was owned
by Wallace White, Newport, N. 11., and
hundreds of people really did call to see
him. Of all his accomplishments the milking of the cow with his furepaws while
standing on his hind legs was considered
the brighest achievement, as it was also the
most difficult to teach him. [G. H. Lowell.

■

ter.a

pei

1

Cat.

owned by a neighbor of mine,
And if you like prose better than rhyme
will
He
tell you the story in prose any time,
It was a tine large cat with fur soft as silk,
After weeks of hard labor he was taught
how to milk.
Standing under the cow, he would sheath
his sharp claws,
And obtain a tine dinner with his soft velvet paws.
Hundreds of people in sunshine or storm
Would visit the cat to see him perform,
But, of all his accomplishments, milking
cows with his paws
Always drew from the crowd the greatest

s

e\

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

reading.

The

it enjoys in
mseqnen
tin- vitalit\ m 1 vigor of its

<i'

ag

l tiresi-|e>.

ni

ral

na:

youth, strengthened and tipmini by

National Famih Newspaper.
R“eog Fuing its value t<> tb >so wii

1 will write you a story of a wonderful cat,
The story is true, 1 am .-'lire about that.
If you’ll give cat stories a good thorough

You’lhtiud

a

old

its

so

John kept up his interest and every season
His principal dwindled till little was there ;
Emanuel grumbled : “I can't, rind the reason
Why John gets along and has money to
j
spare.”
!

!

As

support
progressive .a menemis.
rt is
The New Vnrk Weekiv rribun«\" aeku

Little Liver Pills.

homecoming

sure to result as the day wore on.
with James E.—thick-tongued or
quite surly
His moods when he came after light was

lie

»o-

irs

coiuiai

Was

Not

j; lst

teaehings, and eontidenee in the iniormatioii whi.
it brings

Carter’s

John.
Both had advantages, one like the other,
Things that were natural—water anil soil,
Nearness to market, where weekly each
brother
Turned into cash the reward of his toil.
John

and

b

itv

>

day, with faith in

leading

Early they toiled throughout all sorts of
weather;
Late toiled James Emanuel, late toiled

early

.m

these admire-

on.

Went

the true

to

l prosperity of
Am *ri \in
-*nds as the
People has won for it new
years robed bv and the or-gin il members
of its family pa-s i : > 111«*
•wird. and

to
Provided For.
“I don't see what is to beof all these new dm tors!"
“Oh, new mu-robes arc being all the time

come

Old!!!

long life, but devotion

It’s

interests

In opposing the policy of a protectorate
for tin Filipinos Piof. David Starr Jordan
reminds the country that “good government is expensive."
It may come high,
David, but we must have ir.* fst. Louis
Globe- Democrat.

Kidney Cure.”
It is a great
surprise ou account, of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidueys
and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immediately.
If
yu want quick relief and cure this is the
reuiedv
Sold hv A. A. Howes & Co., drugi gists, Belfast, Me.
1\ 18
American

|

increase o' acid in the

an

Four bottles cured me
bottle I could see great improvement in my condition
sound and well, and I have not felt a symptom of my trouble since taking
Pe-ru-na. I can never praise Pe-ru-na enough and will always recommend it."

cents.
!

indigestion,

stomach, headache, loss of appetite, dizziness, and almost complete paralysis of
the left arrn. My friends advised me to try Pe-ru-na, and after laking one

All the brave Americans arc not concentrated in Cuba or the archipelago. Secretary Long stands up* for expansion iu Bos- i
tou, and Gen. Merritt boasts of being a '■
De mocrat.

let the little ones suffer from eczema
torturing skin diseases. No need for
Doan’s Ointment cures. Can't harm the
most delicate skin.
At any drug store, 50

or

a

Mary Lease's lecture on “The Legal Status of \\ omen
is nut drawing well in
Xew England, even at 15c a head.
Mary is
not at all interesting when she is
talking
about women.

cures

Never

send him

or

can

though. I>r. Wood’s Norway
coughs, colds, bronchitis,

it

prevent

cure

can

Indigestion is catarrh of the stomach. It spoils the disposition, and like all
Mrs. N. Iv. Brown,
catarrhal troubles has been considered impossible to cure.
Alexander, N. C., suffered with it; Pe-ru-na cured her. Read her 1 ttcr:

Gen. Weyler refuses to hazard his life
by visiting the United States. lie is afraid
somebody will put ground glass in bis oat-

\Punch.
No

on

mothers.

were

1

j
j

Such a
steady, kind husband.
family can face any ordinary trial
successfully. The snappy retort is

If the silver question is eliminated from
the next campaign Col.
Bryan will run on
a platform of
in
anti-rural-free-delivery
the Philippines.”

in-

Takes the burn
the

•.

j

Blood

cures

••

■>

(Yonkers

many.

■

■

Burdock

try

dyspepsia, constipation;

Cures

Plump, jolly

children; calm, healthy mother;

Funston.

vigorates the whole system.
She. Do you believe that too many cooks
spoil the broth? He \ es; altogether too

>

■

fail

doctors

When
Bitters.

Casco Bay.

with health.

comes

Xo wonder the Filipinos have submitted
another proposition for peace.
Instead of
Col. Funston they are now up
against Gen.

disEly

and indigestion.

nervousness

ARMONY

By the time Spain's new navy is ready
for business Admiral
Dewey’ men will be
hungry for a little more target practice.

The government should call for bids on a
generous supply of anti-toxin to circulate
in the mails with Atkinson's
anti-imperialist fizz.

by

or

immediately

when Cream Balm is used
50 Warren Street, New York.

appears

homes by driving out

Aguinaldo’s last note asks for an extension of ninety days, but Gen. Otis seems
disposed to make it a cash transaction.

treat-

druggists

at

cold in the head

A

mail.

our

beeu

Balm, which is agreereceived through the
nostrils, cleanses and heals the whole suritself. A remedy
it
diffuses
face over which
for Nasal Catarrh which is drying or exciting to the diseased membrane should not be
used.
Cream Balm is recognized as a

1

,

person

very

Brothers,

••

v

I've

Nasal ('atari'll
ment by Ely’s Cream
ably aromatic. It is

of the house.

uI

answer.

looking for,” said Miss Kingsley; “now tell
why you are black.
“Certainly. I’m black because my pa's
pa's pa saw Noah without his clothes on.”

supplies soap for every department

T
7?-.
Isl-ikcrs

tlie

are

the

me

WASHING POWDER

A Great Hit.

was

Pe-ns-tta protects

sors.

woman.

the Home Circle.

Harmony in

History contains no record of a battle
by statisticians and college profes-

won

Sj

St., he* York, g

.WJWMWWWMWWMWS
'<;onh!Uin Jurmt and McCall's ,Yl »*azlne.one year each for $2 10 in advance.
The

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

G. J. Shaw took nine salmon from his

Sunday.

weirs

Fred Park of Bangor made
town this week.

a

short visit in

Mrs. H. H. Crockett of Camden visited
riends here recently.

Makes the food

George A. Mitchell and wife of Togus
spent Sunday in town.

more

delicious and wholesome

■OVAL BAKING POWOCR

more attended the Maconda
Belfast Wednesday evening.

CO., NEW

YORK.

Twenty-five or
concert at

COUNTY

Ship Aryan Capt. A. T.Whittier arrived at
Honolulu April 23d, 127 days from Norfolk.

Waldo. Hertilla Harding is home from
Bangor sick with typhoid fever.W. E.
Harding is quite sick with heart trouble....
W. I. Neal and wife of Pittsfield were in
town over Sunday,
visiting Mrs. Neal’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Simmons.L.
N. Simmons from the M. C. I., Pittsfield,
was at home Saturday and Sunday_Farmers are getting along well with their spring
work. Rain is very much needed.J. L.
Chase has begun work on his barn. He will
make an addition of fifteen feet and put on
a new ro< f.

CORRESPONDENCE.

i

Nancy Merithew, who is
old, fell and broke her hip

Mrs.
years

Capt.

James

winter

ith his

w

Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Centre Montville
have returned to their home in
South Thomaston after a visit to friends.

Sleeper

eighty
last Sunday.
now

...Volney Thompson’s carriage trimmers,

R. Park, who spent the
daughter in Taunton, Mass.,

Mr and Mrs. Levi Smith of West Farmington, have been at work for a week. The carriages are selling as soon as finished-Mrs.

has returned home.
Mrs. F. W. Hersey of Malden, Mass., made
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
M. Sargeut, last week.
a

Kicker has gone to Haverhill, Mass.
,...G. L. Edmunds is running his corn
planter this week, for himself and other
people.... Miss Edna Thompson arrived

Belle A.

short visit to her

F. E. Whitcomb is again high line having
taken from Swan Lake since the ice went
out thirty-nine good size fish.

home last Sat unlay

grain,

Capt. F. W. Treat and wife arrived Saturon steamer City of Bangor and will remain in town while his ship is loading at
New York.

is

much

in

need

of

raiu.

improving the good weather

in

to

Prospect Village. The S. B. 1. S. met
Mrs Etta Gray May lltli. Mrs. Elia
M. L:ttlefield, will entertain them May 25th,
Miss Ora Libby June 8th, and Mrs. Lizzie
Lane June 22th-Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Wright -Nute of Whitman, Mass., will visit
Mrs. Note's parents, Mr. aud Mrs. J. F.
Libby, n^xt mouth. Their many friends
will be pleased to welcome them-Miss
with

cific Railroad.
Oi r loca. dealers are still shipping a few
clams to the Boston market, but as the law
is on the 1st of June they will be obliged to
reiinguish the business until next Septern-

Miss Sarah Farrar has gone
a few weeks.Rev. J. M.
Leighton of Belfast conducted the funeral
services of Mrs. W. O. Sargent Sunday
afternoon.
Mr, Edmund Bicknell, Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Dyer# of Lawrence, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. Emery Boardmau aud Capt. I. M.
Boardman, Belfast, C. O. Montgomery, Esq.,
and wife of Camden were present.
The
floral offerings were very beautiful.
The
stricken family have the heartfelt sympathy
of all their friends... Rev. G. G.^Winslow of
Belfast was the guest of the McFarland sisters while in town-Rev. Geo. M. Bailey’s
family arrived in town last Friday.

put in considerable grain. Mr.
Clifton Morse will put in an acre of wheat.

C. A

from

are

preparing

Mathews of
St. Paul of a copy of Wonderland, an illustraud pamphlet issued by the Northern Pa-

receipt

which

Farmers

day

in

Searsmont.
to Belfast for

she spent the winter... .The remains
of James Dutton were brought to Knox for
burial last Sunday. He had been residing
with his son in Alabama-Everything is
looking beautiful in the country except the

logs.

are

Massachusetts,

where

Some of the boards taken from the old
Pollard house are more than three feet wide,
sawed from real old fashioned Maine pine

We

from

1

her.

|

Prospect.

William Jeltersonis going to
Bangor to get work this week... .Professor
Nicol ami his partner have given up their
show business, The Professor was sick....
Homer Clark plays the violin Jas. Craig the
cornet, ami Horace Clark the organ for the
Forest Clark dances_George Partridge
lias bought the Henry McCaslin place, formerly the Hon S. S. Heagan farm, and it will
be turned in a sheep ranch. In the years

Partridge, accompanied by Mr. Percy
Rev. E. L. Hunt of Ellsworth will preach Greer, Miss Mary Coombs aud Mr. Will
at the Cong’l church next Sunday morning Sylvester, all of Belfast, spent last Sunday
Grace

the Harbor in the afterContribution in the morning for choir

with

noon.

Capt. James B. Parse, in the mail steamer
Evelyn, running between New York and
Porto Rico, recently arrived in New York on
one of the quickest passages ever made by
the steamer.

W. R. Gilkey and daughters Maria
and Anuie, who have made the voyage in
schooner Georgia Gilkey, returned to their
home Thursday and well occupy it during
the summer months.
Mrs

pleased

to

announce

that

SwA.NVILLE.

Mrs. John Blanchard left Saturday to join
her husband at Ecuador. After a steamer
trip <>f thousands of miles Mrs. Blanchard

obliged

to make

a

lung journey
arrive

on

at

were in error

dle-

id.

time |

was t<‘ come

the drama is to be

m us
r

n

given

some

those exercises.

Im

More than fifty masons were present at
the meeting of Mariner’s lodge Tuesday,
when two •anduiates were given the third
degree Delegations were present from Belfast, Steektou and Swauviile. D. 1>. G. M.
S. A. Parker was also present and pronounced the w ork done by the body very fine.

Capt. C. C. McClure, who arrived Friday
evening, took the first opportunity ,«> go to
Swan Lake, as he is a born fisherman. He.
hardly satisfied to see liis boat mate,
Mr. Clement, take out three beauties right
near his hook, but the reflection that Mr.
was

Frank

Greeley

I
j

kindness of Miss Alice G. Kaue we find the
poem referred to in last week’s items is Whittier’s ’’I long for household voices gone.” i
[Two correspondents have written us that
the poem is “The Eternal Goodness,” by
Whittier, and one sends the poem complete,
which we shall publish next week.
Ed. 1
Journal.j... Mr. Frank Cunningham is at
home....Mr, Aaron Littlefield, who has
been quite sick lor several weeks, is able to !

last week in stating that
off the same night of j
the graduating exercises.
The young la- 1 be
We

the drama

B.

entertaining a welcome guest. It is is a
ten-pound boy, Edwin Holmes-Rev.
Ashley A. Smith of Belfast spoke here last
Sunday, and will give the memorial address j
here May 28, at 2 30, standard_By the :

have been reduced to less than
fifteen mills, being three dollars on a thousand less than last year.
A very pleasant
announcement to the tax payers.

horseback over the mountains to
her destination.

Mr. and Mrs. E

are

raxes

this year

be

I.

j

past winter.

w

Mrs.

...

Kate McGilvery, Prudence and Esther
Black and Elsie M. Towle, Lulu Marks and
Marne JDecro have returned from the straw
shops where they have been employed the

are

aud

and Mrs.

purposes.

We

Mr.

F. Gould_Mrs.
Mathews of North
Gagie Chapin
Searsport visited Mrs. Ellie Ward last week
will board with Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Mrs. v\
past the miles of atone wall on the farm
Ward during her husband’s absence_Mrs.
must have cost S3,500 and probably more,
D. Killinan has returned from Winterport.
but the farm with buildings went for S400...
Her house has been closed for the winter.
The stone workers are waiting patiently for
.Mrs. Hattie K. Grant returned to Kinga job in our town-About
every day now
j
man last week after,a two weeks’ visit to !
; there are fishermen along the stream and
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Robert Killoccasionally some one gets a good trout, hut
man....Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Gould were call- 1
financially there is not enough in it to pay
ed to Brooks May loth to attend Mr. G.’s for the shoe leather... .The weather lias
sister’s funeral. Mrs.
Hannah
Thomp- been fine for putting in tile spring seeds,
son.
His sister, Mrs Abbie Reynolds of and
every tiling w ill he done this week_
Brooks, is very sick-The daDce May 12th A few more are
getting ready to seud cream
at the Grange Hall was well attended.
to Belfast from here.
C. O. Hatch and

and evening, and at

j

out

again.Wednesday evening, May

1

Crockett,

near

by,

are

among the

number.
Stockton Springs. I)r. Herbert Devereaux left last
Lhursday for Boston, to resume the practice of
dentistry, which lie
was obliged, through
ill-health, to give up
during the winter-Mr. Rufus Mudgett returned to Kingman, May 11th, having
spent
a fortnight witli his family_Capt. Albert
Colcord is in Boston, on business connected
With his vessel, tlie lwrk Willard Mudgett.
....Capt. Eldeu Shute and sot; Harry came
home last week. Capt. Sliute’s vessel is at
Frankfort.... Miss Ann Thompson has opened a millinery and dress making room in
'he store of Mr J. G. Lambert_Schools
began in town last week, with Miss Ethel

10th, the family of Syivanus Nickerson met ! Maxfieid in the grammar, and Miss Elva
at his home and gaVr him a pleasant sur- ; Handel 1 in the Intermediate in
the village.
prise, :t being his 85th birthday. All of Mr. Miss Susie Cousens is teaching in the
N.’s children, with the greater part of their
I “Roberts district.”-Mrs. I. T. H. Sanfamilies, were present and the evening was ( horn, who lias just, returned from a delightmuch enjoyed by all. During the evening fu! winter’s soj turn in California, spent Sunice cream, cake and coffee were served. I 'isy in town, the guest of .Miss Faustina
Although lie long since passed the “three- j Hiohborn. At the earnest solicitation of
score and ten" mark, Mr. N. is as smart and
the directors
of
the Girls’ Home in
I
active as many of our young men.
I Belfast, Mrs. S. has resumed her position as
Belmont. The Sunday school at Belmont j Matron of that institution, where she lias
Corner will be re-opened next Sunday. The ; been greatly missed during her absence_
Miss Laura Marden arrived
school was a decided success last season,ami !
Tuesday from
the workers are again earnest to keep up the | Medfield, Mass., where she spent the winter.
....Mr. Frank Cousens has gone to
Kinggood work. The school has a good library.
man, having been engaged to do several
Miss Lizzie
who is at
in

|

J

work
,
Knight,
weeks' painting in that place.
was somewhat of a relief.
Searsport, was in town Sunday visiting her |
Winterport. The 10th anniversary of the
|
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Knight. She
(. •uiineucing May 20th the steamers on the
was accompanied by her aunt, Mrs. Lizzie [ Kpwortli League was appropriately observed
B. & B line will enter their spring arraugBassick.Mr. G. W. Gushee of Appleton I at the Methodist church Sunday. There was
ments of five trips per week.
The Penob- j
an excellent sermon
I was in town Saturday on business.Mr.
by the pastor to the
scot only touches at Searsport, arriving
Elmer Flanders and family of Northport young people in the morning, a Junior
here from Boston Sunday anu Wednesday |
have
moved into the Fliineas Pillsbury j League concert in the afternoon, and a very
|
about o'clock, a. m., returning from Ban- |
house on the Augusta road.Geo. Mears interesting program by the Senior League
|
gor Monday and Friday at 4 o’clock p. .w.,
has sold his black filly, 6 years old, to Dr. | in tile evening.Mr. Lewis Atwood went
until the 23d of June, when the summer
to Portland Hospital last week for treatment
E. A. Wilson of Bellast.
We learn that the
arrangment of six trips per w’eek goes into
price is something way up-All the schools for his eyes. Mrs. Atwood received a letter
effect.
from Dr. Moulton Saturday saying that a
in town are now in session,with the followD -n’t forget the excursion to-night of Caning teachers: No. 1, Miss Alice Knight of very successful operation had been performton Pallas, accompanied by Penobscot EdSearsmont; No. 2, Miss Sibyl A. Marriner; ed aud Mr. Atwood was doing well.Mr.
campment and Belfast Band, who, if the No. 3, Miss Inez Ripley of Appleton; No. 4, Samuel Atwood is still
very ill... .Congratuweather is pleasant, will arrive on steamer Miss Annie Stevens of
Appleton; No. 5, lations are in order at the parsonage just
Castine about 7 o'clock, and aft
a short parnow.
Mrs. Nettie a. Marriner. All are experiencA line boy arrived there
Saturdayade and concert by the band wii. proceed to
ed teachers_Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Morse morning.News received from Oldtown
Union Hail and enjoy a social dance. The are at
Temple Heights, Northport, spending last week informed us that, the occupants of
young people in town are invited to join with a week in their cottage, “Soldiers’ Rest’’_
the parsonage there, Rev. and Mrs. C. L
the visitors.
Following is the program for ignite an amusing incident happened at Baughart, are rejoicing over the arrival of
the band concert:
Morse Bros, saw mill last Friday night. Mr. a little daughter. .Mrs. I. H. W. Wbartf has
Overture, Crown Diamonds,
Auber. Herbert Morse before he left the mill for returned to her home in Danforth.Mrs.
Porto Rican Dance,
Missud.
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep, a baritone night tightened up the whistle cord, which G. H. Hall is very low.The President,
solo,
Rollinson. was of cod line. As it happened the night Corresponding Secretary and four other ofC. A. Stevens.
was foggy, and about 12 o’clock the cord had
ficers of the Winterport W. C, T. U. went to
Selection from Carmen.
Bizet. shrunk
enough to blow the whistle. It blew Monroe Monday to organize a Union. They
Ballet Music from Faust, Suite I., Gounod.
for half an hour,waking up everybody within were very
cordially received by the Monroe
a mile and a half of the mill, all supposing it
ladies and a promising Union was formed,
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
was a fire alarm.
Herbert says he will be of which Mrs. Sarah B. Nealley was made
Oliver Whitcomb has traded one of his careful in the future and not get the whistle
president. This new Union will be heartily
cord too tight.
horses with P. H. Monroe for a cow.
Well, never mind, Herbert, welcomed by the Waldo County White Ribwe had a little excitement out of
it, any boners. Our Winterport Union is but little
Mrs H. T. Scribner was at East Belfast a
way.
over two years old and this is the second
few days last week with Mrs. Kate Leary.
Thorndike. Rev. D. Brackett deliverep Union they have organized.
John Ward of Belfast was in town last
a fine sermon at the Centre church last SunLibehtt.
A man named Hannan from
Sunday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
day-The members of Bethel Lodge are Washington had a horse drop dead on River
Scribner.
having a literary contest_Mr. E. L. Bart- street in this village Saturday
Mrs. Hattie Wentworth of Waldo was in
night. He
lett is visiting friends in Bangor_Mr. and had been
town last week visiting her sister, Mrs. H.
driving the horse pretty hard
Mrs. George Sherman of Burnham were the through the
T. Scribner.
streets, but at the time of the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cilley May 13th horse’s death he was standing still.
No
Miss Mattie Colson arrived last
Saturday and 14th....Mr. F. O. Day and family of doubt
over-driving was the cause of his
from Boston, where she has been at work
Brooks were in town last Sunday_Miss death. Many think the
young man should
since last fall.
Annie Rollins of Troy visited Mrs. Addie
be arrested aud made an example of. There
Re'-. H. W. Norton of Searsport village
Higgins last Sunday-Mrs. Elvira Stevens has been too much fast driving of late
preached at the church at this place last visited Mrs. Sadie Lander May 9th_Mr.
through our streets by young men from out
Sunday. He will hold services here Thurs- V. N. Higgins passed last
Thursday after- of town.... We fear that the twelfth census
day evening all summer.
noon in Unity-Mrs. Carlyle of Brewer,
will again show a falling off of population
Miss Lillian Smart received an
injury who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred in this town. At present there is but one
while playin g at school last Frida>. She
returned to her home last Saturday. young lady resident of the village between
was
on a
“teeter”
with some of her Cole,
school-mates when in some way she fell to -Farmers are having fine weather to do the age of 15 and 25 years, and that one is a
the ground, injuring one leg
their planting... .Caterpillers are very numnew comer, having moved into town last I
seriously.
It is quite a common thing now-a-days to erous in this section-Eben Gall has movfall. It is said there are not 10 in the entire
see deer in this locality. Ed.
Thompson Haw ed into the Adams house.... Elbert Monroe town between the ages above mentioned.
four last Friday while on the road between
But there is quite a large number of chilNo. 8 school house and Dorr’s Corner. F. A. will return to Lisbon this week... .Charles
Clement

was

an

old stager in the business

■

Cleaves

day

saw

three

near

his residence

one

last week.
WEST

SEARSPORT

NEWS.

Mrs. Sarah West is quite ill with pneumo-

nia.

A.

T.

Crosby

last week.

was

home

from Camden

Mr. Frank Herrick has returned from
voyage at sea.

a

Mr. Joseph Roberts and family of Brooks
have moved into the Geo. Curtis house.
W. H. Nickerson and daughter, Miss Vinnie, went to Stockton 8prings last Sunday.
Mr. Nelson Nickerson was in Brooks last
week doing his farming there on the Simon

Cilley place.

D. E. Nickerson, Arthur Howard Welden
and Lewis Nickerson are pressing hay on the
ahore road from Searsport to Belfast.
►

Cook of Burnham has moved into town_
Thomas Ward went to Montana a short
time ago-W. H. Coffin has made several
trips to Belfast lately. I wonder why?....
Roy Gordon and wife have moved into the
Albert Higgins house.... William Towle’s
family have moved into their new house....
Frank Walker and six children have been
very ill with measles, but are improving_
The Grand Army veterans of Waldo county
will have a re-union at the Centre church
June 1st....A. W. Ward will at once put
into his store a first class assortment of dry
and fancy goods, a complete stock of boots

and shoes, and doubtless a supply of ready
made clothing. Mr. Ward has made some
improvements in his store, where he will be
pleased to see his old friends and many new
•
ones....Mr.
and Mrs. E. M. Jones of Unity
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hillman May 14.

:

1
Havana, general cargo, $2,500 and part
Halldalk. Fred A. Foster of Lowell, to
1
Sch Adelia T Carlton, New
Mass., is visiting his parents—H. F. Erskine stevedoring.
"Ruadilla, general cargo, lump sum
cut his hand quite badly while grafting a and port charges. Sch
John I Snow, New
few days ago_Asa Sawyer bought a horse York to Bahamas and back, fruit, p t. Sch
New
Penobscot,
York
to
of Belfast parties last week.Willis McBrunswick, part
cargo oil, current rates. Sch Celia F., New
Farland is at home from Wiuterport-C. York to
Jacksonville, part cargo oil, current
W. Colby and wife visited his sister in Bel- rates. Sch Jas A Garfield, Jersey
City to
fast las! Sunday....Almost everyone is wag- Egmont Key, cement, p t. Sch Frank A Palmer, Clinton Point to Egmont
Key,
stone,
which
are
war
on
ing
the caterpillars,
very
$1.65. Sch Georgia Gilkey, Charleston to
numerous_Rev. H. Small preached here Providence, lumber $5 80. Sch Laura, Ship
Island to New York, lumber $7.
last Sunday.
Quick
despatch. Sch Henry Whitney, South AmMorrill. Mr. Lewis Wineheuback carri- boy to Boothbay; coal 70 cents. Sch Mark
Pendleton, Perth Amboy to Bangor, coal 55
ed his mother to Augusta last week, where
cents.
she will spend the summer with her daughF reights. The Freight Circular of Brown
ter-Mrs. George Sheldon and son Austin & Co., New York, reports for the week endwent to Boston, Mass., last week to visit re- ing May 13th: There has been no special
change in the condition of the market for
atives.Miss Nellie Thompson goes to
large tonnage in long voyage trades. The
Winterport this week, and expects to be Colonial lines seemingly are in need of adabsent from home until July-Amoug the ditional vessels, and offer to negotiate upon
the basis of recent fixtures, say 17s Sydney
“out of town” people at our church last Sunand 18s Melbourne, but case oil shippers are
and
son
we
noticed Mrs. Ralph Wiggin
day
offering but. little attention, and in most inNathan
from Freedom, Miss Mary H. stances name lower figures to far Eastern
destinations when vessels are tendered.
Mason from Belfast, Mr, and Mrs. Reynolds,
Barrel petroleum tonnage continues in very
Mr. and Mrs. Coombs, from Waldo, and Mr.
limited demand. Though no quotable change
and Mrs. George Mears from Belmont. We in rates has occurred lumber tonnage to the
River Plate continues in request, and several
were glad to see Mr. I. D. White out after
additional fixtures are

WASHING DISHES
A mountain of dishes confronts the average housewife after all the family have dined. They are
dishes, too, and hard to get clean with soap and greasy
water
The best, easiest, quickest and cheapest way to wash
dishes is to use a little

THE N. K. FAIRBANK
Chicago
•)
c#

|
|

M K Raw ley, Meservey,
load for New York ; Silver

Spray, Rockland.
May 14 Schs A Hay ford, Ryan, Bostou;
Fred Jackson, Weldeu, St John, N B.
May 17. Sch Flora Condon, ellers, Ban- j
gor.
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THIS
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we

are

offering

prices

%

seeking to

save a penny
For instance.

g

certain lines of sh,.
point of interest to thus,
their footwear this
■

that wilt make our store a

•)

on

sprit,,

j

BORN.

SAILED.

Swan’s

S

f

•

*

12.
Schs
Island to

i

in the dish-water
magic cuts the sreas.
the dishes perie- t
all cleaning is made’,
great cleanser and at
of soap.
For greatest economy buy our large

j

May

<

WASHING POWDf»

■

land.

I

m

reported. The market appears firm in tone upon the basis of 1
813 50^814 50 from Gulf ports t.o Buenos
Ayres and Rosario, and 89 50 <> 810 50 fori
medium vessels from Boston and Portland.
He attended a funeral at Knox at 8 o’clock;
From the Provinces to Buenos Ayres the
preached in the church at Morrill at 11 a. m, range is 89 50^810 50 as to port and size of j
aud at Poors Mills, Belfast, at 2 p. m., and vessel. Brazil freights remain quiet, though i
the lessened demand is without appreciable
held evening services again in the Morrill
influence upon rates, tonnage being offered I
church.Planting and seeding are pro- sparingly. To Maceio a brig of 320 tons I
gressing at a brisk rate. Rain is sadly need- obtained 90 cents per bbl. Tonnage for the j
West Indies continues in good demand,
ed_The sills, tiooring and substructure of
there being liberal offerings of both out and I
the new bouse for I. L>. White were comhome freight. Vessels, however, are scar* e, !
and full previous rates are sustained. There
pleted last week.
j
has been less demand for tonnage in the i
coastwise lumber trade, but rates ar firm- !
SHll'.MiWS.
ly maintained upon the basis of last fixtures. ;
I There is no
PORT OF BELFAST.
improvement to report in coal
freights to the East. Orders are scarce, and
ARRIVED.
witii tonnage quite freely offered, rates are
May 12. Schs Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, yet regarded as favoring shippers.
Brunswick; Maria Webster, Turner, Rock-

months absence on account of sickness.
Last Sunday was a busy
day for Rev.
Charles Seliger, our new Methdist pastor.

i

PORTS.

York, May 9. Ar, sens Paul Seavey,
Pattersliall, Hurricane Island ; Norombega, |
Baugor; 10, ar, schs Mary E Palmer, Haskell, Baugor for Egmout Keys; Sadie Corey,
Bangor; Penobscot, Jacksonville; 11, ar,
schs Mary L Crosby, Trim, Brunswick;!
Wm Ej
Lizzie Lane,
Closson, Bangor;
Downes, Hillsboro: Eliza S Potter, Somes
Sound; bark Josephine, McCleau, Savanna
la Mar; sch Wm H Sumner, Pendleton,
Brunswick; cld, ship Mary Cushing, Hong
Kong; 12, ar, sch Sal lie I’Ou, Carrabelle;
cld, sch Celia F, Smith, Jacksonville; 13, ar,
ship E B Sutton, San Francisco; schs Levi
Hart, Satilla River; D D Haskell, Brunswick; Post Boy, Bangor; 14; ar, sch Viola
Reppard, Savannah; sid, sch Paul Seavey,
Pattersliall, Boston; 13, ar, sch Sarah L
Davis, Pattersliall, Bellast; ship A G Ropes,
Liverpool; sld, sch Nathaniel T Palmer,
Port Tampa.
Boston, May 11. Ar, sch R F Pettigrew,
Norfolk; 12, ar, sch James A Webster,
Stonington; sld, bark Levi S Andrew's,
Hurricane 1-land and Tampa; 13, ar, schs
Grace Davis, Dodge, Ponce; Emma W Day, i
Crockett, Belfast; 14, ar, schs Mary A Hall,
Haskell, Fernandina; Carrie A Lane, Newport News; Alice C Fox, Hopkins, North
Haven; 15, cld,sch Georgia Giikey, CharlesNew

Crane. In Camden, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Crane, a daughter.
Cani>a<;k. In Bluehill. May 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irving S. Candage. a son.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, May 1. to Mr and
Mrs. Obadiah Eaton, a son.
Heal. In Hope, to Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Heal, a
daughter, Sarah Ade’ia.
Heath In Orland, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Heath, a son.
Heath. In Pend scot, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin R. Heath, a son.
Leach. In Bluehill, May 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herrick S Leach, a laughter.
Met!rath. In Camden, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick McGrath, a son.
Perry. In Owl’s Head, May 9, to (’apt. and
Mrs C. I). Perry, a son.
Soper. In Orland, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Soper, a daughter.
Wight. In Penobscot, May t», to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred G. Wight, a son.

We are selling a Man’s Genuine Russet <j
Shoe, solid in every particular, the (t i
,

g
§

regular $2.00 kind, for.4? I

j
<•

5 One large lot of Hen’s Congress and
Lace Shoes at.

«

I

On

O /

C,

>

•

!

"*

a

j
|

(

•)

(•

$
;

special bargain in

A

a Womens and Misses
Tan
Lace Boots. These boots were made to sell tor ;
$L50 and $1.25, we are offering this lot uhii

(•

5

they last, Women’s,

|

Misses’,

c*

MARRIED.

§

♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦
i

•

Remember the above shoes

bargains
actount\of

are
atul are only
Byers-Sheldon. Iii Belfast, May 10, by Hev.
Geo. S. Mills, Fred W. Byers and Miss Ora Shelon
certain
at these low
trade condi'
(•
don, both of Belfast.
•>
^
^_
^
Dickey-Waterman. In Belfast, May 10, by
Winsk w, Melvin Dickey and Miss
Rev. G. G
Grace E. Waterman, both of Belfast.
In Lincolnville Centre,
Fletcher- Bi t lug
Belfast Price Current.
April 28, Alfred A Fletcher of Lincolnville and
Maud E. Butler of Searsinont.
Jameson-Dtiuian. In Northport, May 14. by
CORRECTED WKEKI.Y l'OR HIE .li.H'RNAU
F. A. Dickey. Esp, Benjamin W. Jameson of
/'nets /'oi'I f’rothtrrr*
Prodiii' Market.
Northport and Miss Nellie M. Juirgan of Bidde
tiOUaSOO
ton,
75//100 Hav.
Apples. C l'ii.
ford.
Hides, t> th,
Its
7q9
4,a5l
dried,
Lcnt-Sylvestkr. In Camden. May lo, Edgar
7a? 9 1 ncreased Service
l 30«l 4(” Lamb, fc> lb,
Beans,
pea,
to l'i
of
and
Miss
Clara
E.
L. Hunt
Lincolnville
Sylves3*’a 14 o Lamb Skins.
50q75
medium,
ter of Camden.
Mutton. f> lb.
I ton.
a Week
4q.5
yel’weyes, 1 50 a 1
Stanley Fern a I.D. In Monhegan, April 30, I
15,(iis. Oats, f btl, 32 lb. 35a 45
Philadelphia May 10. Ar,sch Yale, Allyns j William S. Stanley of Monhegan and Minnie A. Butter, lt>.
00 a. 70
Beef, [< lh,
Annie Reed, Norton,
; Point; 15, ar, bark
tin71 Potatoes,
Steamers Pent bscot and
Fernald of Mans* t.
>
4a4 1 >
4«>«45- Round Hog,
lm.
Bariev,
f
Bahia.
Sckkfori h-Gi innell. In North Waldoboro,
11 in.
6 oi,i,q 7 no
11 Stra\*
feCheese. fc> Its
Baltimore, May 8. Cld, sch Augustus May 1. Paul L. Si kefortli and Sadie Grinnell, both ; » liieken. fc> lh,
1"a 1- Turkey.
lt>,
Mq17
1 l-lia .5
Palmer, Has ell, Galveston; 11, ar, schs J of Washington.
50//75 Tallow.
Calf Skins.
Manchester Haynes, Punta Gorda; Star of
(>,q 7
Duck. fc> lh,
14//15; Veal, fc> lb,
17
Wool,
unwashed,
the Sea, Hopkins, Port Royal, S C.
doz,
Epps,
DIED.
H </10 Wood, hard,
3 50a5 no
Fowl, V* lh,
Baugor, May 12. Ar, Italian bark Salva.i 50a4 00
soft,
Wood,
lb,
(leese,
fe>
tore, Buoksport to load for Messina; schs
lietail Market
Retail Rrirr.
liabboni, Lord, Philadelphia; Maggie Mul-I ColitrUN. In Belfast. May 1."., Olive Colburn,
90,0.1 00
ve\, Pendleton, Boston;
sld, sell Lillian, ] aged 84- years. l() mot.tbs and 28 da\s.
Reef, corned, fc* fi>, 7 a* Lime, V hhl,
Davis.
In
Rockland.
iNicker5.
4 a5
Augusta
Meal.
May
()af
is
salt.
14
It.
fc> lb,
RutU-r
bag,
Griud'e, Boston; ar at Mt Waldo sch Herwife of Alexander P. Davis, a native of Bel- Corn,
4
Commencing Shu.id;>v. Ma\
4'.' ()nions,
It*,
bu,
C
hert K., Shute, to load for New York; 15, son),
fast, aged 60 years.
9a 10 leave Belfast as follows;
4.* t)il, kerosene, gal,
<1 Corn,
Crack
bu,
sld, selis Webster Barnard and H Curtis,
For Boston, via < anali 1.
Feakino. I
Chelsea, Mass., April 22. Mrs. Corn Meal, fc* bu,
Ho 4
4:' Pollock,
lb,
New York; Eagle, Boston.
Id r w
Rebecca Fearing, formerly of Ven.na, aged f>5
days and Fridays ;r
7 a*
14 Pork. t> tb
lb,
Cheese,
days and Saturdays at dm n. v
1 U
Brunswick, (4a., May 10. Ar, sch Anna years and 6 months.
Cotton Seed, t> cwt, 1 -n Plaster. |>,l>hl,
For Bucksport. Wmterpi-rt
Getciifll. In Orland, A]>ri 1 29, Mrs. Hattie L. Codfish, dry,
Me;,, fe> Itlb
Pendleton, Patterson, New York; cld, sell
Rye
fc>
a. m. daily, except V >mia\
Getchell. aged 24 yeats. 2 months and 1 ! days.
90a'.'a
1- Shorts, {9
wt,
Florence Lelaud, Spofford, Noank; 12, sld,
Carnberries, fc> <11,
For Searsp..rr and Hano
Guay. In Brooksville, May 4, Nelson H. Gray, I Clover seed
5 1-9 n<
l'1" Hi Sugar. fc> It*.
schs Susie P. Oliver, Satilla; Susan N. Pick46 years. 9 months and 14 nays.
Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
1
3a
aged
T.
75!
4 E('o4
Salt,
t‘ hu,
Flour. (• 1.1.1,
ering, Haskell, Boston.
Hobbs! In Rockpovt, May 7, Mrs. Sarah Hobbs cl.H. Set'll,
lm. 1 51.«- O'. Sweet Pot.it oes.
K HI
KMV
Providence, May 10. Sld, sch Isaac Ober- of Norway.
a
'" 9 Wheat
Lard, 40'.
From Boston.'every day
O’Lkaky.
a Belfast, May 13, Jerry O’Leary,
tun, Trim, Philadelphia
Port Eads, La., May 11.
Sunday -. at da a • r .>1
Sld, sch. Lucia aged 90 years.
From Bangor, Mondays ai
Pakkkk. In Bucksport, May 7, Thomas H. Par1
Porter, New York.
noon. Tuesdays. rimr-la\
GS >ears, 5 months and 3 days.
ker,
aged
D.
11.
sch
C., May
Ar,
Washington,
DayI*. M.
Pekkins. in Lamoine. May 8, Richard Perkins,
light, New York
aged 74 years ami 2 months.
HAS K. .TOH NS* > N Am m.
Norfolk, May 11. Sld, sch Anna P. Chase,
Smalliduf. In Castinc, May 9. Louis* daughCALVIN AI STIN. (.. a
ter of Capt. ( harles W.and Grace Smalliilge,aged
Elus, Boston.
WILLI AM H. HILL. *;»■
Perth Amboy, May 13.
Sld, sch. Mark G years.
In
of
William
Simonton.
wife
Camden,
May 4,
Collins,
Pendleton,
Baugor.
I
At a 1'rolia.te Court lu !d at
Simonton, aged 74 years.
Portland, May 24. Ar, schs Hit Carson, P.Speak.
In Rockland,
the Coontv d \\ ad.i*
10, Olivia (Conant).
>u
Kendall, Ponce; Hattie C Luce, Heal, Mo- widow of Nelson Spear, May
93 years, 1 month
A. [). 1
aged
I bile.
and 24 days.
t S H lit H MA VO. \
n 111.
Thomas*. In Isle an Haut, April 26. Mrs. Elsie
Vineyard Haven, May 13. Passed sclis
For sunburn, made every week.
A of W ll,-i V DICK K,\
Henry Whitney, Welch, South Amboy tor W. Thomas, f ged 33 years, 9 months and 21 days.
said County of Waldo, dece.w
Weeks. I
Rockland, May 7, Jackson Weeks,
Booth bay ; A. W. Ellis, Ryder, Rockland for
ed a petition praying tor a In -•«.a native of Jefferson, ageu 77 years, 2 mouths
New York; 15, ar, sch Mary Ann McCann,
or private sale and convey the
and 20 days.
estate of said deceased deserin*
Baugor for Sag Harbor.
Whitcomb. In Islesboro, May 17, Mabel, wife
Ordered, That said petitioner
of Fred E Whitcomb of Searsport.aged 25 years.
FOREIGN PORTS.
persons interested by eausi
Williams, in Martinsville, St. George, May 7,
Guantanamo, April 29. Sld, sch Humaorder to he published ilm-e
John Williams.
Capt.
in the ltepuhliean .1 imruaI a
rock, Veazie, New York.
at Belfast, that they may a, ;
Manila, March 23. Sld, ship Susquehanna,
Court, to he belli at Bella-' u
Sewell. Iloilo and Delaware Breakwater
....KINK
LINK OF....
County, on the lBtl day
(not as before.)
at ten of the clock before ...
Sierra Leone, about April 30. Sld, bark
if any they have, why the
John S. Emery, Wyman, Turk’s Island (to
tioner shoulii not h.
anted
load for Philadelphia )
i.Ko. K .inn
A true copy.
At lest
Havana, May 5. Sld, sch Susie P. Oliver,
Tell It on the Streets of Belfast and
ChAs. Id Ha/.11
Winslow, Brunswick.
Newcastle, N. S. W., April 12. In port
K1 sew here.
,«

prices

—

**

f.oj

13«15j

j

1

I
!

NEW ODORS and SOAPS

..

n.

IB lH HI.

BATH SPONGES and

CHAHOIS SKINS.

ship Reaper, for Sydney (ar March 30) for
Kaluilui.

miscellany.
Ar, ship Aryan, Nor-

Passed, ship Abner
Anjer, April 11.
Coburn, Butman, Manila for New York.

How the back

MISCELLANY.

New Orleans, May 8. Sch Lucia Porter,
hence for Boston, struck bottom while going
down river and came off damaged. She will
be brought back for repairs.
[Sld. from
Port Eads 11th.
Nassau, May 13. Sch General Adelbert
Ames, Lord, from Daiquiri for Satilla, put in
here the 12th, with three of her cr w sick
with malarial fever. She has been quarantined.

The five-masted sell M D
Cressey was launched from the Percy &
Small yard at Bath on Thursday. Barge
Oxford was launched at the yard of Kelly,
Spear & Co. at about the same time. The
M D Cressey has a 249 foot keel, is 44 feet
beam and 22 feet deep. She will be commanded by Capt. William F Harding of
Boston, formerly master of the four-master
William H Clifford.
Fall River schooner
The two-masted
Thomas Borden, Capt Darby, from Kingston, N Y, with cement., which ran ashore at
Third cliff, Scituate, during the dense fog
Monday night, was towed up to Fort Warren, Boston harbor, May 10th, where she
will discharge her cargo. The tugboat Juno,
which was dispatched to the assistance of
the schooner when it was learned that she
was ashore, succeeded in pulling her off the
beach without much difficulty. Before she
floated, however, a portion of her false keel
came to the surface showing that her botShe is also
tom is considerably damaged.
leaking somewhat and will be hauled out on
for
the ways after discharging
examination
aud repairs.
The captain of the tug made
no bargain with the captain of the schooner
dren of 10 years of age and under. The young
and will probably claim salvage for saving
men make a little better showing,but this is
the vess3l.
News has arrived of the loss near Milnot a town to recruit an army from....
Memorial Day will be observed in the usual bridge of schooner Volunteer of Vinalhaven
and commanded by Capt E. W. Look. The
form, J. E. Rhodes of Rockland a nephew Volunteer -was owned almost
entirely by
of the late Capt. R. S. Ayer,
ill be the Vinalhaven parties aud chiefly by the BodInformation
well
Granite
Co.
received
orator and the singing will be furnished by
from Captain Look is to the effect that the
a male quartette selected for the occasion
schooner left Jonesboro Monday, bound
and composed of E. Cobb of Searsmont, B.
homeward to Vinalhaven with a load of
F. Knowles of South Montville,Hazen Bick- wood for the company. Shortly after leavport a heavy fog set in and the vessel
ford of Montville, and John Sanford of ing
went on the rocks, being set out of her
Liberty....W. I. Neal of Pittsfield, Fish course by a heavy current. The crew had
and Game Warden, was in town this week time to put some of their personal effects
on business....This locality appears
ashore in the tender, but nothing else was
to be
doomed for another apple famine. Not one saved.
The vessel, which was valued at
tree in fifty will bloom, and the caterpillars about $3 500 will be a total loss. The Volunare here in great numbers.
All the people teer was built in Jonesboro in 1887, and her
intended to spray their trees this spring, but ! tonnage was 64.25 net.
are late in getting their sprayers, or the
Charters. Bark Addie Morrill, Bridge- |
caterpillar is early. They have flanked us, water to Buenos Ayres, lumber, owners
at any rate.
account. Sch Scotia (previously) New York I

Here is what
Mr.

a

citizen says:
Robinson of No. 6 Waldo

Benjamin
of Bridge street, says:

corner

‘‘I

Special
I They

Plate Mirrors.

doctor.

He said I had kidney trouble and gave
medicine, but it did not help me much.
My mother saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
and got a box for me at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug

All

Flavors for Soda

the Latest Discoveries In

DRUGS and
and
at

we

HED1CINES,

ottor

lowest

prices.

POOR &

SON, Druggists.

Buffalo,

YOU CAN

HAVE

as

50 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
N. Y., sol e agents for the United States.
Remember the name,

DOAN’S, and take

no

sub-

THE SEA BREEZE
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No. 20.

that will

Belfast, Me., May iS, iSqq.

WE PRINT ANYTHING.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of Mav,
A. D. 1899.

Leaflets,
♦Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
*
Cards, Booklets,* Programs,+ Bill
& Note Heads,+Posters,+<ftc.,*<fcc.
|

R.

WHITE, guardian
LESLIE
JULIA
WHITE, minor child of Albert, White, lato

!

Farming,
Pushing leaves.
She’s a “scorcher.”
So many forest fires
ahead of time.

are

A furnished Room, for
rent, near the P. O.
Lots of fish are being
caught between Sat. & Mon.

OUR

SPECIALTIES.

j

of

A.

of

Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for a license
to sell at public or private sale certain real estate
therein described belonging to said minor.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of June, A. 1). 1899. at

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ten

"

ISLGSB0R01 oFyour TOkl”1
Sent by Express, Stage, or nail.
lO Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.,
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

FOR SALE, HOUSE
and

three and

j
]

|
j

t

at It. 1:
on the

<

j

]

I

*<

$

|

.*..

i

1

one

half

acres

land

formerly occupied by J. W. Jones.
lars inquire of

on

I >M IN 1ST RATO 1C s

V

>11(

j

I

\ hereby gives not ice 11
pointed administrator of flu
EVA S. GRIFFIN, late of >:<
in the County of Waldo, derea•-

At a

—

5

not kink at

MASON & HALL S.

—

1

j

certain instrument, purporting
will and testament ot J<HIN vBelfast, in said County of W a
ing been presented for probate.
the appointment >*t an admin:*will annexed of the estate >d

4

The pen is mightier than the sword
So many people think;
[round,
But the thing that makes the world go
is plenty of printers’ ink.

;
i

S

Onlereil, That notice be givet
terested by causing a cop\
published three week* *u. •»•*.*?■
licau Journal, published at Pel:
appear at u Probate Court, t-- b»
w ithin and for said ( onuty. mday of June next at ten <-t t In
and show cause, ll any tin > h.
should m-t be proved, appr<< rd .u
GEO. h. JOHN.-1
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazi- v

stitute.

I

Proliate Court held
tlie Countv of Waldo,
May. A. I>. 1899.

j

j

Ordered That the said|peti:
aM persons interested b\ eau-m
order to lie published three week
the Republican Journal, a new*]
Belfast, that they ma\ appea: a
to l>e held at Belfast, within
I
on the 13th day of June, A
clock before noon, and sln-w
have, why the prayer of said ;
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHN*
A true copy. Attest:
CllAS. 1'. Ma/.K!
At a

J

j

ROdl

petinm:

\

directed and my hack lias
not troubled me since.”
DoanOintment is for sale by all dealers, price

store.

ami
a

tain real estate described C.ri
late d s,
JAMES FLLLEB
County, t.ied seized and <•>
<.
now owned by them in comm
in nanuMi may be divided act p

everything

cash

m l.KR

I

j

!

.r Be
t J:«
on

— *•

OUR...

Fine,

avenue

<7

B.

Water,
are

Probate Court ! m t
the Countv of Waldo,
A. 1> *1899.

At a

OBEU;
having presented

CHKRRY RIPK,
ORANGKADE and
BLACK RASPBERRY.

me some

1 used them

Soap

caught cold, it

settled in my hack and laid me up for severaj
weeks. The sharp pains were so severe at times
that 1 could not straighten, and finally I sent for
a

ami

....TRY

be relieved.

people tell this story.
Friends and neighbors talk about it.
They tell about their kidney ills,
How they suffered, how the cure came,
What they think of Doan’s Kidney Fills.

sch

south.

Launched.

can

Boxes

Belfast

17,
6,
Spoken. May 4,
Olive T Whittier, from Cieufuegos, bound
Ion 79

New' French Celluloid

things cannot be told too often.
Repetition gives them added strength.
The same old story is pleasant to hear
When it brings happiness to the home,
Brings joy to the afflicted,
Tells how burdens can be raised,
Some

Nassau, May 12. Ar, sch General Adelbert Ames, Lord, Daiquiri for Satilla (see

lat 27

j
j

ROGER & GALLETT’S

MARINE

!

1

FRESH COLD CREAM

folk.

*

j

oa:k|

Honolulu, April 23.

j

High St
particu-

All pc
bonds as the law directs
t
mauds against the estate
.;
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are reqic*
PEI lb.
rnent immediately.
Stockton Springs, May 9, IS.1.'
1

\

\ DMINISTRATOK S >o ill
i*\ hereby gives notice that he
appointed Administrator oi the «•*'.'
PARRIS

WALKER, late

J

of

in the County of Waldo, deceased, a
as the law directs.
All persons h
against the estate of said decease
present the same for settlement, -o
thereto are requested to make pas'
THOMAS t>l>
ately.
China, May 9, 1899.
1

A TEN CENT CIGAh
F™F1VE CENT

.,

For

OWEN G. WHITE.

!
j

1‘OOlt it- so>

>

j

j

|

